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They were
of distress were set.
by the steam pilot boat Walter H.
\dams, whioh went to tbe Moore’s assistance and took off all the passengers,
landing them in Brooklyn. The crew
ivas
taken off by the tug C. E. Evarts.
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Botanic and Magnetic Healer
from 113 Free street to 42 Brown
street, Portland, Me. Treats all old chronic
and complicated diseases that the flesh Is heir
to.
The only step necessary is to call at the
Doctor** office and let him examine your case.
All oases at a distance treated by letter; lull
name, age. color of eyes and place of residence
ant* stamp.
Only the best vegetable
medicines are used in my practice. Office hours
v a. m. to 12 m., 1 to 9
octl 9dtfspt
p. m.

a
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Spotless ReputaJealous of Her—

tion But Husband Was

in

Troubles

Drown

Drunk.

horrible
26.—A
suicide occurred in this
iity ttiis morning. Frank Cote, a barber
ibout 28 years old, shot his wife dead with
three balls from a 32 calibre revolver, and
then shot himself.
They occupied a room
and
in Yigeant’s Block, corner of Moody
Cabot street. The deed was done while both

Lowell, Mass., November
of murder and

jase

were

discharge

in bed. The

of

pistol

the

clothes, causing them to

set fire to the bed

the smoke
smoulder and smoke and
the window
first seen issuing from

was

by

a

called to leave milk about

milkman who

6

o’clock.
He notified bis customer, D. Block, who
sent for Mr. Yigeant,the owner of the block.
He broke open the door of Cote’s room and
attempted to arouse the latter in the dark

affairs

was

divulged.

Mrs. Cote was dead, her head bathed in
blood. Cote was unoonscious and was taken
to the St. John’s Hospital, where
he lived
about three hours.
four
a

chambers discharged

chambers loaded

Mrs. Cote has been

a

the first barrel of
flour; but it never sold the second—the
flour itself does that. All the advertising in the world never would made the
enormous demand for PIEESBCRY’S
BEST unless it was the best.
ATT. THE ENTERPRISING ANDUPTO DATE GROCERS SELL: PIEES-

family

sought

district, formerly the Peabody mills,
aow known as Libby's upper mills, were
all on Are, and despite every effort whioh
per

that she had

mind.

on

Merrimac

drink.
upera

believbeen in the company of
They leave no children.

The deed

had

as

committed

been

discovery

was

Senatorial

a

made.

Candidate.

Indianapolis, November 25.—-Dr. James
Harris, of Nobleville, member-elect of the
legislature, has joined the Harrison element

LO WE RS
AEOUAfi RECITALS DAILY

I know his

cordially invited

mind, and I think he would not

for one moment permit himself to be
sidered as available for this office.
knows that there

are

three

or

He

him unless he puts a stop
intention, but it can be stated as a

who will vote for

THE M.STEINERT&80NSC0.

to their

T.C.McQouldric, Mgr.,517 Congress St.

life has

thought

fact that the

of

re-entering public

mind.
In the
Senate he would be looked upon as the
leader of his party, and would have to resume care and responsi bilities of which he
thinks he has borne his share. The truth is
that his name is being used 44 a menace
to the candidacy of Charles
W. Fairbank,

tflstp-nrmeod

BfiBBEB,
I3entist,

DB. E. F.

never

entered

his

President,

STREET,

Havana,
eral

Weyler

Gold fillings, $1.00 and up.
Silver
50c to $1.00. Cement, 50c to 75c.
Painless extracting by Ether, Gas and
Local Anesthetics. Gold Crowns, $5.0o
Crown and Bridge work. Artificial Sets.
$5.00, $8.00 and $10.00. Thorough ad,
skilitul treatment of all dental diseases.
Examinations and advice free. Office
hours, 8 a. m to 12; 1 p. m. to 5. Appointments solicited by mail.
oct22eod6m

m.I>. V.,

veterinary ssargfcen.

Hamburg, November 28.—Tbe total
number of dock laborers on a strike here
Tnesa have been joined by tbe
is 8000.
Ships arriving from Englightermen.
land and Sweden are bringing men to
replaoe the strikers. All oftthe port
in
Bremen are idle and the
laborers
dockmen at Kiel will strike tomorrow.

(Graduate of Harvard University.)
Office—Whitman 8awyer stable Co.
Hotel.

645-4.
cod3m
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Schemes Have Ruined the State.

despatch
Chicago, November 26.—A
The Popufrom Topeka, Kansas, says:
list conference, participated iu by over,
tb at party
one
hundered leaders of
which dosed here laBt night disoussed
laws that

will be

enaoted

this

winter

touohlng foreign corporations, especially
the life insurance companies, and loan
and investment ooncerns.
Life
insurance companies, it is intended, will have to Invest at least 10 per

the state, have done more to
destroy its credit than all other causes.
The new law to he put on the statute
books, they believe will weed out theso
credit wreckers;
THE

|
|

WEATHER.

Washington,

showers;

warmer

Friday jsoutheasterly
winds.
November
Boston,
26. —Local foreoast for Friday: Cloudy;
probably occasional showers; warmer;
briSk to high southwest winds.
Local Weather

Report.

looal
November 26.—Thethe
weather bureau office records as to
weather are the following:
8 a. m.
Barometer, 30.426; thermometer 26.0; dew DOint,26.0; humidity, 100.0;
wind, N; velocity, 10; weather, sleeting.
8 p. m.— Barometer. 30.206; thermome24; humidity,
ter, 27.0; dew point,
88.0; wind, NE; velocity, 2; weather,

Portland,

Twelve Thousand Men

Quit Work.

London, November 26.— A dlspatoh
from Hamburg
says that tbe strike is
inoreaslng and that the number of men
work
is 12.000. Neverthewbo have quit

less coal steamers are dlsobarging their
soma other work along
oargoes. and
the docks is prooeeding.
Tom Mann,the English labor agitator,
while attempting to enter
was arrested
Hamburg territory and was expelled.
Didn't Do

threatenwith
weather,

continued

Greece.

November 36.—Heavy rains
Athens,
have caused floods in Cephissus.
Muoh
damage bae been done to bouses and
at
the Piereus.
other property, especially
Tbe traffic is greatly Impeded and hundreds of persons have bean imprisoned
In tbe factories by the rising waters. It
that nine persons haye been
is known

No-

vember 26.—Foreoast
For
for
Friday:
Maine, Now Hampshire and Vermont

iug
Floods in

Much Fishing.

New York, November 26.—While tbe
steamboat John K. Moxre, with about
160 members of the Clinton Sabine club
on board,
wae
proceeding to tbe flsblng
banks this forenoon, she went ashore on
the Rorner sboa] during a dense fog; and
settled
to tbe depth of her main deck.

MR. J. H. GILMORE,
Providence, R. I., under date of Match
8th, 1884, said: “I take pleasure in ex-

pressing my belief that ‘Wishart’s Pine
Tree Tar Cordial’ is an
inestimable
boon to sick and suffering humanity. It
has certainly proved so in my case and
that of my family.”

at

New

of the

the Features

Conflict—Brown Defeats
Indians

the

Carlisle

York—Pennsy

Wins

from Cornell.

Chicago, November

Graham and Butler of Boston
and Cboyinard of Chicago, Graham havthe ligaments
of
his right leg
ing

broken,but here was no dirty work done,
except by the mud-laden field.
Chioago won the choice of goals. Boston
15 yards on the kiok-off.
gained
Chicago quickly got the bail and passed
it baok for a punt by Draper. The visitor’s 30 yard line wasjreached. In the
rush and scrimmage there, Graham was
out and had to be carried off the
field on a stretcher.
Before the Boston’s knew their danger
nnrl

war

of Matanzas. Nine rebols were killed.
Official advices were received of the
defeat of a force of insurgents at El
Oano, provinoe of Havana, by a body of
Durango.
troops commanded by Col.
The lossTen of the former were killed.
es of the Spaniards in both engagements,
uncording to official despatches, were six
men wounded.

November 38.—A lnrge number of dook laborers are leaving Grimsby
for Germany to take the places of the
striking dock workers at Hamburg.

drowned.

1 fine square but little used,

After

ana Its owners will Be name to

proceedings

London,

I

One of

fying all growers of corn in tbe provinoas
of Pinar del Rio, Havana and Matanzas
to gather together all of the oorn still in
their possession and transport it to the
and settlements by the laid
nearest towns

To Take Place of Strikers.

2d Hand Pianos.

November 26.—Capt. Genissued a decree today noti-

plunder
The Duck Strike Situation.

I

ou

Loan and Inwith the state treasurer.
vestment oompauies will be put under
the control
of the state hank commiswho will have the same superGov. Cleaves’ Nominations Confirmed.
sioner,
vision over them he has over the state
Augusts, November 26.—At a meeting banks. These oonoerns will have to subof Governor
Cleaves and Council this mit to a thorough examination of their
were con- business by a proper official, and if they
his nominations
morning,
cannot comply with rigid investigation
firmed. By the law relating to the elecand show that they are solvent corporaPresidential
tion returns for the
electors, tions, they will be prohibited from doing
Council were com- business iu the state.
the Governor and
The Populist leaders declare that the
pelled to be in session sometime during thousands
of
wild-cat money lending
informal
held
an
and
they
Thursday,
ouuuiijrB
buuu
ucou
tu
uavt*

fillings,

BARGAINS

Seize All Corn

Certain Date.

leader in the anti-Harrison movement
Gresham’s day.”

was a

in

Opp. Baxter 151o ok, Portland. Me.

TELEPHONE

a

an agreeable role to the
excent of their Kansas premiums lu Kannotwithstanding Mr. Fairbanks sas securities, the same to be deposited

and it is not

CONGRESS

novH

Announces That He Will

con-

four members

Beg

abled,

WEYLER STILL PROCLAIMING.

for the

ear.

Kegidence—United States

ATH-

26.—Twenty-two
waB made, they were soon a complete exhausted and bruised football players,
mass of ruins, including the new dry decorated with mud from head to foot,
walked oil the Chicago Athletic associabouse near by.
The
It is supposed to have caught from the tion field at two this afternoon.
team carried with them the
engine in some way, and was not dis- Chicago
covered until it was too late to save it. honor of having won the fourth annual
A high east wind was prevailing at the contest on the gridiron with the Boston
time, together with snow and rain, mak- Athletic association’s eleven. The eooro
ing it very unoomfortable, and our en- at the close of the game was 12 to 6.
The Boston players were too weak for
gine from the village was delayed, as it
could not be moved tbe distance through the opposite aggregation of musole and
These were running power. A heavy rain fell most
the snow without horses.
brisk wind,
procured as speedily as possible in the of the time, driven by a
night time. Tbe loss is said to be from whloh was In the Chcago’s favor. In the
$6000 to $7000; partially oovered by insur- first half, when eight of their twelve
were made three men were dispoints
ance.

United States Senator, and as the
time
legislature to meet grows nearer day
Coloma Shot.
by day, there is more and more evidence,
that General Harrison must in time make
Havana, November 26.—Lomez Coloma
was shot this evening for the crime of
some statement as to whether he will allow
rebellion.
himself to be voted for in caucus.
One of
the ex-President’s
confidential
KANSAS CREDIT WRECKERSfriends said today, without permitting his
name to be used:
While I have no authoriCat Money
Populists Say That Wild
ty to speak for General Harrison, I believe
for

Of musio who haye never had the advantages
of a musical education are amazed and delighted to find the whole realm of music opened to
them through the use of an Aeolian, without
the machina effects so offensive to a musical

B. GAGE.

the

A Broken

—

oloudy.
maxiMean daily thermometer. 26.0;
mum thermometer, 27.0; minimum therol
mometer, 24.0; maximum velocity
wind, 12 miles; total preoipitation, 22.
Weather Observations.

The Agricultural Department weatboi
November 26,
bureau for
yesterday,
taken at 8 p. m., meridan time, he observation for each station being given it
this order:
Temperature, direotlou a
the wind, state of weather:
Boston, 43 degrees, E, oloudy; New
York, 56 degrees, S, clear; Philadel
pbla. 60 degrees, SW, clear; Washing
ton, 66 degrees, S, clear; Albany, 04 de
grees, S, clear; Buffalo, 66 degrees, S,
olear; Detroit, 64 degrees,
S, rain
Chicago, 68 degrees, S, rain; St. Pan],
84 degrees, SW, cloudy; Heron, Dak., t
degrees, NW, enow; Jacksonville. 70 degrees, SE, clear.
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Chioago

rush line had carried them off
their feet by snappy work, through the
centre and past the end tackles to Boston's
five yard line, close to the goal
posts. A determined Btnnd was made
there.
The line of defense went down
like nine pins, and iu two efforts Draper
was
clutching the ball for the first
touchdown under a pyramid of twentyone other players.
He missed a hard goal to kiok.
The
ball changed hands a good many times
on off side play,
fumbles and forfeits on
downs, without five yards advance. The
nearest Boston got to the goal of the
There
oherry colors, was forty yards.
Chioago had the ball set on Boston’s 25
yard line on a kick back by Draper over
the goal lin« out of Curtis’s reach.
The
piayiug was slow nnd dslays over disputes
tedious for the 7C00 spectators, half of
whom were exposed to the wind-driven
rain.
into Draper’s hands
Curtis punted
on
the 60 yard line, and the Chicago
who
with
full back,
Slater, did all the
brilliant individual play on that side,
ran around the end, dodged aud threw
sat on the ball
the tackles until he
seccnd touchdown.
for his
His kick
lor a goal sent the Dali against the post.
the kick off Choyinard got the
After
bail for Chioruto and made n thirty yard
run around the end to Boston’s fifteen
yard line, being hurt in the scrimmage.
He played out the half and Klunder
hie place doing effective work.
took
MillChicago last the ball for holding.
iard and Curtis were sent throngh the
line for thirty yards, putting Boston
Bullard
out of Its dangerous position.
Time was called
made a 25 yard run.
bofore the advantage could be followed
up.
In the second half the ball was quickly
line.
rushed to Boston’s 25 yard
It
was lost and Fenuessey went through the
line for the same distance, repeating the
pi y for twenty yards more. There was
erce
a
struggle on Chicago’s 46 yard
Hue ending in Curtis going through the
the
centre and around
Chicago's 30
yard mark. From there the ball was
cleverly advanced uy five and ton yard
stages, and the hull was soon on Chicago’s twenty yard line.
The Boston men failed to make their
five yards,
and by bucking the line.
aided by two runs from Blunder and
the
latter was soon making a
I Draper,
snake-like
glide over the slippery
erounds
inside Boston’s 65 yard line.
The best play of the game was then
made by Slater.
He got around right
end, wriggled zigzag threw off five men
and made a 45 yard inn to within three
yards of Boston's goal before Curtis
threw him.
It was only the work of a
few minutes and two buoking efforts,
for Draper to score another touohdown.
His goal kick again failed.
There was some open play after this
and the Chicago men took it easier.
They got the ball egain to the 25 yard
lino, but Boston made a successful stand
there and Bullard went around the end
for 35 yards.
Curtis tried left end for
twenty yards more bringing the ball 45
yards from Chicago’s post.
By desperate line work the ball was
pushed n few yards at a time by Boston
O the 16 yard lino.
There the Boston
me) were given five yards on
off-side
Another
plays.
pass wedge, rush end
interference and the hall was'.within eight
yards of Chiago’s goal. There the deooy
team play was resorted to and Chicago’s
centre jumped on the mon who were supposed to have the ball, but did not.
had the
Builard
leather and shot
through to a touchdown to siiit himself,
after shaking off a solitary tackle. He
was downed
between the goal posts and
Curtis kicked nu easy goal.
a
Boston
plucky play was done in the
the
last ten minutes of the time, as
whistle blew duiing the run after the

following kickoff.

An

BROWN DOWNED THE INDIANS.
Exciting Game on Manhattan Field

Yesterday
New

thousand
Brown

Afternoon.

York, November
persons

university

26.— Eighteen
eleven ol
plnoky In-

the
defeat the
saw

dians from the Cnrlislo school at Manhattan
field this afternoon, the final
score

being,

Metoxeu and

score

after

a

the subject is postponed until the
Congress convenes it may be too lute,
lc thinks, to benefit tue
treasury. Mr. Quay
lays that, pending action by Congress, imlext

lortations may be hurried into the United
States under the present low rate of
duty in
iuch large quantities as to meet the
de-

President Elect Up With the lark

nands of trade for the next three or four
rears. Under these circumstances a general
•evision of.the tariff a year or more from the

Yesterday.

fi5

Brown 24; Carlisle

Indians,

12.

The greater bulk of the crowd witnessed the game without paying for ad
mission, but the six thousand wht
bought tickets were amply repaid by on<
of the fastest and most exciting gaiuol
ever seen on the gridiron in
this o«y.
The Biown’s victory, which wns rather
a surprise, was
mainly due to the mag
niilcent playing of Gammons and Foltz.
It was iu the second hull that the twe

iresent time will

It was the first time during the season
that
nave had such fast
the Indians
scoring backs to*be opposed to them, and
the redskins were completely outclassed
The Carlisle
when it came to running.
boys were enabled to go through the
if it had
and
Browns line lor big gains,
not been for a couple of fumbles at critical moments, and a close decision on the
part of the time keeper at the end of the
first half, the soore might have beeu a
tie.
When the referee signalled half time
it was the
Indian’s ball within a yard
of Brown’s line and the soore was almost
a
certainty. The redmen’s tackling wan
Cayou once
not as certain as usual.
missed Fitz
on an easy tackle, while
Brown’s
eleven was about the lightest
year.
that the Indians have met this
The redskins suffered severely in the way
of injuries. On the opening play of the
game Hudson was hurt and had to be
taken off, while Miller, Sholnfo, Cayou
and McFarland
had to retire from in-

little

November 26.—Major MoKin
ley was up early this morning at 8,30.
Ex-Senator Wm. D. Washburn of Minnesota, called upon him and conversed for
an hour.
Mr. Washburn is in favor of
a

on

a

couple

new

tariff law with a strong reciprocity
and thinks the tariff cannot be

feature

ried into a selection.’’
Major McKinley took advantage of the
brilliant sunshine and balmy air to take
a drive
with Mrs. McKinley and later a

occa-

sions^ when it was apparent that the
learned wbat slugging
redmen had
meant. The feature of the Indian’s play
short stroll with one of bis friends.
was
the
cool, strong and well timed
Major and Mrs. MoKlnley ate their
kicking of Captain Bemis Pierce.
He out-punted Hall and made galDs at Thanksgiving dinner with an old friend
The redskins fought
every attempt.
and relative, MrB.Mary Lester Reynolds.
heroically to tbe^end andptfae crowd who
and it was a
There were 25 at table
were enthusiastically in favor of “The
merry parly. Mrs. Reynolds has much
Natives,” cheered them heartily.
Indians having won the local fame on account of her ThanksAt 2.15 tue
west goal. Hall
ohosen the
toss and
dinners. It has been her oustom,
kicked off to Hudson, who was tackled giving
by Murphy at the redskin’s 25 yard line. as it was of her parents and grandparThe
Indian quarterback was hurt and ents, to always
have a score and five
Shelafo took his place Then the Indians
family friends at the table.
line
their
bucking
operacommenced
Mother McKinley was the guost of hontions and went through Brown’s defense
or at Mrs.- W. K. Miller’s today.
as if it wero tissue paper.
Jamison commenced by going through
Cayou and McFarDyer for 12 yards.
lnnrt

hrnnirht:

th«

nTfll

to fchfl CCntrO Of

MUST LEGISLATE AGAINST CAPITAL.

Brown was utterly unable to
the field.
withstand tbe pile driving attacks of the
Indian backs, and was quickly in danger
but the attaokers
on tbe ten yard line,
wero over
anxious and lost the ball for
holding within five yards of the line.
Fultz got the ball on a double pass,
and aided by beautiful interference ran
tbe leather out of danger to his own 45
yard line.

Somewhat Sensational Sermon

Waterbury,
a

a

Bap-

26.—Rev.

Conn. November

W

former

whole

'Our

needs

system of

reforming,

doing business

”he asserted.

a

measure

far in

are

excess of fcthe
receipts, and the
that condtion of affairs is remedied
the better it will be for the
country.
sooner

Senator Quay is disinclined to reveal all
that he may know concerning the make up
of Mr. McKinley’s cabinet.
His
personal
friends announce with apparent positiveness
that he can have the Naval portfolio if he
will accept it. Me declines to throw
any

Washington, November

26.—While there
direct advices on the matter, it^ is
evident that the report of the Venezuelan
Co mmission, which is now virtually finished, will be in possession of the President
prior to the completion of the forthcoming
messsage to Congress.
How the character of the Commission’s report may be changed from its present standing in view of the friendly attitude of this
are no

country

and
England tow ard each other
the settlement of the Venezuelan trouble

in
is

a

subject

of much official and

diplomatic

interest. ^That point appears to await
official reports from the government iii Caracas.
Should the arbitration agreement
between England and the United States
prove acceptible to Venezuela, the incident
will be harmoniously and
finally closed in

all quarters, and there will be no tendency
to recall past acrimony and recitals of disagreements that would appear,should circumstances call for detailed statements of the
numerous points involved in the
controversy
as considered by the Commissioners.
If the South American republic
cordially
acquiesces in the decision of the two Powers

He

in

a

brief

thought historical

of

period

Most of the
engaged Congress

time.

have

measures

American many months in
hope of the future
anxious
delong and
government lay in the individual voter and bates, and several of them were enacted
that
the refusal by close
he expressed his convictions
majorities. Referring only to two
of the nation to go into bankruptcy and dis- of the measures of the
present generation,
on
a
basis
of
^63 cents it is found that the McKinley bill was recharge its obligations
a
reason for
a dollar was
on
profound ported on April 16, 1890, it passed the House
thankfulness.
on May 21 and the Senate on
September 11,
and it was approved by President Harrison
of

the

the

WHAT WILL CONGRESS DO.

October 2 of that year. The Wilson Gorbill
was reported
on December 19,
1893. It passed the House on February 1, 1894,
and the Se nate on July 2, 1894.
It became a
law withou t Hie signature
of President

on

man

That

Evident

Cannot

Programme

Even

Be

Mapped Out.

Cleveland

s

26.—Judging
^Washington,
opinions so freely expressed by memwho
have
bers of Congress
already arrived
November

from

the

A

on

August

28.

Freight Train Piled Up,

Framington, Mass., November 26.—
About 5.40 this morning the Albany local
express crashed into a west bound
Height
South

Washington, as well as those who have
interviewed at long range, it. is evident
rods
near the tower 2 0
below the station
be
that no programme of legislation can
here. The freigh t was backing from the
until
out
after
the
even roughly mapped
main track to a siding, to allow the passenin
various party caucuses have been held
ger train to pass, but the engineer failed to
The
both
loaders
of
houses
are
Washington.
see the signal set against him until too late,
as
to
the
wisest
course
to
uncertain
pursue, on account of the the lieav
y mist. A car of
with
to
the
tariff
regard
question, oats burst
especially
and
A car
of

in

been

difference
and there is also a radical
opinion as to whether an extra session

Fifty-filth Congress

the
lliu

Alter an intermission or mteen minutes Wheelock kicked off to Colby whc

dowu on Brown’s twenty yard line.
Hall made five yards and off side play by
the Indians advanced Brown ten yard*
Fultz made a lightning dash
more.
down the field,
was
taokled on the InHall and Fnlta
dian’s
20 yard line.
rushed
the oval to the line and Fults
brought it over, hut fumbled and lost
the ball. Metoxen, who replaced MoFar
land, fell on the sphere for a touohback,
so no score resulted.
After the kick-out Brown pushed tho
hall back to the Indian’s ten yard line,
but
Gammons fumbled.
Cayou and
Jamisou
were
dragged through for IE
yards and Metoxen brought the oval to
neutral territory. After gaming 25 yards
in or e^'the
Indians were forced to givi
up the ball on downs.
Then the leather was snapped baok ti
Gammons, who dodged right througl
the opposition and after a magnificent
run of 80 yards gronded the oval behind
the lino. Fultz kicked a goal, making
the score, Brown, 12; Indians, 0.
Wheelock kicked off to Wheoler, whc
was tackled at Brown’s 40 yard line
Brown got ten yards for offside
play
Flutz got possession out of scrimmagt 1
and
with the help of good interferenci 1
dashed through the Indians and got he
Fult:
hind after a run of 60 yards.
kicked the third goal. Brown, 18; In
dians, 6.

\

me

xvepuoiioitii

the

wlil

be

and

Dingley bill,

infiuen-

aie 111

thus

of

necessary.

most

ncuiiiuis

of

itivoi

making

an

session unnecessary,
while others
extra
take the ground that the coming session will

entirely consumed in discussion of the
annual appropriation bills, leaving no time
be

open
spilled.
dry
goods and one of cotton bales turned comover
and
burst
A
flat
loaded
open.
pletely
with oil tanks ancl
barrels

were

a

box

car

piled together

loaded with oil
and

completely

demolished.
The

engine

front.

The engineer. fireman and trainmen were unhurt.
The damage will amount to some §25,000 or
was

stove in

§30,000.

Lewiston Takes Every Game.
passing
legislation, or even for action on the
Augusta, November 26.—The championship
Cuban question. The caucuses will be held,
polo game this evening resulted: Lewiston,
however, as soon as possible after Congress
8; Augusta, 6.
whatever for the

of tariff

or

finan-

cial

meets,

and

a

that

ranged so
to expect.

legislative programme arthe country will know what
Democratic
active part in behalf

It is rumored here that

those

Senators who took an
of McKinley’s election will be excluded from
the Democratic caucus, and that the Republicans will in like manner exclude those of

party who bolted the St. “Louis Conand
supported Bryan and the
Whether the
soundChicago platform.

their

vention

money Democrats will caucus with the Re
publicans and the free silver Republican

with the Democrats is not yet known.

It

Incendiary Fire in Cambridge.
Cam bridge, Mass., November 26.—The
lumber shed of Parker & Page on First
street, Bast Cambridge, was homed tonight. It was 100 by 40 feet and contained
a large
quantity of fine dried )um her
and a lot of soft wood. Loss, $40,000;
The fire is supposed to
fully insured.
have been set, as two cans of oil were
fourd oloseito the part of the shed where
the tire started.

is

possible that the Republicans, the sound
money Democrats, the free silver Democrats
the free siver Republicans, and the
Populists pure and simple may each have a caucus

of their own. Information lias been

re-

ccived here that Senator Teller, the leadei

Senate, will
Washington until December 10, sc
quite unlikely that there will be

of the free silver forces in *the
not reach
that it is
a

Though Miller had been hurt and pc
plaoed by Smith, the Indians qnlackl;
forced hostilities down
to the Brown’ }
line and Cayou was foroed over for tin
reunion’s second score. B. Pierce kiokot [
the goal. With the soore at 12 to 12 th ?
redmen made desperate attem pts tj evei
Shelafo am
up, and in the struggle
Cayou weie hurt, the latter being badl;
used up.
Hudson and Mitchell replaced the in
jured braves. The Indian’s fierce rushei
brought the oval to Brown’s 45 yard line
hut there they lost it on a fumble. Tin
wb< 1
ball was snapped back to Colby
passed it to Gammons and when should
bad
half
er to
shoulder quarter and
started. Tbey distanced all the Indian j
except Metoxen, who came at tho pai f
for a fierce taokle.
The redskin’s aim wus true but b ;
took the wrong man, and while he wa 3
rolling over on the ground, Gammon
had the hall grounded for a touobdowi
after a 65 yard run.
Fultz aehievei j

01

i>assing

of

was

Third Page!

to say that such

pastor of First Baptis
a
somewhat sensational sermon
at the Union Thanksgiving services today
bearing the brunt of the oa-nt roversy, a
ormal report only will be
in the First Methodist church, declared that
Jusnecessary.
tice Brewer,the president of the Commission
if no legislation against the combination of
was
in
consultation with Secretary Oiney
capital is accomplished duiajig the next four
He today, presumably on this subject, but he
years, Braynism will triumph iu 1900.
asserted that the multiplying of trusts and declines to give any indication of the purmonopolies, in which bands of capital join pose of his visit to the State department.
wealth to wealth, to buy up industries and
Takes Time to Make Tariff Law.
control the market, are organized
conspiracies for public
plunder. Wheat specu
Washington, November 26.—Attention is
lations, the high price of coal and the pro- called to the fact that if an extra session
posed consolidation of the New York Gas should be called experience shows that a
tariff has never been matured and
Companies were bitterly denounced.
adopted
*
P. Elsdon,
church, in

Some of the shrewdest

on

by

tist Preacher in Connecticut.

Seeing it was next to useless trying the
red men’s line. Brown started a passing
game and running around the end with
The three attempts netted
good results.
for the collegians, and then
25 yards
Colby reached the Indian’s 15 yard line
on the quarterback
kiok, but was called
back to the centre only to lose possession
on a fumble.
Gammons and Fultz by two nice runs
brought hostilities again od the Indian’s
Fultz brought the leather
15 yard line.
witbiu a foot of the line and on the next
was sent over for a touobdown
play he
and kicked hta own goal, making the
favor of Brown.
score six to nothing in
After an interchange of kioks between
Hall and B. Pierce, the Indians again
commenced to press at Brown’s 30 yard
line. Summers Gill got hurt in a scrimAfter
mage and Chase was substituted.
advancing tbe oval ten yards, the Indians failed to gain the necessary five
Brown.
and the ball went to
yards
run by Fultz, the cola 40 yard
After
legians wero forced to surrender the oval
one downs at the Indian’s 45 vard line.
| B. Pleroe got the best of Hall on an exchange of punts and Cayou and McFarland rushed tne oval to Brawn’s 15 yard
line.
Cayou gain 3d ten yards more on
the next play, went between Casey and
Murphy and grounded the oval behind
the posts. 8. Pierce kicked a goal, tying the score at 6 to 6.
off and MoFarlanil reHall kicked
turned. Brown lost the ball for holding
at the centre.
McFarland klokod on the third down
and all fumbled,
Wheelook foil ou the
McFarball on Brown’s 18 yard line.
land and Cayon carriod the oval to witnthe
the
referee’s
of
but
in
yard
line,
signal of half time interrupted au almost
certain soore for the redskins.

Continued

but

revised too soon.
light on that subject.
Mr. Washburn afterward said: “My
VENEZUELAN COMMISSION.
impression is that the President-elect
has not made final and. definite choice
He has several persons Report Will Be in Presidents Hands Beof his oabinet.
fore Congress Opens.
in mind, but be is not going to be hur-

Brown played a beautifully clean and
scientific game, and Captain Colby’s
aofcion
in allowing Hudson to come in
again on the second half was vory
While the game was by
sportsmanlike.
no means genteel, the utmost good feel-

except

the Tariff.

Canton,

juries.

lug prevailed,

Maine Re*

Balmy—Ex-Senator Washburn’s Ideas
on

prepared

be of

Senator Quay

he suggests can be passed during the
coming session, but he is in favor of making
;lie attempt. He has not conferred with any
Df his colleagues on the subjects, and he is
not aware th at any of the
Senators who
voted against tariff revision at the last session of Congress have changed their views
>n the s ubject, but as a
plain business proposition ho believes something ought to be
lone promptly to relieve the treasury. “Thu
official reports show that the
expenditures

Sunshiny, Air

Weather—Day

opinion,

ns

A NEIGHBOR.

spec ting

in his

benefit to the treasury.

is not

ATE THANKSGIVING DINNER WITH

Canton More Fortunate Than

CENTS.

ition of

Jl’KIEEY ROSE EARLY.

yard spring.

DEFEATS BOSTON

PBESS.J

pass

THREE

PRICE

1896.

half baoka made their sensational runs
which won the game. Gammons was
toe
first to soore in the haif with a
grand run of eighty yards, in which he
walked clean away from Cayou, the
Fultz ran sixty
speedy In lian half.
pards for the next score, and the final
touchdown was the result of a beautifully concorted run, in which Colby interfered for Gammons, enabling the latter
to

LETIC TEAM.

charge of.disloyalty.
An offiolal despatch has been reoeived
another man.
announcing that a body of troops under
Their only child died some time
ago and Gen.
Figuroa, attacked and defeated a
Cote’s friends claim the loss unsettled ;his band of rebels at San Jose in the
province
ing

Gen. Harrison

F.

store,

to drown his trouble in

short time when the

I_I

all

the bed.
saleswoman in Chris

xuosuuy evening sue attended me
House with her sisters, he evidently

BEST.__

550

with

found in

street. She was young and attractive and
bore a spotless reputation.
Her husband
has been jealous of her of late and he has

ADVERTISING

are

with

found in the

was

another,

was

Holmes’ cloak and suit

which all

revolver,

One

husband’s hand and

To

Yesterday.
CHICAGO

TO THE

the Gridiron Field

Burned

H.

N. H., November 26.—An
fire at about 2 o’clock this
brought out the lire departmorning
ment. It was discovered that the large
mw mill of E. Libby & Sons in the up-

by shaking him. Cote gave a groan, and
upon striking light the horrible condition of

BEKY’S

N.

on

Gorham,

removed

may sell

Gorliam,

Fierce Contests

Harm of
Iffair Took Place

DR. Ei B.

at

THANKSGIVING FOOTBALL

BLAZE.

Down.

THEN KILLED HIMSELF.

TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

ficlenliilc.

the Moore struck the shoal the
When
passengers made a rush lor life preservers
<nd life-rafts aud two or three men fell
iverboard, but they were ploked up.
A THANKSGIVING

nyc SJflllQP

MORNING, NOVEMBER 27.

PORTLAND. MAINE, FRIDAY

conference of

free silverites

before that

date.

Senator Quay is one of the influential Republicans who believes that the tariff ques
tion ought to be settled at the coining ses
sion. Yesterday the Senator surprised his
friends by coming out openly in opposition
to the Senatorial aspiration of John Wanamaker and intimating that his choice for
to Mr. Cameron is Senator Bois<
Penrose. Today Mr. Quay is equally franl
in stating his views as to the wisest course
for the Republicans in Congress to pursue
successor

On this

subject

be wisdom
to reach

on

some

tion without

lie said he believed it

the

part of

conclusion

waiting

for

the
on

an

woulc

Republican)

the tariff quessession ol

extra

Congress. He was not prepared to say tha
he is in favor of the pending
Dingley bill
but he insists that an effort should be much
to increase the revenue with as little del a;
possible.

His idea is that, with the Ding
ley bill as a basis for action, a measun
ad
might be framed that will afford the
ditional revenue desired. If the
consider
as

Absolutely Pure.
A

cre?m

of tartar

baking powder. Highest
sti enatb.—Latest United
States Government Food Report,
ROYAL BAXING POWDER CO., New York

of all

in

leavening

FOOT BALL IN THE SNOW.
How the

Pig Skin

Pushed

was

Through

to weight, and after
under Ooaoh MoOaity of the
forty praotlee
playing neither side (cored Portland team, and are all a set of
flna
cheered first one
The Edward Little
team and men.
High with
then the other for its brilliant
play8 a good coach wonld make the swlftegt
and even on a morning as ould as
that team of their weight in Maine work to
*
of yesterday the game was well
worth take a game.
seeing.
was
The following
the line np:
The toss was won by Auburn, and
AUBURN.
DEERINQ.
the
ball.
Deering was given
Woodfonls
kicked off to the 20 yard line and the
bail was
cunght by Bartlett, who ad““
vanced 15 yards before he was tackled.
bBoka
Auburn's heavy
began at onoe
matched

as

minute* of
The crowd

i;S

the Drifts.

line and Deering
stopped
the onslaughts in flue shape.
Deering
downs
on
on
ball
their
the
40 yard
got
Woodford* punted to Davis on
line.
Auburn’s five yard line and he adavnoed
five yards putting it on Authe ball
to

Portland Defeated by Thornton
of 28 to 4.

by Score

baok the

burn’s 10 yard liua
criss-cross
ten

yards

and

Auburn worked the

bucked

the eeDtre

for

Hodgkins, Auburn’s
did song elegant
halfback
more.

left
did Russell, and these
work
hacks
forced tbeir way forward over hotly contested ground to Deering’s 15 yard line
Here Deering got the ball on downs.

great

as

High School Boys

Put

Up

a

Weak and Spiritless Game and Were

Marsh

attempted the right end,

but

ground by it and than one of Coaoh
Completely Outclassed by the Men From Saco—Deering High
McCarty’s great plays, the one side punt
and Edward Little Give the Star Exhibition of the
worked Id elegant shape. Marsh punted
Day
to Deering’s
30 yard line andltlie ball
Neither Side Succeeds in Scoring—The Woodman-Cook,
Cape as captured by Ripley. After
trying the
Elizabeth Railway Game Results in Victory for the Latter.
Auburn left end again for no gain Marsh
punted onoe moro, this time sending the
took the ball
to the Woodman, ball to the oentre of the field.
The football season ended in Portland | and
Davis of
yesterday by three great games on the Cook’s 20 yard linejwhere it was lost on Auburn
oaught the ball, but
was
a
fumble.
Woodman. Cook’s people real- downed
DeerlDg grounds. The attendance at all
in his tracks.
This ended the
of the games was remarkable for the ized that to attempt throngh the oentre first half with the ball in the
centre of
weather. Of oonrse the greatest arowd plays was worse than folly, and so they
the field.
lost

—

attended the Thointon-Portland game in
and witnessed Portland
the afternoon,
defeated by Thornton to the tune of 28
to

4.

A more disagreeable morning than was
that of yesterday cannot be imagined.
The snow of Wednesday accompanied by
rain bad covered the ground with
inch or two of bard crust, and the

some
an

Deering gridiron was as bleak and forbidding looking a field on which to play
football as was
ever seen
by tbe long
haired enthusiasts. It was biting oold
too, and fitful gusts of wind from the
bosom of Back Bay would have made the
Peering field fieem homelike to Arctic
Explorer Greeley or Lieut. Peary had
Notwiththey been there to enjoy it.
hunstanding tbe weather, fully two

tried a criss-cross play.
One of the half
backs for
the sliver men tried to go
around the railroad people’s right
end,
but young C. hlacreodie was guarding It
and brought down the silver plater In
his traoks by a beautiful tackle.
The

In the

opening of the seoond
half
of
Auburn kicked off to H.
Jordan on Deering’s 20 yard ;line, who
by aid of great Interference rushed the
ball to the centre of the field before he
was stopped.
Now Deering began some
railroad peoplo then captured the ball on of her
One of her
elegant work.
heavy
downs on the silver men’s 20 yard line.
guards was oallei’ baok, and four times
Griffeth tried the right taoklr for a In succession went
through Auburn’s
gain, fumbled the ball which rolled five line like a
whirlwind for five yards.

Skillings

FIRST HALF.

affiYi
B.,O.I.

O

■

,,,

ir°."§=
"E

1 i* b H. Jordan
Hodgkins, 1i hh bK
r h b Marsh
DaTls f b
f b A. Jordan
Neither side scored
Officials, Pnlslfer of Bates; Burnell of Bowdoin.
Uinpire and referee altornately.
Linesmen,
°f
W"
s- c-< and
Time
Berry.
20 minutes each.
of halves,

THE GAME.
It was three o'clock when
Portland
won the toss and
Armstrong of Thornton oarefully poised the
elongated sphero
in the centre of tbe field and

prepared

tried to go around the same end was
a beautiful taukle of George
Allen. Poor Allen however, was badly
hurt at this

<

J

§

2
o

</>
Z

cold yesterday
are not suffering from
colds in tbe head or
pneumonia this
morning it will be surprising.

a
Z
<

p
H
Z

R.

Of
O

J

£

a

H

COOK SIL-

2

VER CO., 0.
The first game of the day was hetween
ne employes of the Portland and Cape
Railroad and those of the
Elizabeth
The Cape ElizaWoodman, Cook Co.
beth men
weighed more than did the
W oodman Cook team, bin what the latter lacked in weight tbey made up in activity r»d in snappy football.
Superin-

discouraged.

Cookson on the nest kick oft punted to
the
10 yard line
and the ball was
mulled by Lee Cole,
who
afterwards
pioked it up and advanced to the twenty

*

yard line.

Woodman

This was discouraging work, but Portland
was
determined to scoro at any
Cookson opened the hall again by
rate.
klcklDg to Dow on Thornton’s fifteen
He advanced five yards before
The
Pennsylvania
Thornton’s two
play with
back shoved Lee Gole through
guards
Portland’s yard lot five, Armstrong and
ho was
tandem

Cook

stopped.

Cole took

M

J

3

C

ft

§

o

In the

beaiuning

cfl

..

n

iV

Cookson

2
<

Z

and then the referee

2

fe

d
S

«

£

£
*0?.

..

of the

second

punteil out of bounds

halt

twice,

gave the ball to
Thornton.
Armstrong
punted out of
bounds once, and then kicked to Wentworth on the ten yard line,and advanced
Hife ten yards before he was
stopped.

was given the bail, but beWentworth
he oould advance an inch he was
fore
tackled
by How, who broke through
line.
Portland’s
Portland was now
forced to punt and CookBon sent the ball

into the air to the centre of the
field lu beautiful style. It was caught
by Lee Cole who was downed by Chase
he could
before
advance a
and

high
people In the beginning,

they winning
the toss and taking the northerly goal.
Assistant Superintendent Macreadie, the
fnll back of the Cape people kicked off
to Woodman, Cook’s 16 yard
line, the
ball being
captnred by
Dailey, who
made 30 yards with it toward the Cape -—_
goal, aided by tho splendid interference jarus iiiio law silver men’s territory and Marsu ami .iuruau kept
up the work
which
formed
captured by A. Macreadie, who and finally when Auburn held
up around him, and was
the Hearwhich the Cape baoks had hard work to tumbled on it. Tlieu came some more
ing backs for three downs Marsh pnnted
smash up. But with the ball on their 45 smashing centre plays sby A. Macreadie to Auburn's 20
yard line. Davis caught
yard line the Woodman, Cook’s were held and Griffeth until Griffeth landed the the hall, and then
by hard fighting,
for downs and the Cape people captured ball for a touchdown. Maoroadie tried
Deering contesting every inch of the
the hall.
The railroad baoks then com- for a goal, but the ball struck the cross
ground Auburn forced the tall back to
menced
bucking the Woodman, Cook bar and the soore stood P. and C. E. R. the osntre of the field.
Still Auburn
which
was not heavy enough to I R., 8; Woodman, Cook, 0.
liue,
foroed onward by the aid ol her
great
a
few more minutes remained line
stop them,although tbeyjput up n plucky
Only
bucfcers and pushed the ball down
defensive play.
First one back aDd the for play and the puckily fought and to
Deering’? 30 yard line.
Here they
another
would plough through
the interesting game ended with the ball In lost it to Deeringjon downs.
Agnin the
the
centre
of
the
field.
Both teams put
alwars for several
Woodman, Cooks,
heavy guard of Deering whs called hack
yards, although they were held in excel- up a good artiole of football, and the and the ball orowded
through Deerlng’a
lent
shape several times.
Finally game was as fiee from dirty work as any centre to the 25 yard line of Auburn.
Griffeth took the ball on a 26 yard run seen here this year.
Marsh punted when Deering was held
The line up was as
aronnd
the end and scored the first
follows:;
for three downs and Davis
caught the
Lowell
1
e
touchdown.
Griffeth's playlug was up
r e Oolpltt hall on Auburn’s 25
yard line.
F. fcmithe lit
Hy
Its old P. H. fci. standard
of excelaad won him muoh
applause.
Macreadie failed at the goal, and after
considerable more bucking the line by
the Cape people when they got the ball
to

lence,

In their bauds again, the half ended with
the ball in Wuodman, Cook’s territory.
The score at the end of the half was P.
and C. E. R. R., 4; Woodman, Cook, 0.
The Woodman,Cook contingent started
out to do or die in the seoond
half, and

put up an excellent defensive
game.
Carpeuter of the W. C.’s kicked off to
Barrie on the railroad people’s 15 yardllue and this stocky ticket puncher was
able to run to the oentre of tnc field before he was downed Then A. Macreadie
Riid
and

Griffeth commenced and running
line buokins. always for
big gains

r

H Jones Ig.
McLeod c
M. peters rig
P Barrie r

£
P.

and

the

ended

game

with

the above

soore.

The line was as follows:

THORNTON.
Krnery re

PORTLAND.
e Oookson

q b & 1

H. Cole r t
Wentworth r g

Guptill

It Foster
1 g Moreau
c Walker
r g O’Brien
It Allen
re Smith
1 e & q b Anderson
r h D Wentworth
ltb Kelley
f b Chase

c

Hatch 1 g
J. Dow It
Boyker 1 e
E. Dow q b

Armstrong 1 h b
W. Cole r h b
Lee Cole t f b

Maoroadie

r

r

e

Plumb q b

Myrl Griffeth 1 h b

i
l.* !?
A. ?,rown
Macreadie f b

_

t Green
g Reid

working

the bluff kiok

twice in succes-

oC, Maaobmeyer sion and by smashing through Deering’s
1 „ Rounda centre, Auburn got the hall to
Deering s
1 t McIntyre 20
yard line when time was oalled. Never
1 e Lunt
has such gilt edged, all round flDe
q b Brown
play1 b b Dailey ing been seen here as that pat up in
this
1 b
Crowther ground. Tho Deering High sohool
team
f b Carpenter
has
been greatly benefited
by their

Touohdowns—Griffeth, a. Time of
halves—iQ.'mlnutes esch. Officials—Percy
Baxter, referee; Anderson, umpire: Bean
and Kolley, linesmen.

THE DEE RING—AUBURN GAME.
The seoond game between the
Edward
Little High echool of Aubam and the

Deering High sohool, was by long odds
the best football game seen in Portland
this year. The teams were about
evenly

ON* HONEST MAN.

GET WELL
GET KID OF

AND^

STAY WELL

WBAT MAKES YOU SICK

AND STAY RID OF

IT.

It is so simple to be well that we wonder
why
there are so many sick people.
Come to think about It, must be because
they
don’t know what’s made them sick.
If they knew that, they could prevent It. and
when they were sick, In some cases cure themselves. But, so long as we don’t take more
care of our health we shall always be more or
less sick.
The simple rules of health are: Keep
clean,
take exercise, eat good food, scour out your
stomach.
This last means: Don’t tolerate Indigestion.
Cure it with Shaker Digestive Cordial. A
stomach full of undigested, fermented, putrid
food Is the unhealthlest thing you can think of.
Half our diseases aud troubles come from
the poisons of undigested food. More
than
half of them could be cured with Shaker
Digestive Cordial.
More than half, because often when we think
we are sick we are
only weak, and a course of
nourishing food digested without effort by the
stomach (with the aid of Shaker
Digestive
Cordial) would reinvigorate the whole system
and make us well.
A ten cent trial bottle will
prove it. At

druggists.

Write for interesting book to The
Shakers,
Iteade Street, New York.

30

foroed it over in the

first

two

minutes

Touchdowns, Lee Cole, 8; Boyker, 2; play. James failed to kick a goal.
Goals from
Foster, 1,
touondonns,
Coburn scored in the same half, Halli.
Armstrong, 4. Officials—Referee, V. F.
Letteg, Harvard; Umpire, J.M. Gibbs, day kicking a goal. In the second half
Harvard; Linesmen, J. 8. Miller, cap- Coburn carried the ball to the High
tain Exeter football team, B.
Kufsen, school’s seven yard line, where it was
captain last year’s Exeter team.
Time loet on downs. For
Coburn, Rios, Sturof halves, twenty minutes each. Attendtevant.3 Halliday and Tillson distiu.
ance, 2500.
guisbed
themselves. For Waters Ule,
James, Devins and Hussey took honors.
MR. PERRY’S REVIEW.
Fine Points of the Game

as

Seen by

Stanford
an

Expert.
mormon

game this

won its
second
from Portland by a
at Saco about
four

Academy
season'

larger

soore than
weeks ago, although Portland presented
what was supposed to he a muoh stronger

Defeats California.

Franoisoo, November
faoo.a

San

Koll

ble. After that she never once made her
five yards nor did she ence hold Thornton for downs, as the diagram shows.

The game was uninteresting for two
reasons. Portland’s great weakness and
Thornton’s close formations, n style of

play

never

Thornton

exciting

put up

game against Bangor that any inference
drawn from the relative scores would be
very misleading.
The attempt made by the Forest City
aggregation was as wretched r.n exhibition as Portland people were ever treated
to.
Team play was
utterly lacking.

step
Thornton's backs hammered away at the
line and by steady
Portland
rushing
placed the ball on Portland’s fifteen
Lee Cole was now forced
yard line.
through tbo Portland line by the Penning game went home the most happy lot sylvania tandem play and soored
another
“rooters” that ever howled themof
touchdown.
Armstrong failed at goal.
selves hoarse. There were
many promi- Score, Thornton, 16; P. jH. S., 0.
nent Biddeford and Saco
people present,
Cookson kioked off to Armstroug on
inoludmg Fred B. Wiggin, Ur. Goodale, Thronton's
twenty yard line, but he did
City Marshal H. M
Bruns H. R. Jor- not advnnoe much before he was
tackled.
Rev.
P.
H.
dau,
Moore, Prof. Charles After an attempt to advance the ball
by
of
Simpson
Lynn, George F. Goodwin, end plays, which Portland
stopped in
L. L. Milliken and T. L. Cleaves.
The good shape,
Thornton was given five
ladies formed no small part of this enyards for off side play.
Boy her and
thusiastic crowd,
and were the most
carried the hall to PortArmstrong
excited
at
wildly
Thornton’s success of lands fifty yard line where the ball was
all who saw the game. Each of the Bidgiven to Portland for Thornton’s interdeford papers had a reporter or two on
with the hands. Chase wont
ference
hand also. When it came to
yelling the around right end for a small
gaiu when
crowd was
Portland
not In It for a Cookson punted
high again to Thornmoment with tha Thornton “rooters”.
ton’s
forty yard line.
The ball was
These latter were bunched all
along the caught by Armstrong, but Chase made
side lines,
many of them armed with
a fine tackle and prevented him advancthe horns or megaphones, and the
way ing any.
By
constant hammering
they “whooped it np” was a caution. Thornton’s baoks
carried the ball to
A largo delegation,
many of
whom
Portland’s goal line and pushed Boyker
were “York
county wheelmen,”
acover for a tonohdown.
Armstrong kioked
oupled a prominent position on a large a goal. Soore,
Thornton, 22; P, H, 8., 0.
and elaborately decorated
tally-ho,where
Again Cookson kioked off to Dow’on
they eung and cheered until their throats
Thornton’s fifteen yard line, and he took
were so hoarse that they could not make
to the
the ball forward
twenty-eight
sonnd. Theee gaily deoorsted
a
line before
young yard
he was
with
stopped ty
men sang
great glee the following
Allan’s tackling. For holding in the line
verse to the tune of "Just Tell Them
nem
was given to
the ball
That You Saw Me:<’
Portland again,
attempt was made by Portland to
An
“Just tell them we played Portland,
bluff
the
work
kick, but W. Cole oroke
We're sure they’ll know the refii.
Just tell them that we’re feeling
through and tackled Cookson, who had
8 well
yon know.
ths ball, for a loss of ground.
Chase
the Ar«na and also to
went around the right end for a little
‘did’
we
them
then
as we did four weeks gain, and
That
Cookson was given the
ago.
ball for another on side punt. He sent

j0*th'erpR^8S°

weak
taokling allowed the runner to
make his distance before going down.
We never saw a team play with so little
This statespirit and ^determination.
ment does not apply to a few men who
played well in the foot) of the odds. But
to win football games must be
of playing together with machine like preoision.
We
exceedingly that any person
the privilege of the side lines
granted
should so far have forgotten himself as

a

team

capable

regrfc

five more. Portland’s ends
doing great work, bnt seemed powerless
to stop Thornton's baoks from to have beoome offensive to players and
forcing on the ball. The half ended with spectators alike.
While the game wns a Tdisappointment
the ball on Portland’s forty yard Hue In
and
Thornton’s hands. Score, 'Thornton, 13; to many members of the school,
more particularly to some of the eleven,
P. H. S., 0.
were

m

day.
Kelley failed to kick a goal for
Portland. The soore tbon stood, Thornton, 22; P. H. 8., 4.
Thornton then kieked off to Wentworth
on Portland’s ten
yard line. The plucky
little back carried the ball
forward fifteen yards before he was
On
stopped.
Portland’s thirty yard line Dow
again
broke through the Portland line and
got
the ball. More
hammering at Portland’s
line followed and Lee Cole was
finally
pushed over the line for a fifth touchdown.
Armstrong kicked the goal and
the soore then stood
Thornton, 28' P H
S., 4.
Only one minute remained for play,

yard line before he was stopped.
The
same old thing then ooonrred,
Lee Gole,
Boyker and Armstrong running the ends
aud buoking the centre until after a few Whenthe backs tried to run there was no
minutes of play Boyker was foroed over blocking. On defensive work, while the
for a touohdown and Armstrong kicked men went through Thornton’s .interferthe goal. Score. Thornton, 13; P. H. S., ence several times and around behind it,

the Wo idman Cook centre had about all
he could attend to in looking after him.
the

Thorntou men and eoored a
touchdown,
the only one Portland made
during the

to watoh.
a game of
straight
She used no tricks,
prevent Thornton’s making n touch- line-play football.
down, but Lee Gole, after a bard fight never punted, showed us nothing new.
was
pushed norosa the Hue and aoored But her game was well played and the
the first touchdown. Arm strong kicked eleven men workod together better than
a goal, the score
then being, Thornton, any Maine school team we have yet seen.
Her backs blooked off well and her run0; P. H. S„ 0.
Thornton yelled wildly bnt the Port- ners followed their interferers closely.
Portland’s effort was so inferior to their
ion d boys were not yet

0.

favored

point

and it took some time
for
him to recover from the
injury.
When
ho took his feet the Portland
crowd
yelled madly for the pluoky
Allen. Desperately Portland fought to

tendeut McLeod of the Capo Road, and
i is assistant, Mr. Maoreadle played on
the Cape tetm, and the work of both was
of the gilt edged sort.
Superintendent
McLeod filled a big hole in centre, and

Luck

things.

he

were ever played in this nity.
It was
hard work for these spectators to keep
from freezing and all sorts of ways were
taken to keep the blood in circulation.
If some of the football players and those
who watched them tnssle in tbe biting

R., 8; WOODMAN,

he handled

stopped by

as

ELIZABETH

things lively for one another until they
were separated by the
policemen. The
officials were very fair, although many
slugging matches started by Thornton
men, chiefly, were entirely overlooked.
The police arrangements were
superb,
and Manager Bowdoln of the Portland
team, deserves great credit for the way

Its pinning to Thornton’s
twenty yard
line, where Armstrong muffed it and
Foster dashing forward, eluded the other

_5

84— The foot

TT_ A_t,

the University of California met here
this afternoon
in| their sixth annual
mnoth for the championship of the western colleges.
Stanford won SO to 0.
Foot Ball Under Roof.

Chicago,November 26.—The University
aggregation of players.
Portland was of
Chicago foot ball team today defeated
practically never in the game after the the Academy of Michigan eleven 7 to 6.
first
few rushes
when she oaoght the The
game was played in the Colisenm
and was
Thornton.
Boyker made three yards kick-off and carried the ball steadily was the witnessed by 20,000 people. This
first ooileglate game of foot ball
around right eud, but Armstrong when down the held till it was lost on a fumplayed under a roof.

of the game of football assembled on tbe field in the early morning to witness two as interesting games

CAPE

until Portland got her only touchdown
when one ol tbe Thornton man, and an
onlooker
got Into a scrap and made

to kick off. The oheering of Thornton's
“rooters" at this time was almost deafTHE AFTERNOON’S GAME.
ening, and the young men on the tallyThornton Won From 1>. H. S.
a
Score of
by
who seemed almost to split their throats
28 to 4.
in a wild yell of encouragement. ArmThe weather was muoh more favorable
after
some delay, kicked to
strong,
for good football
playing and for the Chase on the ten yard line, and tbe ball
comfort
of the spectators in the afterwas advanced by him to Portland’s
forty
The sun did not
noon.
deign to beam yard line before be was downed. The
upon ns, but the snow ceased to fall and
two teams
qulokly lined up and Portthe wind was not o.nlte as cold as it
was land's rooters had a chance to
yell a litin the morning.
A prettier ecene than
tle. Chase went around the left end for
that presented at the
Deering grounds ten yards and Wentworth between the
at half past two o’clock
yesterday after- right taokle and guard for five more.
noon It would have been
bard to find. Fos'er then took tbe ball and
advanced
The snow whlob covered the
gridiron it four yards, and tbun occurred fumbles,
was hard enough to afford a
good play- and Kelley tried to advance the ball by
surface and It formed a fine backing
the end, but only made; two
olroling
ground for the mighty battle which was
yards. The ball went to Tboruton on
waged upon it. Lining the fence wbioh
downs in tbo cen tre of the field.
lnolosed the field were fully 2800
people,
More
yells, horn tooting and songs
and the grand stand and bleachers
also from the Thornton
supporters with silheld a big crowd of enthusiasts.
Bidde- ence among the Portland crowd.
By
ford and Saoo sent over 5u0
people by steady rushes either round tbe ends or
special train, and these nearly all wearthrough tbe oentre Armstrong, W. Cole
ing the academy colors of yellow and red
and Lee
Cole carried the ball down to
were the most
untiring rooters. Viotory Portland's fifteen yard line. Thornton
as it has often done this
year went to the
played fast and very
and
snappy ball,
visiting team, and so these people from
(hough
Anderson, Smith, Allen and
the twin cities after viewinn the lntaraat.
Cookson, with the other Portland men
did their best to stem the tide of defeat,
their efforts were in vain. With the ball
on their fiftoen yard line Portland made
a terrific effort to
hold the
men from

dred lovers

PORTLAND

The unmber and variety of tbe Thornton yells were absolutely startling.
The
arowd was mainly a goad natured oue

bellove that out of defeat has come
the salvation of the game. There is In
the nucleus of a winning
the school
eleven. Next season we bope to see it
we

properly aeveiopeu.
W. B.

PERKY.

JR.

Naval

Cadets

Defeated,

Annapolis, Md., November

26.—The

Naval Cadets were defeated today
by
the Lafayette football team by a score of
18 to 6.
Other Gamee.
At
Middleton, Conn.—New
Athletic olub, 13; Wesleyan, 10.
At Newton, Mass.—Newton A.
Dartmouth, 6.

Jersey
A., 12t

MUSIC AND DRAMA.
*

Mrs.

Ponderbury’g

Past.

Stuart Hobson, with Mme. Janascheft
and their fine
company of artists delighted two of the largest audiences
Portland theatre has held this season by
a presentation of the great New York sue.
PaEt and the
cess, Mrs. Ponderbury’s

laughable ourtain riser, “Mr. Gilman’s
Wedding.” It is needless to devote any
spaoe In praise of Mr. Hobson’s most
perfect portrayal of the difficult character
of Mr. Ponderbury or to
Mme.
Janausohek’s finished representation of
the exacting and domineering Mrs. PonThe large audienues were
derbnry.
convulsed
with laughter from the be-

ginning
ful

to the end of this most

comedy

delight-

by

poor
Ponderbury's
connubial
dilemma and the extremely
ludlorous situations in which he found
himself plnoed by his mishaps and mistakes. So wonderful was Mr. Hobson’s
power over his audience that even in the

ordinary lines of the pieoe, though
there nre very few of these, this wonderful comedian, by the twitch of an eyemost

brow, the In Section of bis voioe

or tb»
movement of a hand coaid send the audience off Into shouts of laughter, and
In such a masterly' way did he do It all
that the audience
lived through the
crisis of Ponderbury’s life with him ann
with exnltatioD viewed bis final humiliation of his domineering spouse
when
he disaovered the secret of Mrs. Ponder-

bury’s past.
Useless would it be to attempt to tell
ol

poor Ponderbury’s woes or to dwell
his troubles.
One must see this

upon

Robson as the down
husbnud to fully appreolate it*
brillianoy and Its mirth provoking situations. Mmi Janausohek lives,
talks and£moves on the stage as a Mrs.

oomedy and Mr.

Gorham 18, Biddeford 6.
Gorbam High sohool foot ball
defeated tbe Biddeford
eleven
High
sohool team on Kobie’s gridiron, GorThe

bam, yesterday morning by

a score of 18
Biddeford soored on a crisscross
by A. Cowan. Gannon kiclcsd a goal.
Smith secured two touchFor Gorbam
downs and Bryson one. Smith kicked
tbe goals. The following was tbe line

troddec
wit, its

Her eyes, her
Ponderbury In real Ufa
expressive hands and even the magnificent gowns she wears, soein to all play
their part in portraying the character.
Nor oan Kathryn Osterman’s delineation
of
Madam
Poloeca di Lowlnskle be
np:
passed unnoticed. It was simply perfect
Gftrbam. and with
Biddeford._
talent
grace, beauty and
A. Cowan,
r.e.
Sbnw
Ostermans’ every
line and
B. Cowan,
r.t.
Barker Kathryn
Lamb,
r.g.
Motley movement fit in harmoniously with
o.
Summersldes the rest of the excellent company.
Townsend,
Johrion
Birchlll,
l.g.
The stage settings were in keeping with
Tate,
l.t,
Keiapton
the magnificent company, and the witty
I.e.
Kneeland
Gannon,
Clement comedies they produce.
Emery,
q.
r.b.
Cousens,
Libby
Mr. Robrou will
at
Lioiin,
l,h.
Bryeoii theatre again this appearand Portland
evening
only a cySmith
r.
Libby,
Soore, Gorbam, 18; Biddeford, 0; time, clone or an earthquake oan prevent him
two 16-minute balvesi referee, MoLellati; appearing again before an audlenoe as
umpire, Conlon llneslnen, Harding and large as those of yesterday.
Bhaokford.
to 6.

Coburn, 6) Waterville High, 4.

Waterville, November 29.—Coburn defeated Waterville High school at football
today, 6 to 4. The Held waa covered with
ice and snow. A big orowd was present.
Waterville High kicked off, got tbe ball
on

downs,

close

to

Cnbnrn’s

line,

and

A Note of Warning.

O, that I could speak so loud that all
would hear what suffering I have seen as a
doctor. Buffering that is caused by careless
nogleot of the kidneys. In these days of excitements there’s no living being whose
kidneys are not at times overworked. They
need watchina, don’t wait till it’s too late.
BUKERS KIDNEY PILLS will keep them
In repair. I will gladly give advice free.
Write me. I have hundreds of letters like this.
Yours, lor health. Dr. E. 0. Bilker.
“I was run over by a team some tan years ago
and my kidneys were strained; sinco then have been
troubled witfl wetting tbe bed. Two boxes of
your pills have entirely cured me.
I cannot thank you enough for your wonderful
remedy.” Yonrstruly,Henry E. Lawler,Etna,N.H.
Pills Wo.
paid,for prig*

wgjjjgd ^t

The Numidian Sails.
The steamer Numidian sailed
yesterday
from Liverpool for Portland.

educational.

Mrs. Abner

W. Lowell

Will receive classes and private pupils la
Elocution and Physical Culture at retidenre, 11 Henry street.
Children’s Saturday classes will begin Oct.
24. Evening aiasses.monthly recitals. Ladle’s
morning ana afternoon classes. Private classes
particularly solicited. For further Information
call or address 11 Henry street. At home Wednesdays. Circularsoct27eodlm

DISSOLUTION OF CO-PARTNERSHIP.
hereby given that the
NOTICE
partnership heretofore existing between
James J. GUson and Luther
is

co-

£. Gilson U
dissolved; Luther C Gilson will retire horn
the firm and James H. Gilson will continue
In business individually.
Dated November 21,

189(7

noviO, 28 2j

31R* CATE AT HIGH ST.
A

Thanksgiving

Sermon

Patriotism and
The

on

edge
past,

True

Citizenship.

Services Participated in

of Other

By Pastors
Churches—Collection for the

are

great.

If

we

knew

more

of

the

be less deluded by the false
ideas that spring up
in our political life.
False ideas of political economy, of finance,
would find less ready converts.
The sectional feeling which has
appeared
somewhat of late under the influence of unscrupulous leaders, is one of the most per.
nieious.
Mr. Cate next went on to speak of some
of our national characteristics,
we

should

Provident Society.
mentioning
church the tendency to ape aristocratic foibles, of
The Union service at High street
the habit of the newspapers of
audience
of
an
was
attended
a certain
by
yesterday
about 200. The very inclement weather kept class in putting the worst phas es of our life
before the public, of the license allowed to
many at home. On the platform with Dr.
the Indecent theatrical hill board—all of
Fenn were Rev. Messrs. Pratt, Blanchard,
which undermined the character
of the
Dalton and Cate.
tended to
The music, which was a delightful feature young and
thwart
patriotic
efforts to build up strong national characa chorus
of the service, was furnished "by
ter.
choir.
Mr. Cate said that we were proud
Miss Robertson, and Miss Hawes, sopranos,
of our
Messrs. Waite and Hall, tenors, Miss
Will- leaders, but after all the greatest National
iams and Miss Weeks,
contraltos, Messrs. need was of upright, noble men in the common walks of life.
McDonald and Pierce, bassos.
He spoke of
the fine
Mr. Rankin was organist, but being called portrait of W. IV. Thomas which appeared
away before the service was over, Mr. San- in the PRESS, and said that Iho publication
of the noble features of such a man did a
glier gave the postlude.
The music, besides the hymns, w as as fol- great good In a community. It might not
be a bad idea for associations of people in
lows:
First Anthem—“Rejoice in the Lord” by terested in progress to procure the
publiTours; response—“I cannot always trace the cation of good portraits of noble men, and
scenes
Gounod.
of
for
their
ennob
glorious
way,” by
history,
Rev. Dr. Henry Blanchard, of Congress ling influence.
Cate’s
Mr.
sermon
was intently listened
read
the GovSquare Univepsalist church,
ernor’s proclamation.
to, and warmly praised.
The 112 hymn, “All hall the power
Rev. Dr. W. H. Fenn, of the High street
of
Congregational church, read the 103d psalm. Jesus’s name” was next sung, and after the
Rev. Dr. Asa Dalton, of St. Stephen’s benediction, by Dr. Fenfi the audience dispersed.
Episcopal church, offered prayer.
After music Dr. Fenn said that it had been
PORTLAND GUN CLUS.
the immemorial custom in Portland at the
Thanksgiving services to take np a collection for the benefit of the Provident So- The Scores of Their Thanksgiving Day
Shoot.
cioty, and such collection would now be taken

up.

The congregation united in singing
the
In spite of the inclement weather yesfirst four stanzes of the 55d Hymn;
terday about 20 members of the club en“Praise to God, immortal praise,
in an all day shoot at the club
gaged
For the Love that crowns our days.”
Muoh interest
Then followed the sermon by Rev. C. E. grounds ou Ooean street.
manifested in the contest for the
Cate, of the First Free Baxitist church, who was
is about to go to the Roger Williams church gold badge,
emblematio of the monthly
of Providence.
championship which is shot for under the
Mr. Cate’s

Sermon.

handicap system. After a spirited contest the winner proved to be Mr. Wm. N.
Taylor,president of the club. The win-

Mrs. E.
Mrs. Abbie Adams, Mrs. Lois Perry,
Irs.
G. Kenney,Mrs. Chas. Oxnard,Friend,
John S. Wilson, Mrs. John W. Low, hancy
L. Proctor,
J. Crookett, Mrs. Conalas, E.
Mrs. Lunt, Mrs. C. L. Marston.
Continued from First Page.
Mr. Pearson desires to express the many
the major point nnd time was called with thanks of the recipients and also his personthe final soore, Brown, 24; Indians, 12.
al heartfelt thankfulness to all who have so
Line up:
kindly aided him to add joy and comfort to
By a
BROWN.
CARLISLE. the many he has been able to assist.
thousand
I a
Murphy
Rogers very careful estimate about one
1 t
Colby
H. Pleroo persons enjoyed the blessings of a bountiful
Wheeler
1g
Wheelock Thanksgiving, through the efforts of the
c
Lone Wolfe Gospel Mission, and none but those who are
Ayer
Coombs
r g
B. Pieroe, oapt. directly engaged in the work can have the
Sook
r t
Pamtnp remotest idea of the vast amount of work
Summnrgll]
r e
Miller Smith connected
with getting the food together,
Colby (capt.)
b
q
and the careful discrimination necessary in
Hudson, Sbelafo, Hudson
Gam mans
1 h b Cayou, Nutohee distributing the same.
Fultz
r h b
Jamison
Hall
WONDERFUL DYNAMITE GUN,
f b
McFarland and Metoxen

BALL.

12.
Score—Brown,
24;
Carlisle,
A Most Effective Arm in the Hands of
Touohdowns—JFultz, 2; Gammons and
Cayou. Goals from touchdowns—Eultz,
Cubans.
4; B. Pierce, 2.
Time—Two 30 minute

halves.

Referee—“Pa”

Corbiu of Yale.

H.
Umpire—A.
Stillman of
Yale.
Carlisle;
Linesmen—Thompson,
Hopkins, Brown. Attendance—18,000.

It Is Mauued
Done

How It

BEACHAM’S GREAT RUNS.
They

Were

Features

of

Cornell

Pennsy

Game Yesterday.

Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania foot

November

26.'—The
ball team tbls after-

defeated the Cornell team by a big
soore, but the boys from Ithaoa succeeded in twice crossing the Quakers’ goal
Hue.
Pennsylvania scoled six touchnoon

New

By

Great

an

American

and

Has

Service—Description

of

Works By aCuban Officer.

York, November 26—The

Herald

says: Lieutenant Emanuel Kamos, who
has been witb Maoeo.iu some of his hardest

fought battles, and who has been
the right leg at the battle

wounded in
of Yinales,

reached

New

York a few

days ago. As Lieutenant Kamos was in
onarge of the ammunition of the dynamiet gun with which Maooojlms done suoh
execution on Spanish troops Jin
downs
for a total of 80 and compelled fearful^
Pinardel Kio, he had an interesting story
Cornell to
make a'safety touchdown,
to tell of these effective weapons when
making a total score of Pennsylvania,
seen yesterday.
32; Cornell, 10.
“It was in
Cornell furnished Pennsylvania with I wont with September,” he said, when
the filibustering expedition
a surprise by
tbe fast,
hard plucky that carried the wonderful
gun to Luba.
There
were
game ahe played. Cornell’s first touchseventy-six men, with a
million
and
cartridges
2,000 Kemingtondown was due to Beaoham’s magnifioeut
Lee rifles, aboard, besides the dynamite
In two runs the*Cornell caprnnulng.
1 cannot disclose theiname of the
gun,
tain carried the ball around
Pennsylin which we sailed, but we landed
vania’s end for a total of nearly 50 yards ship
at Las Canas on the 8th of the
and landed it behind the Quakers’ goal safely
month. There was no one to receive us,

line.
This was in the first halt, and in but
we lound three Cubans, who said
the second half Cornell got the ball,on
that Maceo had been waiting foi us. As
were the text of the sermon.
Mr. Cate said nor is vary popular and be received the Pennsylvania’s 25-yard line and carried
we
were 15 days late he had irone and
it dlrectly'to and over tbe goal Hue of loit
that they were met in a sxiirit of devotion
lnsciuctions
that we should go to
bearty congratulation of all the.members tbe red and blue nnd
Rltohle scored a Uol. Lora’s
to cease their own works and
and
cutup, three miles distant.
wills,
are the scores of
present.
Following
Our turther instructions, which came
submit to the influence of the Divine will.
Beaoham’s all roUDd play and running
the winners of the several events:
Gen. Rio, were that if we met
They had come together from different dewith the ball was as fine an exhibition through
onemies
we
were to Are on them, aud if
7 of half back work as has been
nominations, on the high plan of Christian Event.133 466
seen.here wo met Cubans we were to take them to
citizenship, to acknowledge that the hand Number of targets, 10 10 10 10 10 10 *35 this year. To bis great playing is most- camp.
“Rius Rivera,
who
was in
of God had guided safe their destinies.
W. 13. Darton,
10 9 9 10 S 0 15 ly due the'credit of Cornell’s soore.
command of the expedition,at onoe startThe
Cornell men
played fast and ed with his
Our feelings ebb and flow, but the great C. S. Randall,
10 10 9
10 8 23
and
men, guns
munitions,
9 10 8 8 6 8 22 plucbily, but they were outmatched and aud we reached camp without delay.
true principles of religion and piety are the Adams,
and
by their heavier
E. N. Randall,
9
8 8 9 8 7 22 overweighted
“A word as to how the^guns, wbioh
sure stepping stones of life.
and
oould offer have oaused so
stronger adversaries,
9
much comment,” continWe have acknowledged our blessings; let Jordan,
a stubborn, but unavailing resistance
8
ued Lieut. Ramus.
23 only
“Xu appearanoe
Dennis,
to Pennsylvania’* advance.
us remember that each is a reason for obli- G. W.
Pennsyl7 8 9 9 9 8 22
are not such
formidable engines of
Darton,
vania’s style of play bears beavily upon they
gation.
7 10 6 7
7 20
destruction as
Fisher,
they actually are in
tbe opposing team, and tbe Cornell playPatriotism, like every other human fault Gray,
7
8 19
for they are only about six feet in
ers suffered severely.
Cornell bad men effect,
to
be
and
7
trained
It
used
7
one
Peterson,
21
and
each
length,
disciplined.
weighs 260 pounds.
Jieeds
and before tbe game
frequently hurt,
6
6
The dynamite gun is formed of three
lo be said that ignorance was the mother Chisholm,
was over,
bad replaced three players by
6 7 8
10 10 23
The right tube hoi is
parallel barrels.
of devotion. If that was true, so much the Hicb,
substitutes.
6 7
6
a cartridge of smokeless powder; the left
Hunt,
11
worse for the
devotion.
So
also with
Pennsylvania had a number of men tube
7
9
9 26
coniines compressed sir, and the
Taylor,
but none were compelled to leave
patriotism which is not founded in reason Merrill,
7
19 hurt,
centre tube holds the iron projectile in
the field. While Penn sylvania won rathand conscience. There has been a patriotic
6
6 23
which is the explosive—gelatine—which
Mayberry
er easily the
Quakers’ play looked the has three times
revival in the land recently; and the flag
the force of ordinary dyfleroe dash and energy It showed 1u the
TEAM RACE.
now flies over every school house.
namite. When the cartridge is exploded
But it
sooona half of the Harvard game.
Tbe in the
barrel of the gun it sets free
83
is not enough to believe that this flag is the Adams’s team,
right
was witnessed by 18,000 people.
game
the compressed air in the left barrel,
90
Chisholm’s team,
most glorious national symbol
on earth;
The sun shone brightly and tbe players
wbioh rushes suddenly into the oeutre
we ought to know why it is so.
suffered
considerably from the heat.
aud hurls the projectile at the
♦Gold badge event.
A foundation in historical study is an exDuring the game a little contingent of barrel,
When this projectile strikes, it
The next shoot for the gold badge will Cornell men made their
enemy.
known
cellent basis for intelligent patriotism. Prof.
presence
with tremendous force, not only
be held Christmas day.
their constant orles.
With today’s explodes
by
Woodrow Wilson has
human life, hut uprooting
lately spoken some
ball season of 1816 for destroying
game tbe foot
words which are worthy
Lewiston Loses to Augusta at Polo.
trees and tearing loose the ground and
of attention. “I
Pennsylvania and Cornell cloaes.
rocks.
am much mistaken,” he says “if the scienAngnsta, November 26. Augnsla beat
“The gun in the hands of a good guntific spirit of the age is not doing us a great
A GREAT WORK.
Lewiston
at polo this afternoon l>y a
ner, can do effective work at the disin
us
a certain great
disservice, working
tance
of a mile, though the -best'range
score
of 9 to 3, in a game fought from
degeneracy. Science has bred in us a s$ririt
Distribution of
Food for certain work is one half of that disstart to finish. Augusta started iu with Thanksgiving
of experiment and a contempt for the past.
tance. When you add to this the certainThrough The Gospel Mission.
throughout outplaying their
It has made us credulous of quick-improve- five goals,
ty of aim of which the gun is oapnble
Fickett
of
of discovering panaceas, opponents.
In expert hands and knows the effeot of
Augusta played
ment, hopeful
A few days ago an appeal appeared in tbe the explosion of the projectile, you can
confident of success of every new thing.
1 a very strong game at the goal with 24
the effect when it strikes
well
should tremble to see social reform led
by stops, including many difficult ones. C. daily papers signed by the Rev. S. F. Pear- in theImagine
midst of a body of troops.
men who had breathed this
atmosphere, Broadbent got eight rushes; O’Melia six. son asking for assistance to aid in providing
“As I was in oharge of the ammunitI should fear nothing better than utter deThanksgiving dinners for widows, orphans,
The teams were made upi
ion, I was present during the first battle
and worthy ones of our the city.
struction from a revolution conceived and
On Tues- in
which one of these.guus was used and
Augusta—O’Melia, Jason, Looke, Philled in the scientific spirit. Do you wonder
day the PRESS reporter called at the Mis- had a chance to see its effective work.
AcAndrew, Fickett.
lips,
and
found
Mr. Pearson, with a goodly I was giveu my position on acoount of
that I ask for the old drill, the old memory
Lewiston—C.Broadbent, Piper,Wilson, sion,
of times gone by, the old schooling in pre- W. S.
Attendance corps of helpers busily engaged in preparing the experience If,had had as a member
Broadbent, Jones.
of the tit. Augustine Guards. Associated
the
dinners
for
distribution. Turkeys,
cedent and tradition, the
the
old keeping of 760.
with me, in charge of the particular gun
best tlie market afforded,
faith with the past, as a preparation for
chickens, and of
which I am speaking, were A.Villalon,
Your Newspaper for the Coming Year.
spare ribs, were there in abundance to supleadership in days of social change? We
a
civil engineer.
Win, Lee, “Call’’
have not given science too big a place in our
Th’e Portland Sunday Times may be ply each family within the knowledge of
Weis, George Santee and Lieut. Rockeducation; but we have made a perilous obtained in connection with the PRESS Mr. Pearson, together with a large number well.
who were made known by letters, and permistake in giving it too great a preponder“From Lora’s camp we marched ten
for $7.50 a year in advance, or for 65
sonal visits of many of our citizens,
ance in method over every other branch of
who miles to where Fagardo was enoamped,
cents a month, for both papers, by mail were to be made
went from there to Remotes, where
and
happy on Thanksgiving
study.”
Phillips Brooks is often quoted as saying or delivered by carrier in Portland, day, and thus carry out in a measure the we found Maoeo with several thousand
He at onoe took oharge of the
noble sentiments expressed in the
that all we have to do with our past
is to South Portland or Deering.
procla- troops.
expedition, distributed the guns and
mation of our esteemed Governor.
get a future out of it. But we ought to have
munitions, and with 3()00 of bis force nnd
A Csoss Country Bun.
Beside the poultry and other meats,
the historical knowledge. I have made my
po- the gun to whioh X was attached started
pilgrimage to the nation’3 Bethlenem, at
Philadelphia, November 26.—The an- tatoes, cranberries, onions, squash, turnips, for Montezuelo. Ho was anxious to meet
Plymouth Rock, and I would have my chil- nual five-mile cross cou ntry team race flour, sugar, tea, and a very large assort- the Spaniard! aud try the d uatuite guu
4-Vv/avvv
between
Cornell and Pennsylvania was ment of cooked food was provided for the
dren make it also. I would bring the knowlrun this afternoon and Pennsylvania won
“It was on tho 13th of the month that
sick who were prevented from oooking
On
edge of those heroes to every^chool-child’s
scoring 24 points to 12 for Cornell. Orton 'I'nooHatr +t»rr\ tanwia
we met two Spanish columns,
otnrtud
nn/1
which
mind.
of
Pennsylvania, the champion mile upon the go until 12 o’clock Thanksgiving meant a battle with even forces. As we
We have our roots'in the past, we yield our
orossed
reached
a
the
finish
hill
a
runner,
line, bis time
top overlooking narrow
fruits to the future.
for the five miles being 81 minutes and noon, before the last calls had been sup- valley we saw the Spaniards on top of
plied. It took between 4 000 and 5,000 pounds the next hill, only a quarter of a mile
The advantages of such historical knowl12 seconds.
of provisions of different kinds to
answer away.
They were at work throwing up
all the demands, and one of the most grati- a line of fortifications.
“A
few
ihots were exchanged when
features
hard
and
about the
fyih g
trying
work was
that enongh was provided or Maceo ordered our gnu forward and had
it trained on the enemy. He stood by
in Portland
every call, and it any family
the piece and observed us closely as we
was not provided with a good
dinner
on
\
prepared to fire, and when the report
Thanksgiving day it was not the fault of Mr. was beard h« watched the result with the
tried
in
for
he
has
to
Pearson,
every way
deepest interest.
reach every worthy needy person.
“The aim was too low, and the shot
in
of
were
found
them
attics, and fell short ol its mark. No one was inMany
but the effeot of the explosion on
many who had seen prosperous times, and jured,
the ground whore it struck apparently
could the kind friends who aided
in this
the
for
Spaniards,
thsy
work have only heard the expressions of joy astonished
oeased firing for several minutes.
and thankfulness and witnessed the silent
“During those minutes we were pretear as it came unforbidden and rolled over
paring for the second shot. The muzzle
the cheek, they would have been amply re- of the gun was raised a little when all
was
in readiness, and the command to
for
their
the
acts towards
paid
needy.
Contributions of money were received fire was giieu. This time the aim was
perfect, amt the deadly projectile was
from the following: J. S. Ricker, Mis. Em
thrown over the brow of the hill and inma L.
Conant, T. H. Johnson. H. S. Pay- to tho very midst of the
Spanish troops.
son, T. A. Oakes, A Friend, Annie L.
Me- The
explosion Drought consternation.
Luaghlin, Thomas Fisher, “Cash”, H. W. The shot had done its frightful work
B. Connor, Mrs. Geo. F. Thurston, Geo. E. and the
Spaniards, disappearing from
SAYS:
Davis, Mrs.Caroline Goold, A. B. Stevenson, sight, did not fire another gun that
!
A.
ThomLady Friend by J. S. Ricker, Geo.
as, Mrs. Frederick Fox, John M. Fox, M. S.
battlo,
P. Gould, C. A.
Plummer, Carter Bros. Co.,
C. H.Redlon, Friend by Mail. Friend at Mis- enemy fired one bombsholl and then retreated. The battle was won by that one
sion, M. N. Eldridge, John W.Deermg, Hen- shot from our
gun.
ry W
“Mecer, destroyed the fort, took tools
"asey, Annie kII. Jordan, Milliken,
Toi linson Co, W. S. Dana, Mr.
and
provisions thnt had been abandoned
Warren,
a
to
me to
Frie
oy Mail, Benj. Thompson,
Georgs and Btarteii in pursuit of Che retreating
e Demy.
Box
Tolman,
T.
400, T.
Dodge, Reform
“Wo marohod 31 miles aDd overtook
School, Mrs. Lizzie Kent, D. F. Murdock,
by a reHon. H. B, Cleaves, Hanno W. Gage, Hon. the same troops—strengthened
James P. Baxter, John B.Coyle, W.S. Eaton, tnforoemsut of 1500, men—at Das Turn bus
Torinto.
We met on level ground, beMrs. H. M.
Pay son, Mrs. Fannie C. Chap- tween four large hills. We fought that
man, Mrs. Dr. Hutchinson, Mrs. Hawks, G.
all night and until noon tho
afternoon,
H. Robinson
by Mr. French, Charles J. Pen- next day. During all of this time rain
nell, I* B. Griffen & Co., W. L. and Mrs. was failing
A. H. Cobb, I.
“Jn tills battle the gun did its best
Holland, Mrs. M. W. Cliamberi-ain, Mrs. Gifford, Mrs. Dyer, Clias., E. work, although it was fired only seven
Deering, Mrs. B. p. Mattocks, Miss Nellie times. The gun was nirnad where SpanAshe, C. H. Payson, Miss D. M. Low, Mrs. C.
O. Baker,
Friend, Mrs. Elias, Hersey, Mrs.
H. N. Jose, Mrs. Martha J.
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.
Ross, Edward
Moore, M. Legrow, T. S. Laughlin, H. s.
HOFF’S MALT EXTRACT.
Ask for the Genuine
Hinds.

chapter of Joshua, 14
being the farewell words

The last

same

verse, the
of Joshua,

—

/-.vv

ish troops were the tbiokest, and after
each shot the ground at that pot was
found bare, excepting for dead
and
Wounded soldiers,
and the living near
were
direction,
seen fleeing iu ever.v
"hen the projectile struck the ground
was
broken and furrowed, ana bodies
of soldiers were afterward found torn
limb from limb. The enemy retreated,
leaving dead, wounded, muskets, mumules and provisious behind
nitions,
them.
“In the next battle at San Eranoisco,
°n
September 20, the result wan the
same. We had slept all night in the hills
of Consolaclon, walked all day, and met
command of
3()00 Spaniards
under

These were new enemies. In
this battle the Spaniards lost one^of their
bravest officers, Oapt. Hauion Ioonet.
“The next bottle which tbe gun won
for us was a fearful one. against great
odds, for 12,000 Spaniards were in front,
under oommaud of Echngue, Melguizo,
It was fought at
Ineian and Munoz.
Quayabita, among the hills and in the
pine woods.
“At first we were fearful of defeat, bat
Maoeo went from point to point, urging
on tbe men encouraging them and impressing them with the importance of
standing firm oDrt not conceding one
The battle lasted
inch to tbe enemy.
for 89 hours, and the lighting was simpHad it not been for Maceo
ly terrifio.
wo would have been ronted, but his darwords
ing conauot and encouragiug
were inspiration to the patriots.
“Wherever the enemy was in greatest
force, there the dynamite gun would bo
aimed. The result was always the same
—death to many of tbe enemy and a scattering of tbe foroea. Seven shots were
fired during this battle—only seven—
Time was rehut they were anough.
quired lu moving, handling, and loading
the gun; and then no shots ijere wasted.
Each discharge meant slaughter to the
enemy and a scattering of their forces.
“The Spaniards stood against the fire
sg Jong
as
they could, but were beaten
back at every point and took Advantage
of
the night to hide and early in the
They said they remorning retreated.
want of am munition, but
treated for
cause was that they got too
the real
muoh of our ammunition from that gun.
“It was in this battle that the Spaniards fired on and killed old men, womwhom Maceo was trying
en and children
to conduct to a place of. safety.
Maceo
oould not suppress his delight when tbe
retreat began.
sea
them
‘Americans,
runt See them run,’ he
oried, as he
stood by us at the guu.
U)
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SIX HOURS
and Bladder
by the -‘NEW

diseases
lieleved in six hours
GREAT
SOUTH AMERICAN KIDNEY CURE.
The
new remedy is a great surprise on
account
of Its exceeding promptness in
relieving
pain in the bladder,kidneys,back and every
part of the urinary passages in male or fe-

It relieves retenion of
male.
water and
pain In passing It almost Immediately.
If
want
quick relief and cure this is your
you
remedy. Soldby C. H. GURRY CO., Druggist. 4B3 Congress St., Portland, Me.

COAL.

Dresses, In]ant’s
broidered Cashmere long Cloaks, thirty styles,
in prices from g8c upwards.
Children’s White and

from 87c

FLESH AND BLOOD.
EISNER & MENDELSON

CO., Sole Agents, New York.

X

|

|

Contributions of provisions and cooked
food were received from the following:
Geo. E. Sawyer,
Algernon Stubbs, Mr. Warren, Frank Gray, W. S. Eaton, Friend, Miss
Ashe, Mrs. Wright, Mrs. King, W. P. Carr,
Friend, Mrs. M. a. Bent,Mis. A. T. Colle.y,
Mrs. Safford,
Friend,Allie Felt,Mrs. Coombs,
Friends, Mr. Thurlow', Mrs. A. T> Stevens,
Mrs. &. M.
»Pame, ^Irs. William Sheaf e*

range

Cloaks

§7.50.

age, 50 cts.
A

new

line

of Toques for children

Ladies' and

Children’s

Hosiery

at

only jocts,

at 12 1=2, lj

3& cis-, and upwards.

25>

J. H. FITZGERALD,
536 Congress Street.

novi4dtt

Exchange

E’s

FOR SALE BY-

111 & Ross.

nov25d3t

OUR PATTERN OFFER.

We
have made arrangements
the Demorest Cut Paper
Patterns,

by

which we

ottering

to our reader*
cents
to 50
cents each, thus making every copy of this paperworth from 20 cents to 50
cents
at 10 cents each. Cut out the coupon below and mail according to directions and
and you will receive by an early mail the pattern in the size chosen.
Inclose 10 cents in stamps or silver to pay for mailing, handling, etc.
Without
the coupon the patterns would cost you from 20 cents to 50 cents each.

which

are

are

worth from 20

A BECOMING RAIN CLOAK.
1013—GERALD RAIN CLOAK.
Size., Medium and Large.
A becoming rain oloak is a very necessary part of every woman’s wardrobe,
and is generally recognized for its usefulness. Our new pattern is a conserva-

tive, standard mode, which will always
well. The long clonk is sleeveless,
loose in front, and fitted trimly in the

look

back and unde? the arms. The doubleaffords
breasted
considerable
cape
warmth and protection when dosed, and
when open hnngs with easy grace.
Cravenette, which can he bnd in attractive
browns and giays, as well as black and
blue, is the most desirable fabric for
these cloaks, but there are also many

half-repeilent dotlis in attractive mixtures

and

wide-wale

storm

serges.

Cloaking cloths in various weights are
The popular finish is maalso used.
chine stitching.
A special illustration and full directions about the pattern will be found on
the

■
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Burning

I -LI_L.

LGillgll

envdopb

lu wblob it is enclosed.

1-_
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Coals for Domestic Use.

A MOTHER HUBBARD CLOAK.

Pocahontas

(Semi-Bituminous) and
Georges Creek Cumberland Coals are
unsurpassed for general steam aud
forge use.

V

Genuine Lykens Valley Franklin,
English and American Caunei.

Above Coals Constantly On Hand.
TELEPHONE

....

100-2

OFFICE:

l

I

7b Commercial & 70 Exchange Sts.
*P3
M.W&Ftf

|b

”
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MAINE INVESTMENTS
Being:

appreciated

NEW

outside of

INSURANCE CO.

York,
having recently Increased its investment in
BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R. CO. First
mortgage 5 per cent Gold Bonds until it now
holds more tnan $300,000. This indicates that
the large moneyed Institutions are turning their
attention to the Hast ior Investments as this is
the first New York life Insurance Company
to Invest In Maine Securities.
FOR SALE BY
of New

Coupon
Entitling

Pattern

the Holder to One

Order,

Demorest Pattern.

Fill In below the number and size of the pattern you desire, and maii this coupon to
this office with ten cents in stamps or silrer, to pay for mailing, Handling, etc. Be sure to
your name and f ull Poet Office address, and choose one 6/ ths sizes that is printed
with each design.
POST OFFICE ADDBES3.

give

HUTSON B. SAUNDERS,
Investment Securities,
81 1-3

Sizes for 4 and 6 Tears.

Novelty goods in a mixture of green
and blue, with golden brown, is the fabric of this graceful and becoming cloak.
It Is a simple “Mother Hubbard’’ in
shape, the full skirt being suspended in
box-plaits from a shallow yoke, and the
back is like tbs
front. For growing
obildren it must always be a popular
shape, for so little fitting Is required.
The collar, cuffs, and straps which band
the yoke and sleeves are of green velvet
braided with fancy soutache, and the
cloak Is lined with chengeahle silk.
A speolal illustration and full directions about the pattern will be found
on the envelope in which it is enclosed.

ENGLAND.

THE MUTUAL LIFE

ilia

1019—RUTH CLOAK.

w

Exchange Street Portland. Me.
Th&STtf

Number of 1
Pattern. J_
Size

Desired.

I

It makes

to

Colored Cloth

Em-

Christening (Robes, in new embroidery and lace
effects, beginning at £ 1.50.
Outing Flannel Dresses, horn 1 to 4 years of

I

JOHANN

and

RANDAU 1 HLIS1EI

1

/*

Vw> and

what
Americana have done
for Cuba and cannot say too much about
it.
“The next battle was on September
Here we met the ene25
at Vinnles.
my faoe to face only 150 feet apart, as
we stood on hills divided
by a shallow
valley. Maceo stood beside the gun. and
with bis pistol fired at Spanish officers
on the
The firing was
opposite bill.
quite sharp for a few minutes, but after
our
gun bad sent one of its deadly missiles across the little valley the Spaniards
ceased
firing. This particular body of
troops had heard of the gun, but this
was their first introduction to it They
desired no further acquaintance, for after tbe second shot was fired they retreated as rapidly as possible.
“I was wounded in this battle by a gun
shot in the
rigbt leg, but being furnished a mule I went with Maceo to
Plato, where we'next met the enemy,
with tbe usual result.
“Then followed a battle In whioh I
oould not take active pa it for my leg
was troubling me greatly
In this battle
Maoeo bad tbe dynamite gun. and it appeared to be possessed with the spirit of
his fury as it spread
disaster and death
among tbe Spaniards.
“Under
his direction the gun was
moved rigbt and left and fired into tbe
The enemy could not
Spaniel] ranks.
face the fire. They had to retreat. The
Spanish authoiitles had to admit that
it was a disastrous defeat”

appreciate

MISCELLANEOUS.

Children’s Coats

Eohague.

nravu

WHAT;

MISCBIXAMOPS.

I

J_

__

CASTORIA
For Infants and Children.

The facsimile

olgaature
if

This Coupon Is good for any Demorest Pattern that l\as been or may be
paperif sent with the requisite ten cents to pay expenses.

MISS A. L. SAWYER’S
SCHOOL OF SHORTHAND AND TYPEWRITING
It ob
every

Also, Headquarters for Shorthand Work
and Typewriting.
WMJPW. OKNTENNiAL BLOCK, 83 EXCHANGE ST
lanleodl

this

published in

You must use the coupon printed above which is our order on the
publishers.
Leaders will please bear in mind that all all orders for patterns are transmitted to New York
filled there. A lew days delay is unavoidable. So at least allow a week from the tim* tha
order reaches u» before
making a comDlaint.
and

~

DAILY

PORTLAND

PRESS

and
MAINE STATE

PRESS.

Subscription Rates.
for six

(In advance) $6 per year: $3
a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Wood fords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance;, in variably at tli
ate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press,
(Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for six months;
;>« cents a quarter; 26 cents for trial subscripI 'Ailv

n

onths; $1.60

tion of six weeks.

Persons wishing to leave town for long oi
short periods may have the addresses of their
apeis changed as often as desired.

Advertising

Rates.

In Daily Press $1.60 per square, for one
week; $4,00 for one month. Three inserions or less, $1.00 per square.
Every other
day advertisements, one third less than these
ates.
Half
week
“A
umn

or

$1.00

square advertisements
$2.50 for one month.

Square”
and

one

is

space of the width of

a

inch

for
a

one

col-

long.

Special Notices,

first page, one-third ad-

on

ditional.
square each

Sales, $2.00 per
Three insertions or less,

classed with

nonpanel type and
paid notices. 15 cents per

Amusements and

and

oft.

From

they

h‘nve

all

In

other

insertion.
Pure Reading Notices in reading matter type,
ll cents per line each insertion.
Wants, To Let. For Sace and similar advertisements, 25 cents per week in advance, for
40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all adverwill be
lin advance,
isements
not
paid

regular

at

attitude of

an

rates.

In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
ci first insertion, and fifty cents per square for
tach subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to sub
Reriptlons and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co.. 97 Exchange Street,
Portland. Me.

THE~PRE6S.
FRIDAY,

NOVEMBER

27.

Proclamation.

Thanksgiving

It has ever been 'he custom of our Christian
Commonwealth at the close of the harvest season to call upon her people to render tlianks
and praise to God, for His many mercies to His
dependent children.
We continue to
the priceless blessings
of free government. The principles of civil and
religious liberty and respect lor law, national
and state authority, still prevail throughout
our favored land.
Providence has dealt kindly with our beloved state, her people and her institutions,
and there is abundant reason for
offering
thanks. I therefore, with the advice of the
Executive Council, designate

-AS ADAY

OF THANKSGIVING AND

PRAISE.

Refraining on that day from all unnecessary
labor ana business, let us in the temples of
worship and at the family fireside, offer grateful tributes ol praise and song lor God's gracious favors.
And in the reunion of families kindred and
friends may the lovt ,■
home and the affection
lor our commonweal' ll be strengthened, and
the
of
our
thanktulness and
may
sincerity
gratitude find expression in the deeds of charkindness
toward
the
and
ity
poor and unfortunate.
Given at Augusta, this fourth day of November, In the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and niney-slx,
of the United
and of the
States of America the one hundred and

again.What they

vival

aud croaking whenever a business
disaster occurs “We told you so.”

The Companion of the Whole

IMrs.
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new
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Ministers* Stories.

#

exceedingly
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me

realistic and

®
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an

old

resident

of Houlton, died lnet
Saturday night
after a long and painful
illness,
seventy-live years.
Mr. Bradbury’s native place was Limerick,
Vork county,
Maine, from which town be came to
Houlton when only fourteen year of
age
consequently he had lived here thirtytwo years.
Many years ago he was county treasurer, and he was also at one time
high sheriff. His wife died in 1891.

aged

Prof. Andrews, the horse
tamer, announced at Island Garden,
Lewiston,
that he
was arrested for cruelty to a
corse Monday evening
evening, and that
all persons who had paid an admission
fee would have their money
refunded,
as the exhibition would not
proceed. He
claimed to be entirely innocent in the
matter and said he was ready to answer
the charge in oourt.

By

HENRY B. CLEAVES.

the Governor.

NICHOLAS FESSENDEN,
Secretary of State.
There

to be no doubt that the
Diugley bill i3 dead beyond reaurrectlon
and even Its author does not aeem to be
seems

shedding many

tears over

its fato.

A sad

$
nvk

ou*uc

Reading the Gold Democrats out of the
party seems to be the favorite occupation of the Popocrats just now.
Yet
the recent election did not show that
Popocruoy was
suffering from excessive size.
It will be gratifying
Cuban rebels to hear

no

that

doubt

to the

the'£panlsh

A

waftllnw

r.

_

_:
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r
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puijsess

Investdepositors
farm mortgages are
responsible for most of the failures. It
is not strange that New Hampshire gave
western

overwhelming

an

farther

scaling

majority against

down

auy
of debts by means

of cheap silver.
If free silver ma de an y impression up
on
the farmers it was not in the state
ol Minnesota. In the southwestern pari
of that state, a section Inhabited almost
exclusively by farmers, and where there
was
a
complete fusion of Democrats,
Populists and Silver Kepublioaus, Mc-

A
7000 pound anchor was shipped
from the Camden anchor
works last
week for New York parties.
This immense anchor
attracted muoh attention
as it was carried to the railroad In Hockland, hut the manufacturers have made
of this sizp and even larger in
many
timoB past.

A conservative
estimate places the
number of French Canadians in
Mains
at the present
time at 55,000.
About
half these are found in six manufacturBiddeford and Saco have
ing centres.
in round numbers, about 11,000; Lewiston nnd
Auburn, 11,000; Waterville,
3500, arid Brunswick 2500.

Kinley made gaius in every county.
Bryan got in all of them only 480 more
There
has reoently been sot up for
votes
than the combined Democratic the
Ashtand Manufacturing company,
the
and heaviest smoke-stack in
largest
and Populist vote of four years ago while
The stack is 00 feet long and
Maine.
MoKin ley’s rote exceeded that of Har- 6 feet in
diameter, and sits on a base 22
rison by 7,329.
fv r hU,!i
It welrbs anout 20,000 pounds.
The

Galveston News

believes it is the
reduce the representation of Mississippi and
South Carolina because of the small vote in those
states consequent upon the restriotions
put by their oonstitutiona upon the
right of suffrage. It appears that the
average vote in a Mississippi representa-

duty of Congress

to

to

have

a

it requites

with the fullest

humor, appreciation

THE ANARCHIST.
TORAZU SAQITA.
IN THE DEAN’S ROOMS.
THIRD STAGE OF DISClftUNF.

34,000.

taT~ Sold by Druggists,

catarrh’

JS.

J.

CHENNEY&CO., Toledo,O
75c.

are

and

W

rijfe
W
w
V®

pictured

sympathy.
Prof. Bliss Perry.
A. W. OoltoA.
W. E. Barlow

Prof

H

.A.

W

and Stones for Girls
n

Nature

and Science

I.ndT<«nt^Mfnr!?rfsalSnD ^0 f1Cef
*

X
W

M/j,
Ceacbers' Stories.

xegai

me

are

These narratives breathe the very spirit of school life, and
will be found packed with wholesome entertainment

de-

'TILDY.
THE LAST DAY.
SON’S TRIUMPH.
AN

|

•

||X

1

I;

MNnON.^r.inilQ uppn

;j Calendar
free.

\\|]/y
.a.

W

tin,
Y\ /7

K^a

X
\M?
wu

Hon. HENRY CABOT LODGE.
Hon. THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
Hon. CARL SCHURZ.
Col. GEORGE E. WARING, Jr.
And

more

than

$1.73.

one

1897.

Rev. LYMAN ABBOTT, D.D.
ANDREW CARNEGIE.
STEPHEN CRANE.
Madame LILLIAN NORDICA.

w

aoi

^jp

SWAN &

get all the

in

olothing
styles

new

♦

to

dot20(Uw

I

Offers.

Box

Town

of

4s.
Total

paint

or

the

<.rue

brother

STUDIO

Painting
iisr

and

Modelling

$1,140,000,
$13,500.

The tenth year of the school
lowing teachers and studies:

offers the

fol-

} -CHARLES L. FOX.
Portrait—ELIZABETH B. FOX.
Art'Talks*

Antique—HERBERT A. RICHARDSON.
Altemoon Antique—CARRIE I. KASTMAN.
Still Life-CURTIS A. PERRY.
Sketch Class—HELEN W. BROWN.
-FRANK G. SANFORD.

Anatomy,VB }

TKRMS-$10 a month Antique and other
classes; $13 a month Portrait and other

Work, Legal Blanks,
Supplies, Card Plate Engraving and the manufacture of
graph

without

Druggists,

Blank Books.
We have all tliepatterns of Lithograhs
and Blank Book Work formerly done by
these two houses, and are prepared to
duplicate all orders promptly and in v

atisfactory

manner.

W. H. STEVENS & C0„
184 MIDDLE ST.
TELEPHONE

FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO
ORGANS
Very Fancy or Plain at
NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.

W. P.

WOODBURY

better endorsement of Pitcher’s Llvura

NO and Llvura Ointment
of the

could

be

asked

names
appended railroad
They have all used the LlYtIRA
remedies and given testimony of
Its great
diseases of
the
virtue In
skin, blood
kidneys, liver and nervous system :
A
h’
Burrell, Wm. CL Tobey,
baggage masters
TInion Station, fortland;
tVm. H
Bailee
ticket agent, Maine Central Railway Burnham Junction, Me.; A. I). Millett,
exmesa
Central Railway,
agent Maine
Burnham
Me.; Oshea A. Johnson, section foreman
Maine Central
Railway, Burnham M,,
Albert E. Hanson, conductor G. T
Portland, Me.; Mrs. G. W. Tobey, 91 Federal’
For sale by all
street, Portland, Me.
druggists.
nov21dlm

MONTHS

1

ORIGINAL

IN NEW TORK.
ONE MONTH
IN

& MOULTON,

BANKERS,
FortJand,
aug21
Oartlnnrl

Maine.
dtf

IVnlnw Pn

Ale

1664

standish Water & Construction

Oo. 5's,

COMPANY,

fe;CENEKY
AND

CHICAGO.

1913

EFFECTS.

BOSTON.

DIRECT

FROM

RUN OF A

ITS

MONTH AT

TRIUMPHAL
THE PARK

THEATRE, BOSTON.
PrlceB, 25c, 60c, 75c. $1.00. Seats
_jmjalejuj3ox Office.

-OF-

H OM E

now

420 COMESS ST.

Portland & Rochester Railroad

4’s,

1907

....

(Interest guaranteed
Maine K. R.)

or

National Bank Stocks.
...

II. M.

FOR

NOW OPEN.

by tbe Boston

ifaine Central Railroad 7’s,
Consolidated Electric Light Company 6’s, (Portland).
City of Rahway, Bu J.f 4’s,
City of Elgin. Illinois, 5’s,

1898
1906
1932
1906

SALE BY-

Fay son &, Co.,

32 EXCHANGE

THE*-

CRYSTAL • MAZE.
The funniest place

dtf

Mortgages

on

Earth.

on

Admission 15 Cents.

STREET.

uov24

city property.

Open from

10 a. m. to 10 p. m.

420 COMESS ST.
dtf

In

strongest

old line

Lecture

Recital,

Friday Ereniug, Nor. 27tli.
Central Church Choir of Eoston Will AssistCourse Tickets for remaining two entertain

FIRE INSURANCE
companies-

inents, $3.60.
-Evening Ticket, $1.00.
nov23P5t

~C
3P

l TY

O

:

HALL.

Ij

:

O.

*

Saturday Evening, Nov. 28. PORTLAND
BATH.

vs.

SCARBOROUGH BROS. & GO.
Investment

Monday Evening, Nov. 30, PORTLAND
ROCKLAND.
Games at 8.30.
Admission 25 cents.
Keserved 3eats at Chandler's.
nov24dl w

v*.

CITY

HALL, w",n&.Eve-’

Bonds.

Grand Opening: Entertainment
of the Ladles’ Aid Course
by the Arthur
Co. of

Edison Electric Illuminating
Baltimore, Md., 1st Mortgage Gold
6s.
Knox Gas and Electric Co., 1st Mortgage Gold 6.s.
Rumford Falls Light and Water Co.,
1st Mortgage 6s.
Elticott Square Co. of Buffalo, N. Y.,
CONCERT CO. OF BOSTON.
2d Mortgage Gold 6s.
Mousam Water Co. of Kennebnnb, Me., Sophie
Marker, Soprano,
1st Mortgage Gold 6s.
Annie Louise Holden, Alto,
Mabel (teaman, Violinist,
Rockland, Thoinnston & Camden St.
J. C. Bartlett, Tenor,
Ry., 1st Mortgage Gold 6s.
Arthur Beresford, the Famous Basso.
Ellicott Square Co. of Buffalo, N. Y.,
1st Mortgage Gold 6s.
Evening Tickets, reserved 3oc, 50c,75c.
Town of Rumford, Me., 4s.
PnilDQC I Including the above and “CouNew' United states 4s.
UUUnOL I thoui,” "Albion” and Soloists,

BERESFORD

TIPI^CTQ I “Powers” aud the “Jubilee
I lUIxL I 0 I Singers,” $2.50,2.00 and 1.60,

-EOR SALE RY-.

Now on sale at Stockbridge’s Music Store.
Half fare on M. C. R. R. to all holding ‘Beresford” tickets.
nov26dlw

93 EXCHANGE

ST.

novl4d2w

THU

ALBANI 3

Scenes,

Casco National Bank ftLOOjTSjllld

Ticket sale at Stockbridge’s Monday,
Nov. 30th. All seats reserved at $1-50,
50 CIS.
nov26dlw*

OF

—

PORTLAND,

PROF. J, A. HULTMAV

MAINE,

195 Middle St., P. 0. Box 1108.

mar9eodtf

CAPITAL

AND

Norm Park College,of Ckicago.wlll give

of

Second Parish Vestry Wednesday evening,

At

9

SQrt

1

SUn

inner

llsli and Swedish language.
Tickets 25c; children 15c.

SURPLUS

...

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.

in

hnth

lha

TTn.*.

nov26dlw#

i.

—

*

AUCTION SALES.

F, O.

BAILEY 3t CO.
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 4B Ixohansre Street.
BAILEY.
mar.l>4.

F. O.
on

a

COMCER.T

Incorporated 1824.

Current Accounts received

HASTINGS’.

favorable

C.

W.

ALI.EN

<*tf

terms.

allowed on Time Deposits.
Correspondence solicited from Individuals, Corporations, Hanks, and other desiring to open accounts, 'as well as from
those wishing to transact Banking business of any description through this Bank
Interest

CARVING KNIVES.

for than llie

83«-8._

A CHOICE LIST

Section 11.—Any pprson or persons who
shall be guilty of defacing any building or
buildings, fence, sign or other property, in
the city, by cutting, breaking, daubing with
paint, or in any other way defacing or injuring the same, or who shall throw any
stones, chips, or any other thing against any
building or buildings, with intent to injure
the same, or to annoy or disturb any person
who may be therein, shall forfeit and pay
a sum not less than live dollars
nor more
than twenty dollars.
Marshal.
®®*CKEY,
City
S
iaac
Nov. 21, 1896.
nov21(llw

FIVE

IN

—

CITY OF PORTLAND.

—

ONE MONTH

Office

for Concould

IN

THE ONE DISTINCT NOVELTY OF THE YEAR.

These bonds are Issued for the purpose of building bridge and will make
a eonserrative
investment for trust
funds.

novl7dtf

are pleased to announce that we
have succeeded the well-known house of
Stevens & Jones C’o., and have also purand good will of
chased the stock
Thomas B. Mosher, the Exchange street
stationer.
We shall carry a full line of Stationery
for office and private correspondence,
and shall make a specialty of ILltllo>

For the last 20 years we have kept Piso's
sumption in stock, and would sooner think a
get along without sugar in his store than we
Piso's Cure. It is a sure seller.—RAVEN &
Ceresco, Michigan, September 2, 1896.

TUESDAY,

Direction of FRANK McKEE.

88 1-2 Exchange St., Portland.

oijAT.

ANNOUNCEMENT.

S

AND

“crnnniE
FADDEN.”

Due, 1906.

Debt,

Seat» now oa tale at

CHARLES HOPPER

Kennebunkport, Me.,

Assessed Valuation

”

PAST

Nov. 30-Dec. 1.

3L.0-A.nNT

Due, 1901.

;-

Office5’ B0, 7Bc’ ®1'00'

MONDAY

qtf

JNTES'W

AND

“MRS. PONDERBURY'S

On real estate security.

We

O

“MR. GILMAN’S WEDDING.”

MONEY LOANED Third Kotzschmar

Evening Class—Antique 25c a week.
For further details seDd for circular or apply
to teachers after 19th October.
Bepti4eod2m

N

——

iov20

€laeses.

A

iisr

Maine.

Reopens October 19th,

T
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I

of

BARRETT,

luelO

In first

Special

I Drawing.

tailor-made, and the 2
will
♦
prices
please
you.
| You
ought to see their beautiful ♦
kersey overcoats at $10, $12, $15 1
and $18.
J
A

P

Madame Janausehek

LETTERS

FUNDS INVESTED

4781-2 Congress St., Portland,Me.

something elegant

there, equal

<t(\A
W

See

Both to live and to
hood of man.

Why from A. F. Hill & Co.’s, ♦
where all my friends go when they 1
can

W

®

j FOX

GET IT P

FIRST GLASS

WITH =

-:

Columbus Aye., Boston, Mass.

WHERE DID YOU

You

application.
supplied with

CREDIT, available In ail parts of the world
CIRCULAR DRAFTS, payable without
charge, In the principal cities of Europe
Desorlptlve pamphlet supplied upon request.

Also local

Prospectus.

9lllllllllllillllllllllinilil!IIIIIIIEI!llll!IIE|llllli!l!IIIISIIIIIII!lllllllillllllllllllllllll^

’want

SECURITIES.

and

W

RDDYARD KIPLING
IAN MACLAREN.
HALL CAINE.
PRANK R. STOCKTON.

hundred others.

Send for Full

THE YOUTH’S COMPANION,

_

tip

_

New Subscribers who will cut out this slip and send it at once with name
and address and $1.75 will receive :
FREE —The Youth’s Companion every week from the time subscription
is received till January x, 1897;
FREE —Thanksgiving, Christmas and New Year’s Double
Numbers;
FREE-The Companion’s 4-page Folding Calendar for 1897, Lithographed
in Twelve Beautiful Colors.
The most artistic and expensive color
production The Companion has ever offered;
And The Companion Filty-two Weeks, a full
year, to January 1, 1898.

12=Color

|

Charlotte B. Jordan,
Mary Brewster Downs.

i

Gminent Contributors for

Hon. HILARY A. HERBERT.
Hon. WILLIAM L. WILSON.
Hon. JUDSON HARMON.
Hon. THOMAS B. REED.

—

W

a

Absorbing Serials, Stories of Adventure on Land and Sea, Stories for Bovs
all profuselytoT,,lS97’
illustrated by popular artists. Six Double Holiday Numbers. More than two thousand
“
Editorials, the Current Events/-Current Topics aSd
timelylfaormation
,HuTor'
Tr^el- much valuable
Departments
give weekly
in most condensed form.

cannot Be Cured.
application as they cannot reach the

representative while in Texas

district is only a little in excess of
6009, and in South Carolina 9COO, while
in Texas it is 84,000 and in Illinois 38,000.
The News considers it unfair beyond all
question for 6C00 voters lu Mississippi

struggles, trials and gaieties of college life

Pour

ueaiuesa

by local
diseased portion of the ear. There is only one
way to cure deafness and that is by constitutional remedies. Deafness is caused by an inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the
Eustachian Tube. When this tube D inflamed
vou have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing and when it is entirely closed. Deafness Is
tile result, and unless the inflammation can be
taken out and tins tube restored to its normal
condition, hearing will be destroyed forevernine cases out of ten are caused by
which is nothing but an inflamed condition of
the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
case of Deafness (caused
by catarrhlthat can
not be cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
Send for
circulars; free.

tive

The

1!

millions,

W. D. Quint

Professors’ Stories.

described in this
group of stories.

are

ui

on

Travellers

'W

w

that the state legislature take such steps
a« will be necssary'.to
provide homoepathio
treatment for inmates of
the
insane
at
hospital
BAngor in those cases where
the friends
of the parties may desire
that sort ol treatment.

their confidence
ministry still retain
in
Gen. Weyler.
While this remains
Maceo will be saved from the danger of
The thirty-first annual catalogue and
having to meet somebody who is good triennial of Maine Central
Institute,
at something besides issuing proclama- Pittsfield, shows n very
prosperous year
for the
school, having the following
tions.
number of pupils in the several departments:
Post graduates, 3; graduates,
Within the last eighteen months twen87; first class, 30; second class, 45; third
ty-two New Hampshire savings banks class, 05; fourth class, 14;
stenograpihy
have failed with deposits of over $17,000,- and typewriting, 12; music, 39; the total
actual
attendance
of
pupils for each
COO, involving a loss of four and a half
term during the year was 234.
to
tbelr
ments in

THE BLANKS IN THE “CLARION."

scribed vividly and with thrilling interest.
STARRY VINT’S DEFENCE.
Homer Greene.
AN OFFICE-BOY’S ADVENTURE.
H. C. Merwin.
THE TOURTELOT CASE.
Stewart Mitchell.
THE LITTLE RIVER MYSTERY.
W. E. Maclellan.

accident ocoured re
cently on the passage from Boston to
Calais,
Me., of the sohooner Lizzie
Brewster, Captain Peabody. Willie King,
a
14-year-oid-eon
of .1. H. King of 41
Mystic street, Charlestown, took passage
on the schooner for a brief vacation from
school, and was awept off the jibboom
by a heavy sea.
All effort to save him
proved
futile.
The schooner put into
Jonesport and the boy’s parents were
notified of the sad accident.
N.
Kldridge of
Chief Morse of
opinion of the
proposed state
in Maine.
Mr.
Morse is in favor of the movement, as
he thinks it would be benefioiai and instructive to all the members of the deIn other states suoh organipartment.
zations are very successful.

rush and rivalry, the excitement and perplexities the
methods and secrets of newspaperdom are described.

Lawyers' Stones.
w*

Particulars

w

W

drowning

MoKlnley carried Bryan’s home preChief
cinct by 82, bis ward by 299, bis oity by
Engineer M.
has written
1019 and bis oounty by 828.
Bryan cer- Portland,
Bath in
regard to the
tainly naa one obaraoteriatlo of a prophet Bath firemen about the
—he la not honored about home.
firemen’s organization

1

A YOUNG SAVAGE.
,
p- Y. Black,
A LOST SENSATION.
!
Rev. Isaac O. Rankin.
CAMP LOW.
Oscar K. Davis,
Rev. Walter Mitchell. I A GIRL WHO BECAME A
REPORTER. H. Carruth.

fascinating

STUART ROBSON

choice line at

a

tCfl/1

W

_

_

52 Weeks for

Thomas F. Bradubry,

de.Hoo-

The

A STRANGE EXPERIMENT,
...
AN ODD EXPERIENCE.
1 Dr- w- A. Hammond.
A WAYSIDE PATIENT.
Dr. C. W. Harwood.
DONG SUN YET.
Dr. Sarah Hughes Graves.

W

W

Rev. Frederic Palmer.

pnysician

HOME

TUKESBURY, Manager.

This Evening at 8 P. HI.

Due July 1, 1896.
We offer In exchange,

C.

—

Doctors’ Stories.
umy

stories

$h? £8S

life.

Reporters* Stories.

_

anowu

of short

vrouns

“

C.

W

S

Gverybody*

eVeDt5

inese aic ucugimuny
wnuen, ana aitnougn aeeply
pathetio, they cheer by their pervading faith in the love of
truth and right almost universally found in human character.

tragedies

Mp

R. R.

6's,

Portland,

and very attractive feature in the volume for 1897 will be six

tapl^andfinddent,1 and^vU^be^ad with'eage^ interwrtf

A TRUE GENTLEMAN,
AARON'S WIFE.
i
A RESCUE.
A MINISTER’S EXPERIENCE.

Family.

rea<ler8 of Thb Companion for
1897 will enjoy the Contributions of a
***** “umher at the most famous men and women of both
continents. Unusually
*
attractive are the many brilliant features oSered.

W

ft IT

that any considerable number of
American citizens Bhoald be devoting
even hopelessly,
at this
themselves,
Thanksgiving season, to the creation ami
cultivation of an active feud where there
should be
and puerile rlvslrv
peace
where
there should be generous sentiment and high reciprocal appreciation.

I

Th*

Stories for

Hon. William McKinley of Ohio toward
the
Hon.
Thomas Brackett Reed ot
Maine, aud the private opiuion
which
the Hon. Thomas Brackett Heed eatertains concerning the Hou. William McKinley, more slumgullion stuff is getting itself said and printed than about
other unimportant subjeot of tbe
auy

selves authorized to announce that the
mind and soul of the Hon. William MoKinley
exceeds a foot and h half iQ
breadth, while a transverse section of
the Speaker’s magnanimity would show
more than eighteen ioohes.
The narrowness, tne jealousy, tbe pottiuess of spirit,
attributed by tbo gossip mongers to one
or the other of these healthy-bodied and
sane-minded statesmen, belong to neither of them.
Both are entering now
upon
the period of their greatest public usefulness. and there is ruotn and there is work

Harrison,

-—-________

(New York Sun.)
Concerning the personal attitude of tbe

day.
Without direot information either from
Canton ot from
Portland, we feel our-

Burton

one of the popular writers for law.

\#r

CURRENT COMMENT.
THE

amusements.

Farmington

^Ap

Companion I

prosperous and at work and they know
it. Poor business is so absolutely indespensable to the propagation of their

doctrines that we may expect them, In
spite of their professed intention of filing the incoming administration a fair
ohanoe, to become hears in the prosperity murket, minimizing all business re-

Conies Every Week.

The YOUTH’S

their stocks

Independence

twenty-first.

Leeds &

Established 1837.

cf free silver medicine
expoot of course Is that
prosperity will not come back again.
If
it should it would no doubt be a great
disappointment to them, for their silverware
would be absolutely
unsalable.
They will have no ohanoe In a country

out

enjoy

Thursday, the 26th day of November, Inst,

FINANCIAL.

WANTED.

changed to one that may be
as
expectant neutrality.
They are going to give Mr. McKinley a
fair chance.
But at the same time they
make it dear that if prosperity does not
return in a reasonable time tbey will get:

policy
DEPARTMENT.

EXECUTIVE

MIBQgXAMKHni,

belligerency

enough and to spare
There is no great mischief in it all,
for it cannot possibly roil Nimlshlllen
Creek or lash to fury the waters ol Casco
Bay.
Nevertheless, it is against public

SI Alt Ur MAINt.

I

BffSCBPPAKgQUa.

characterized

iii.t each

arged

other

Auction

week.
$1.60 per square.
Reading Notices

1

the

r~~~

MISCEllASEOU8.

Popocratio
leaders who, awhile ago, wero pranolng
about, declaring that they were going to
keep up the light, are gradually sobering
Bryan

We have a full line of celebrated English and
American goods, in Stag, Kubber and Celluloid

m m

■'

from

60c to S7.60 per pair.

men.

meat choppers.

PassstKsrph’tiie
_

S2.60 each.

ft. I. PERKINS &
Hlllnrt

nov26tf

Dealer,

most °°m-

CO.,

No, 8 Fra St.

FOR

STEPHEN R. SMALL, President.

SALE BY

PORTLAND

MARSHALL R. GOD Nfl-

TRUST

GOMPANY.

H.

E.

Cashelr

DESTRUCTIVE TU FGOTWtAR.
The above complaint, is being heard contln

ualiy
the

when

referring

purchase

their footwear at our
enough to
store have had little chance of finding fault, for
have
maintained their
all
our
it
goods
through
reputation for hard service. This is especially
The prices of our
true of our school shoes.
women’s boots range from $1.25 to $5.00 in ail
the latest styles. See our men’s $1.60 grain iu
We have a youth’s
Congress and Creedmoor.
and Doys’ seamless grain that is unsurpassed

for wear.
Women’s cloth flannel lined slips,
Women’s Overgaiters,

MILLS,

Piano Tuner F. O.
Order slate
oct22dt/

at

Cbanpler’s Mualo Stor.,
Congress street.

to the incessant rains of

past two months, but those who were for in-

nate

481

50 cents
14 oents

WHITE,

OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE.
no? 11 eodft

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

SERVICES AT CHESTNUT ST.

Chimmle Fadden.

Rer. E. R. Purdy, of Friends’ Chnrcli
the Preacher,

Tber« are few of the theatrical fraternity Who enjoy a larger local acquaintance
lb New York than Charles Hopper, who

I

SBW APTBBTItKma'Hi.

Will be seen here at Portland theatre on PaBton of Other Denominations Participated—Thankfulness the Subject.
Monday and Tuesday, November 30 and
December 1 in “Cbimmie Fadden.”
The
union services at the Chestnut
His wonderfully successful engagement
street Methodist church were attended by
of nearly six months in the Metropolis
members of the Second Parish CongreIfcst winter added to the army of people
gational, First Baptist, Unitarian and
who know him, and It is not remarkable Friends’
oturches. Rev. C. W. Parsons,
the
on
were
that some queer obaraoters
hire pastor of the Chestnut street church
One morning last winter a pecu- was unable to
list.
attand owing to siokness
liar looking individual ambled np to the in his
family, and in nis absenoe the asticket window at the Standard theatre, sociate
pastor, Rev. Israel Luce, presidwhere Mr. Hopper was playing, and In- ed.
quired for the star. On being informed
Seated on the platform wars the Revs.
that.be had not yet arrived at the thea- E. R. Purdy, D. W.
LeLacheur, W. S.
the
that
visitor
remarked
Mr.Hopper
tre,
Ayres, J. C. Perkins and J. B. Shepfriend
of
was a very dear and Intimate
herd.
his, whom he wonld like very muoh to
The church organist Dr. C. O. Filesa great
hurry, he presided at the
see, but, being in
organ, and the singing
would just drop him’a note to let him
direoted by Mr. John Strout.
and
would
call
know
he was in town
The servioe began by the singing of
The man in the ticket office
again.
the
hymn “Come
Thou Almighty
obligingly loaned him paper and pencil King,” after which Rev. J. O. Perkins
whioh he proceeded to ln&oribe a
with
read from Isaiah 55, as the losson of the
note, and handing it in with the request

morning.
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BOSTON ST0RET~
Grand

Opening

SATURDAY, NCV. 28th.
Special Introductory Bargains in Each and
Many
DOMESTIC DEPARTMENT.

HOSIERY DEPT.

THE PLAIN, UNVARNISHED TRUTH
MEN’S FURNISHINGS.

1 bale 4-4

Brown Sheeting.
Intro1 case each Ladies’ Ribbed
25 dozen Men’s Unlaundered Shirts,
Top Wool
ductory price 3 l-2c yard.
Hose
and 1 case Full Fashioned Black
9-4 Brown
Sheeting.
Introductory
sizes from 16 1-2 to 17. Our regular 50c
price 10c yard.
and Tan Cotton Hose, both 25o
grades.
grade. Introductory price 29c each.
1 case White Domet Flannel.
In- Our introductory price 15c
pair.
troductory price 3 l-2c y ard.
Men’s

FOR THE MEN.

no

Special Introductory Prices

character assigned in a creditable manWe aught, therefore, to be thankful
ner.
The scene of the story is laid in for the day set apart in which we can
Seville, noted above all cities in Spain as oome together and in this service return
the home of beautiful women and dash- thanks to God.
ing cavaliers.
Bamon, prince of the
Today is the day that we show forth
provinoe of Andalusia, has been absent the gratitude andithanka that is in our
in America for a term of years,his father hearts.
Gratitude is represented to us
having sent biin when a child to be edu- as a great privilege. Ihore aie many
cated iu that country. Some years after gifts that coma unto our home lives for
the priuoe returns, and his father having which we ought to be truly grateful. No
died he
Is about to assume the station home oan be complete without some
made vacant by his father.
His return gifts. The home may be well fitted up
1b u welcome one except to three persons in every detail and the walls handsomeview his presence with displeasure.

but that home is not well
furnished unless those that make up the
household can return thanks to God for
the many temporal
blessings received.
We then as Christian people, ought to

There

country.
match in

Is

bnt

suitable

one

are

others

that

meet that

we

the very

Seville,

arrives home a day earlier than expected. He is disguised as a sailor and is ac-

companied by

Hatchway,

a

lusty Yankee tar, Hiram

whose

acquaintance

he has

made on the voyage.
The prince meets Teresa, falls in love
with her and declares his determination
to make her bis bride. Preparations are
made for the wedding.
On the return
of the wedding party, Don Miguel confronts

them and denounces the newly
bride as an American. In America they have no nobility.
Hiram oomes
made

the rescue. “In that fair land aoross
the aoa where Old Glory proudly wares,
we have no uso for royalty, for every
man’s a king.
He makes the point that
Teresa being of American birth mnst he

we

not, therefore, to make

our

lives count on the slue of righteousness.
When we think how God has preserved
us since last
Thanksgiving dav, bow

Are we,

bb

much

as

in

us

lives, 'prais

vouchsafed unto us? Are we faithful in
every duty in the church? faithful in our

to

each.

be clean, and you'll have
the reward of your good efforts.
as

well

After

a

as

bath

Roast Duck, Onion Dressing.
Potatoes, Onions, Squash, Frenoh Peas.

Tenderloin of Beef with Alushroons.

use

Thicken Patties,

powder
The sensation is

and it

delightful,
action

of the

promotes healthy
pores
of the skin, preventing excessive
perspiration in armpits.
The Comfort Powder Co.,

Hartford,
All

Cranberry Sanoe.

25c. and 50c.

Ct.

Druggists sell

a

it.

box.

Asparagus

on

before the court in the usual manner
the same asbvervbody else oharged with
the
commission of an offense, plead

English Plum Pudding. Brandy

Sauce.

Apple Pie, Port Wine Jelly,
Assorted Cakes,
Fruit, Nuts, Figs, Ioe Cream,
uoSee, Cheese, Bent’s Water Crackers,
Dhler.Creme de Mandarin.
We endorse all the proprietors say
‘bout the merits of Salvation Oil. It is
he greatest cure on earth for pain. 25cts

Colored

Shirts

Introductory price 50c

Bat the Prices—squeezed, cut, mutilated

especially

each.

on a

shirts.

Heavy

Laced

Front

Over- that
you
price 37 l-2c

Introductory

a

few of the

buy to-day

can

beyond recognitaon,

few lots that we’re anxious to close out.

We’ll mention
Men’s

us

or

good things

with their mis-fit

price8

to-morrow.

each.

DRESS PATTERNS AT $4.50.
Your choice of several colorings in real Scotch Novelty Mixtures— price
a dollar a yard—sell you now a full dress pattern for $4.50.

has been

«

A dozen

or

more

styles of handsome Novelty Goods—have been our best
pitiful sum of 85,63 we

selling goods all season at $1.00 and $1.25—for the
give you now a 7 1-2 yard dress pattern.

Four different styles in Scotch Novelties and Plaid effects--dress patterns
of eight yards each—price per pattern has been $15.00; price today, $8.00,

UJU

=,I",8om,'1J!ro.°.ksvllle.
steeleand Miss Maud s.
MU.

Ma?ti°e s’cHb^er15’

Nov. 21, Edwin E.
Austin.
Wn"0m Woodwar<1 aud

Joh“ C. Wright of Bath and

Head.
“{"’.^E-Konms of Farker-s
J°hd L°Ck6 aDd

Kathwme

Crowley7-

M,M

&

day.
HALF

^-vearsW6 momhate
rears?™
nTonths.7
In

s-

authors,

“Barsain-apolis”

to- weaves,

pocket,

At Lay,
At the World’s Mercy,
At War with Herself,

alth and Unfaith
Fair but False

by Duchess

by B. M. day
Fighting the Air,
by Florence Marryat
The Eying Dutchman,
by W. Clark Russell
Forging the Fetters,
by Mrs. Alexander
Play,
by Charles Reede
f.oul
Brenda York,
by M. C. Hay
Friendship,
by “Ouidu"
Frozen Pirate,
by W. Clark Russell
Sweetheart, by Rboda Broughton
Griffith Gaunt,
by Charles Reade
A Haunted
liamber,
by Duchess

Haunted Life, A
Her Mother’s Sin,

by B M Clav

In Far Locliaper,
In Silk Attire.
111 the Golden days,
Jane
John Halifax,

by B M Clay
by William Black
by William Black
by Edna Lyall

latest

A large line of 41 inch Novelties—all wool—manufactured

to sell at 75 cents per yard.
At 25 cents. A fine line of all wool

shown early at less than 50c.

A

Novelty Dress Goods—none better
large variety in all the best colors.

LINING CAMBRIC FREE.
Till further notice, with every wool
dress pattern, either black or colored,
purchased at our store we will give the
cambric lining free.
We have only

one

kind of Cambric

—The best that’s made.

THE PORTLAND SILK STORE.

J. R. LIBBY.

by Duchess
by B. M. Clay
by William Black
by B. M. Clay
by William Black

J. B. LIBBY.

We may

Friday

THE E. C. JONES INSURANCE AGENCY
PORTLAND,

At 59 cts. all

regular dollar quality fancy Silks, and some
higher— Dresdens, Changeables, Brocades in scrolls and figures—
bargaius at this ridiculous price.
our

were

At 79 cts. a special line of about
eight styles of
Fancy Silks—heavy, fine quality—black grounds with small colored
79 cents.

GLOBE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY,
of New York.
NORWOOD INSURANCE COMPANY,
of New Tork.
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS INS, C0„ of Pittsburg.
GERMAN FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY,
of Pittsburg.
UNION CASUALTY AND SURETY
of St. Louis.
COMPANY,
NEW JERSEY PLATE GLASS INS. CO.,
of Newark.
LIFE ASSURANCE CO.,
of Worcester.
NORTHW'ESTERN MUTUAL LIFE INS, CO., of Milwaukee.

Ul.

Saturday.

:ME.

-REPRESENTING-

PROMPTNESS, REUIABIUITY, ACCURACY,
UP-TO-DAT®. PROGRESSIVE.

as

recently acquired—the silk-selling habit—-is getting the
make good resolutions to put the prices where
they ought
break them.
well keep it up the rest of this week, so here are the
prices for

69 cents. At 69 cts. about fifty styles of Fancy Waist and Costume
Silks—all new and choice patterns in Brocades, Figures,
Stripes, plain and
chene effects,
$1.25 is a low price for any of these Silks,

-THE-

31 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.,

and

69 cents.
that
rare

nun 1111iihimiiiimi

just

Lady Valwortli’s Diamonds,
by Duchess
Life Interest, A
by Mrs. Alexander
Life’s Remorse, A
by Duchess
Loma Doone,
by R. D. Blackmore
Madcap Violet,
by William Black
Marvel,
by Duchess
Master of Ballantrae,
by R. L. Stevenson
Master or the Mine,
by R. Buchanan
Mental Struggle, A
by Duchess
Molly Bawn,
by Duchess
Mona’s Choice,
by Mrs. Alexander
Moths,
by“Ouida”
Mrs Geoffrey,
'by Duchess
Mystery of a Hamson Cab, by Fergus Hume
R. Marlitt
Secret,
by
Of<J Middleton’s
««ai'3?e2le’,s Money,
Old
by Mary Cecil Hay
On her Marriage Morn,
by B.M Clay
Perilous Secret, A
by Charles Reade
Portia,
by Duchess
Prince Charlie’s Daughter,
by Is. M Clay
Princess of Thule, A
by William Black
Redeemed by Love,
by B Clay
Reproach of Annesley,
by Maxwell Gray
Rory O More,
by Samuel Lover
Royal Crown Cook Book,
by A Practical Housekeeper
Set in Diamonds,
by B M Clay
Revenge,
by H. Rider Haggard
^“Iwa’s
Judith Shakespeare.
by William Black
8“e>
by H. Rider Haggard
Sign of the Four, and Scandal in Bohemia.
by A. Conan Doyle
Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde,
R. L. Stevenson
by
Study in Scarlet, A.
by A. Conan Doyle
The
by Grant Allen
That Beautiful Wretch,
by William Black
Thorns and Orange Blossoms,
by B. M. Clay
Ircasur
Island
A habit we’ve
by R. L. Stevenson
Troublesome Girl,
by Duchess
Two Fair W omen,
We
M. Clay better of us.
by
B,
1 wo Orphans, The
by R. ti’Ennery
Thrown on the World,
by B. M. Cluv to be, but as often

by Charlotte Bronte
Eyre,
by Miss Muloch Lndercurrents,
King Solomon's Mine, by H. Rider Haggard Wedded an.i Parted,
Knight Errant, A
by Edna Eyall White Wings,
Lady Branksniere
by Duchess Wue in Name Only,
Like no Other Love,
by B. M. Clay \ olande,

mu

Twelve pieces of rich, all wool Novelties, all the

half price.

At 39 cents.

convenient for

were

Besides these three lots of low priced Fancy Silks we want
superior grades of fine Black Lyons Velvets,
Waists or Capes.
attention to three

They

«...

„

WO SOliCjt YOUf

are

Very fine
preciated

PSUOlIRgB.
novlSeodtl

to

call your
suitable for

27 inches wide and the prices are,
according to quality, $2.00,

2.50 and #3.00 per

«

Gros-graln
figures.

and

yard.

really elegant goods

that must be seen and handled to be

ap-

i mi

l0reU°°n “* U
Boden, aged 83

In Milo, Nov. 13tji, Mrs. Matilda Leacli. aged
about 63 years.
In Freedom, Nov.
14, William G. Sibley, aged

Cumberland Mills, Nov. 24, Mrs. Ktttie 81 years.
Sunning, aeed 60 years’
In Mt. Vernon, Nov.
18, Elmer E. Tylet, aged
N°7- 23' Berma G- Chadbourne. aged 87
years.

L2Iyears°’

23, Mr3- Maud Smith,
l6lyeard!°Wn’ N°7'
N°7'

-eIanrsGardl“8r’

At 50 cents.

PRICE FOR BOOKS on
Standard paper cover.

Our facilities for
placing large lines of insurance are Inexhaustible—TRY US.

20th ln8t-. Woodman Read,
* Georg8 L- and the late Helen
KeadSwett
In Cumberland Centre, Nov.
26. Mrs. Harriet
°akman S' 8tetson- aged

,4loUck!ra^?iraVl1CaetSBaStabtUrday
25, EPa9

THREE BY-THE-YARD BARGAINS.

5 cents instead of 10.

DEA1 Hi

Mince Pie,

Goods and

DRESS PATTERNS AT $8.00

by Mrs, Alexander
by Florence W'arden
by B M Clay
Beaton’s Bargain,
by Mrs. Alexander
Beautlful Jim.
by John Strange Winter
Beauty’s Marriage,
by B. M. Clay
Beyond Pardon,
by B. M. Clay
Black Beauty,
Anna Sewell
by
settlement
of the oase except by Mr. Blind
Love,
by Wilkie Collins
Marquand paying the usual line, $100 Breezle Langton,
by Hawley Smart
by Hugh Conway
and costs, in the usual way, and the fact Called Back,
Cleopatra,
by H. Rider Haggard
that the outer door of the oourt house Dark Days,
by Hugh Conway
by H. Rider Haggard
happened to be looked during the trial, Dhwii,
Deldee, or The Iron Hand,
in no
wise changed the facts as abore
by Florence Warden
Donovan,
by Edna Lyall
stated.
Dora Thorne,
by B. M. Clay
Doris,
by Duchess
Doris’s Fortune,
OBITUARY.
by Florence Warden
Duchess, The
by Duchess
Duke’s Secret,
by B M. Clay
Mrs, Alvira Hunt.
East L ynue,
by Mrs. Henry Wood
Evelyn’s Folly,
by B. M. Clay
Word has been received of the death in Evil Genius,
by Wilkie Collins
I

Toast.

Celery Salad.

and Drawers.

Wool Fleeced

to,

Books by the best
arraigned cars,
library or table.

Roman Puneh.

Roast Partridge with Jelly,

Men’s Heavy

The Keunebeo Journal says: So much
comment has been made about the fact
thRt the doors were looked when Marquand had his trial at D^Ver, and the
seems to be so general that
impression
some settlement offthe case
against him
was made out of the ordinary mode of

Knowles?1’

Roast Young Turkey,

reliable kinds of Black Dress

same

t

--

^

The

Dress Good and Silks that you always get when you buy of
all clean, new, desirable goods.

Excuses
Eor Judge Dor gin’s Private Court.

privileges to return thanks to God for
the blessings of a Christian Sabbath?
We ought to regard God as a personal
God and
father, aDd that He delights
in showering
blessings upon His chilthe daughter of a king and a fitting
dren; and we as His children should rebride for any man. The application is turn
thanks to Him as the giver of ever;
aooepted, the conspirators failed and good and perfeot gift.
all ends happily as the wedding peal
We are in danger as a people of count- Benton Falls, on Thursday, November
rings out anew for Teresa, the Bride of ing God out of our lives. However oou- 36, of Mrs. Elvira Hunt, at the age of 88
/Seville.
Mrs. Hunt was born in the
Joious we are of the blessings that oome years.
The cast of characters was as follows
into our lives, we are not faithful unless neighborhood In whioh she has always
Teresa, the Bride of Seville,
we are conscious of the faot that these lived, respected and beloved by a large
Miss Minnie Burke
She was
are from God to whom we circle of friends and relatives.
blessings
Donna Isabella, hostess of the Santa
a woman of
great strength of obaracter
Marla, Miss Josephine G. O’Connor should give our thanks.
Miss Katherine K. McCloskey
Monioa,
We ought to thank Him for the influ- and of a hopeful and cheerful temperaG liana,
Mias Mayna Griffin ence of the lives
iJUD
about us; for the influngc UUI UUU U1UUU.
Crown
Prlnoe of Andalusia,
Ramon,
ence of faithful
mothers, wives and chil- leaves four ohlllren, Miss Dora Hunt of
John P. Welch
who are to us a blessing and a comdren,
Don Miguel, Prime Minister,
Benton, Miss Annie Hunt, who is teachfort in our every day life.
John A. McGowan
er of the Jackson school in this
If other lives tell ns of the love of
olty, Mr.
God,
Sancho Pedro, Court Jester,
how much more does the life of Ohrist, Edwin R. Hunt of
Fblpaburg, jand Mr.
Walter J. Gately the
unspeakalbe gift, tell us of tiiat George W. Hunt of
Balthazar, Minister of Police,
Hath, register of
gift? His was a life of self-saariflce and deeds of
Edward J. Quinn self-denial.
Mr. Percy
Sagadahoc county.
Hiram Hatchway, a lusty Yankee
The
servioe dosed by the singing of H. Richardson of this city, and Mies
tar,
W.
Dawson
Georgo
Amerioa and the benediction.pronounoed Eleanor
Hunt, teaoher of the Norway
Don.Ramiros,[Captain of the Guard,
by Rev. J. B. Shepherd.
High school, are grandchildren.
Thomas J. Desmond
The
Boatswain Billy, In oharge of sailors,
funeral will oocur at Benton Falls, SatA Fine Dinner.
Arthur D. Welch.
at
2
urday
p. m.
At The Sherwood yesterday Mr.J. J.
The choruses were well sung, the drills
Pooler
furnished
a
finely carried out and each character Is
Thanksgiving dinner
MARRIAGES.
that for excellence of menu or for dedeserving of special mention.
licious oookiug has never been equalled,
In this city, Nov. 26. Edward Francis Somers
6 Elizabeth Costello.
The Preston Fertilizer works at Long
last excelled in Portland. Tb6 an?.??d
[No cards.]
ar at
At the residence of W. H.
Inland City, N. Y., were destroyed
Trefethen, Peaks
Dy ;ables were beautifully garnished with
25. by Rev. F. W. Smith, Benjamin
i8li*nd',Novfire Thursday morning. Loss
I). Tnckeycf Portland and Mies Willette Trefr-’OO.OOO.
great white orysauthemums, pinks and fethen
of Peaks island.
In Bangor, Nov. 26, William Rockwood Johniinllax. The large company, comprising
son of
Somerville, Mass., and Miss Annie Flnson
many of Portland’s best known oitlzens Rowe of
Bangor.
mere enthusiastic iu their praises.
This H I” B1(ld'f'’rd' Nov. 21, Walter A. Holt of Blddeford and Miss Elsie
May Smith of Kennebunk.
mas the menu:
Sg2I' Nov. 25. Frank A. Chick and Miss
Mook Turtle Soup. Hattie E. Saunders, botto of Bangor.
Dyster Cocktail,
Everett SlmP’0n aDd
Salted Nuts.
CeJery,
Olives,
Miss<Ne!he

Feel Clean

and the Prices of Them.

Game Commissioner Carleton’s

guilty, and was sentenced to nay a line
we
have been delivered from the results of $100 and the costs of prosecution, and
of the war that th'en threatened us, we he paid tho line aad costs.
feel that this teaohes us a lesson.
Mr.
Carleton said that there was no

ing God for His blessings and mercies

and Dress Goods

DRESS PATTERNS AT $5.63.

“HAPPENED.TO BE LOCKED.”

Amerioan government. But time rolled Carleton
yesterday, and requested a
on and today we are thanking God that statement of the facts from
him.
we are Americans, and that the
Mr, Carleton said that there whs not
blessings
of a free and honored republlo are shared the
slighest oocasion tor any seorecy
by us all.
about it.
Mr. Marqunnd was

Ought

25c

price

Introductory

Silks

and

INVITATION EXTENDED TO ALL.

Teresa, the reputed atmosphere in whioh they are living disdaughter of Donna Isabella, widow of courages and disheartens us.
court procedure, arising from the fact
the Duke of Malaga. The scheme of Don
A few weeks ago, said the speaker, wo that the trial is
reported to have taken
Miguel Is t$ wait until after the mar- were in doubt as to whether or not it plaoe behind closed
doors, that a Journal
riAge of Bamon and Teresa and then to was a good thing to be a citizen of the reporter
called upon
Commissioner

denounce the bride as an American girl
and an unequal match for the prince.
The plot works
well and the prince

Shirts

Mixed

——About Our

Cloaks, Dress Goods, Etc., Etc.

7 IllfR l

I

ly adorned,

Don Miguel, prime minister, Balthazar,
polioe, and Sancbo Pedro,
oourt jester. These three conspire together to prevent Bamon from coming into
power. As prime minister, Don Miguel fully appreciate the blessings of God.
has taken care that every nobleman of
We meet men from day to day, the inSeville who Is blessed with a marriage- fluence of whose lives invigorates us and
ble daughter,
shall be sent out of the fills us with hope and courage.
There
minister of

A CORDIAL

on

Scotch

Drawers.

UNDERWEAR DEPT.

who

Our

All of

Denartments.

that it be delivered immediately ou Mr.
Prayer was then offered by Rev. W.
Hopper’s arrival, made his exit. When S. Ayres, after which the Rev. D. W.
1 case Grey and Brown
1 case Ladies’ 2-Thread
All Wool
Mr. Hopper reached the theatre he opened
Outing FlanLeLacheur rend the hymn “Savior like nel. Regular price 10c.
Introductory Black Hose. Regular price 37 l-2c. Inthe note and this is how it read: “Sup6
a
l-4c
yard.
Shepherd, lend us,” which was sang price
pose a man were to try to signify what
1500 yards 4-4 Fruit and
by the congregation. The usual ThanksLonsdale troductory price 25c pair.
he was not, and being unable to do so
giving oolleotion was then taken np and Cotton, in lengths of 1 to 10 yards. Inwould endeavor to succeed just because
the Rev. Mr. Lnoe announoed that the troductory price 6 l-4c yard.
1 case
Children’s Black Seamless
he could not fail; would you?”
Mr.
amount thus collected would be given
Fleece
Lined Hose.
Introductory price
Hopper said that the man would find out to the Portland
Provident Association
whether he would or not If he would call
10c pair.
for their service In assisting the worthy
sometime when he was,at home. But
1 case Ladies’ Natural Fleece Lined
poor of the city.
Vests and Pants. Introductory
the
man never
made his appearanoe
Jersey
The Rev. E. R. Purdy, tbe speaker of
price 19c each.
agalu, and his letter is filed away In Mr. the
day was then introduced and spoke
1 case Ladies’ Natural Fleece Lined
Hopper’s oollectlon of literary curiosities. in brief as
Men’s All Wool Black, Natural
follows, from the text Cor. 9, Jersey Vests and Pants.
Regular price
Brown,
Bride of Seville.
last verse:
“Thanks be onto God for 60c.
Introductory price 29c each.
Navy and Scarlet Half Hose. A regular
The
charmlug ODora. the “Bride of this unspeakable gift.”
1 case Misses’ Natural
Vests and
Seville" was given before two larje auIt is a privilege and a bleasod privilege Pants. Regular price 25c. Introductory 25c grade.
Introductory price 15c
La
thuli'anahlaa
hnn
diences in Uity hall yesterday afternoon
price 15s each.
pair.
and evening under the auspices of Port- upon nn<l refleot tbe events of the past,
land Council, Knights of Coiambus.
and when we have teoounted the maniThe oast is made up of well-known fold
blessings that have eome into our
local talent and eaoh one assumed the lives to return thanks for the same.
va

Sale,

aged

23> Artllur G. Dill, aged 16

[The funeral of the late Marla A. Trasher will
take place Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock, from
her Ate residence, Main
street. Willard, South
rortland.

NOTICE.
are

hereby

cautioned against

S r>«' trusting any ot the
to™ t
!yn HV;am3hlp “Tergeste”,
via New

crew of

the

Capt. Suttrlrgentl,
York, as no
t!'0'r contracting will be paid by
Captain or Chase, Lea via * Co.,

Agents.

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.

Iui

A MOTHER'S SLUMBER SONG-

Sleep,

my little one,
Narrow thy hod und

Neither hunger,
Can touch

nor

deep
thirst, nor pain

hurt thoe

or

sleep!

ever

again.

I, thy mother, will bend and sing
As I watch thee, calmly slumbering.

Sleep,

my little one,

sieop!

Sleep, my little one, sleep!
Narrow fchv bed and deep.
Soon in thy angel’s tender arms,
Closely sheltered from earth’s alarms
Thou wilt awaken, baby mine,
Where all is mercy and lovo divine.
Sleep, my little one, sleep!

Sleep, my little oue, sleep t'
Narrow thy bod and deep.
I have wept till my heart is dry.
But now I smilo a3 I see'thee lie
With small hands crossed in death's mnto
praj or.

Never to reach in the wild despair
Of hunger’s anguish. All is o’er!
I wept, but now I can weep no more.
Sleep, my little one, sloop 1
my little one, sleep!
Narrow thy bed and deep.
A little wbilo I, too, shall rest
Close by the side of my baby blest.
Safe is my babe—earth’s anguish done—
Safe, at the feet of the Holy One.

Sleep,

Sleep,

I

my

littlo one, t leep!
—Anna B. BenseL

Down In Alabama they tell a strange
■Btory about a man who succeeded in cheating the gallows by a clover ruse. As be
lived a respectable life afterward, and some
of his children are still living, his real
name is not given.
We will call bim
Devereux.
William
lawyer of

Devereux was a rising young
good family, married to an ac-

complished wife and possessed of a large
number of admiring and devoted friends.
Indeed be was one of tbose magnotio persons having tiio fortunate faculty of making strong and loyal friends of nearly all
who came in contact with him.
But in the town where be lived thore
was considerable dissipation of a certain
kind.
Devereux became a member of a
choice circle of card players. He lost money of others with which he had been intrusted. Dor a long time he managed to
keep this state of uffairs concealed by a
sort of system of robbing Peter to pay
Paul and to meet his obligations as they
matured.
But a period came when William Devereux realized that these things
could be concealed no ldngcr, and the day
of exposure and disgrace came ever nearer.
in

vta-s

there

ju

tuo

wero no

uju

ittsuiuiicu

railroads,

no

tiiuoB wiitJll

telegraph,

no

of travel savo over ill kept roads,
on horseback.
It was before the
day when drafts, bills of exchange and
similar banking conveniences for facilitating money transfers had reached anything
like modern perfection and payments were
made at u distance by sending the money
it3oif.
It was also the custom of the various
county collectors and treasurers to make
yearly trips to the state capital, carrying
such moneys as lit cl been collected in their
districts on behalf of the state and the necessary papers and vouchers and have an
annual settlement for the year's receipts
and disbursements.
Now, at the time when Devereux’s affairs were most desperate, his own county
treasurer started out on horseback with
the state money, a large sum, in a pair of
Eaddlebags, to effect his annual accountmeans

generally

sumo

now ilk'uu v

or

saw

peiuephion

the real murderer standing in the crowd
I never saw him liefore, and
; before me.
yet I knew him to be the man in whose
stead I was about to suffer death. He was
slight in build, with dark hair and eyes,
and neatly dressed.
Ilis features are indelibly fixed in my mind. With this recognition my dream faded away.
There was
no particular Intimation as to
my fate, yet
I feel indeed as though God himself has
spoken to me and revealed the absolute assurance of his divine protection.
Tho narrator’s manner was so earnest
and impressive that a hope sprang up responsive in the sheriff’s mind that something might happen. He was mentally
prepared and on the watch for the happening of the miraculous.
The day of the execution was a beautiful, clear, cool Octobor day. Thousands of
people were in attendance and had gathered about the gallows.
It was to be a
public hanging, and the multitude availed
itself of the privilege of seeing a human
being choked to death. As has been intimated, there were much feeling and sympathy for tho doomed man, much argument as to the fallibility oTciroumstantial
evidence, and a hundred vague rumors in
circulation suggesting his innocence.
At last Dovereux stood upon the gallows
platform and faced tho people. There was
no man in all that crowd apparently so
cool, so collected and so much the master
of himself.
Ha stepped forward to say a
few words of farewell.
His voice rang
out in the stillness, clear, distinct and perfectly audible to all.
“I’rionds, ”'he said, “this is not a fitting
time to indulge in vain protestations.
I
can but simply reaffirm that I am not
guilty, knowing well what would be the
consequences of a falsehood, standing, as I
am, almost in the presor.ee of my immortal
God.
I desire especially to relieve any
man from tho possible thought that he
may have misjudged or wronged me and
might have to meet my accusing words before the great tribunal hereafter.
It was
a human error, the result”—
At this moment the speaker stopped
short and loaned heavily against the railing. His countenance betrayed terrible
excitement.
His eyes seemed fixed on
some one in the crowd before him whom
ho indicated, bound as he was, as well as
Jie could. When ho found his voice again,
he fairly shrieked:
“There he is! The man of my dream
—the murderer. Stop him! Stop him!”
He had pointed out a slightly built, almost feminine looking young mas, who
uttered a hasty exclamation and attempted
fn crot

nnrnv

hnf hofnpo ha nanhl

roughly seized

/-»

an

...r,

and held by the crowd. The
sheriff, almost beside himself with excitement, rushed down from the scaffold, followed by half a dozen deputies. The young
man was hurriedly
searched there and
then. Upon his person were found a watch,
a pistol and certain pipers of value well
known to have been the proporty of the
murdered treasurer. He seemed to give up
at once and in answer to excited questions

sullenly responded:
“Well, it seems you
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240
The warmest month was that of 1876
with an average of.
440
The coldest month was that of 1890
with an average of.’ 17o
The highest temperature was 69° on 7th and
1896 ..
The lowest.temperature was 17° on the 25th
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melted snow).

Average number of clear days.8
Average number of partly cloudy days.12
Average number of cloudy days.11
WIND.

you think you had better get out
your WINTER OVERCOAT and
look it over. You
may need a new
one or
perhaps yours can be lixed
up so it will go this winter. We
can do either, make a new one or

repair the old

(Better

PHOTOGRAPHS! !photographs, thee differstyles, for two dollars.
THE ELITE
STUDIO, 2S5 1-2 Middle St.
2&-1
WE shall deliver Ion cream in Portland all
"
day Thanksgiving.
Orders by mall.
DKEKING ICE CRKAmTcO. 4 Spring Street
Wooafords.
24rl
SHERRY'S

hair cutting
room, 453 1-2 Congress street, near Elm
(up one flight) is fully equipped with the
electric brush.
No danger of taking cold
after cutting when this brush is used. (Free
with every Iiair cut.)
21-1

CHARLES

Street.

PARTIES

nevr

visiting Boston,

who

would

prefer private house to hotel will find
nice accommodations at 28 Worcester
square
31-1

Muriel, hare been spending a few days
with her brother in Portland.
Rev. F. W. Davis of Cumberland Centre, will exchange with "Rev. W. C. Wentworth next Sunday.
Miss Florence Leighton is visiting her
aunt at Cape Elizabeth.
NORWAY.

Norway,

November 25.—The snow has
nearly aisappeareu irorn cne streets nnn
highways and wagons are iu use once
more.

I InIeIaItI F

The

prospective electric railway to
Waterford, Harrison and Brldgton Is
the principal topic of conversation at present. Opinions differ greatly
as to the praetlbility
of
the road or
whether it will be built at alL All opin-
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FALMOUTH FORESIDE

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.
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aLo two par-

office for

words inserted coder this head
week for 25 cents cash in advance.

RENT—In

western part of city,
FORpleasantly located
modern house of

DO

IT

will

cheap

sell

as

Soule & robinunvaonei
h,imCommercial
bON, 201 ¥£U8e
street.
36-tf

WOR SAl.E-One share eaoh in the Casco and
building assoatlou.
Address P. 0. BOX 1669, Portland Ylaihe

Is

’95-1

_

I p|r! ■ 1n|t

a

10

etc., etc.

immediate possession. For particulars apReal Estate office, of FREDRICK S.
VAIL.
27-1

LET—Very comfortable winter
TO with
board
74 Spring St.
no26-4w

rooms

at

I^OIi

MARRY HIE ARRABALA.

second
PG?.§ale7T'Good
worth

hand

sleigh, only

double the price; may be seen
Exchange Ht. Also large Plush lined
black robe, and harness, very cheap.
24-1

__

FOB SALE—A very desirable lot
looated near Fort Allen Park;
has
magnificent view of Casco Bay and islands.
Price low to a desirable
narty.
Apply at
First National Bank
S5,n?,a*PeadJfs$?,te
Building, FREDERICK S. VA1LL.
23-1

LOT

SALE—Balance of our
Hyaolnth
Nareisus Bulbs at reduced
KENDALL & WHITNEY, Federal

FOR
prices.

Crocus and

and

Temple

streets.

23-1

SALE—Choice

FORacres,

good

bonding

lan d far

lot

of

six
four

cultivation,

miles from Portland In Doering; high elevation : in luU view of Portland and Casco Bav;
15 minutes walk from electrics; good street
good neighbors adjoining; forced sale, Price
§500. IV. H. WALDRON A CO., 180 kiddle
street.

I will Buy
AND
McKenuey’s.

you such a pretty ring at
A thousand of them, the bes
prettiest stock. Engagement
and Wedding rings a special lty. McKENNY
The Jeweler, Monument Square
janl&ft

largest,

the

the

RENT—A

pleasant located}
FORhouse in western
part of eitv,
street

modern
conven-

ient to
rooms and

Congress

at 98

23-1

SALE—In Portland, Me., a retail business, very best location, doing:
about
§70,000 per year, has more than thribled itself in four years, will show books; reason
for selling, wish to retire from business; no
better opportunity ever offered.
Address
Box 856, Portland, Me.
23-1

FOR

ears, containing ten
bath; heated by steam, etc., etc.,
immediate possession. For particulars apply
to Real Estate office of FRED’K S. VAIL:
26-1

FORtheRENT—Desk
Jose Building,

for
a lawyer,
in
U8 Exchange
street!
furnished, steam heat,
janitor services and fire proof vault. Rent
reasonable.
BENJAMIN SHAW, 51 1-2 Exchange street.
20-1
room

suite

of rooms, well

BET—A pleasant lower rent, No. 3
rjlO
X
brouke street.
No. 46

Inquire

Promenade.

Bhar.

Eastern
26 1

WOS RENT—Near Eastern Promenade, to a
*new
detachedshouse, an upper and lower
rent of 8 rooms aud bath, eaoh has
magnificent
views of surrounding country and in
every
way exceptional rents for the pnoe.
Apply
Real Estate Office. FKED’K S. TaIUL. j)5-l
fr'OR RENT—On Deering St.
Furnished
x
rooms, with steam heat and bath.
BENJAMIN F. HARRIS, Chambers, Cor. Exchange
and Middle Sts.28-1
RENT—Twelve very desirable rooms
qnltable for boaTdiug house; hot water,
bathroom, eto.Prioe low: also a first class
store. SOUTH WORTH BROS. 105 Middje St.

FOR

FOR

PIGS

second

mortgages on real estate
Portland and vicinity; also money to loan
nn bonds, notes and
any good collateral
seourlty. Enquire of N. 9. GARDINER, 185
Middle street, Room 4.
18-2

thuIrston

steam.'

py to

^dle

sire^RoomT^'

FOR

in

THE

bath, heated by

rooms and

ECHANICAL MASSAGE is for rheunia___25-1
tism, neuralgia, nervous prostration, dysRENT—In central part of city,
an
pepsia, constipation and other chronic diseases,
upper and lower tenement In modern
for palsied and withered limbs and stlfl
SALE—For investment; a modern two house, containing 6 and 7 rooms
joints.
both
each;
To retain or regain health you Bhould gbt parfamily detached house, containing 13 rents have 5 rooms on a floor. Price
<*} good
ticulars at 642 CONGRESS ST. Ladies a m. rooms, located in central part of city; rents desirable
parties only $13 and $14 per
for $324 per year.
gentlemen n. m.
novl9-4
Price to quick purchaser month.
Apply Real Estate Office, First
only $2700: will take part cash; balance on National Bank Building, FREDERICK S
kTOTICE—E, M.
Watkins, custom tailor, mortage If desired.
Apply Real Estate VAILU.
21-1
Lv
Morrllls Corner, Deerlng. is selling strictly Office, First National
Bank
Building,
All
Wool Business 8ults lrojn $12 to $26. FREDERICK S. VAILL.
21-1
LET—One-half of store Ho. 518 Congress
Black Worsted Cutaway Suits from $18 to
TO St. Enquire of R. B. 8WIFT,
M-l
$80. Overcoats from $12 to $20. Pants from
for sale;
Shoats for sale; Hogs for
$3 to $9.
oct6 8mon
sale; Sheep for sale.
Cheap at W. L. piOR RENT—In western part of city, on
MERRILL’S, Cumberland Junction, Maine. a Congress Ht.. Dear Mellen fit.. n vp.rv
dfr
f 1/1/1 to loan on first and

(IllOU)vUU

North

FREEPORT

Portland^

_25-1
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PHOTOGRAPHS!
Thirteen cabinet

Press.

CUMBERLAND.

"

Ou mortgagee for long or short lime. Parties
wishing to build, or to borrow money on teal
seourlty cah obtain funds on favorable
SCAKBUROtlGH BROS. & Ca, 83 1-3
Exchange Street.
augSdtf

a

by Correa,

West Cumberland, November 26.—Mrs.
H. L. Shaw has returned from a visit to
her mother In Rockland.
and little niece
Miss
Ethel Shaw

tr™?,ld

Organs. Ve.ryAO'',,l0r
F. O. BAILEY & CO., 46
Exchange street.
„6-l
w
lor

ent

„S£Jfree

MAINE TOWNS-

of the

LOAN.

estate
termB.

W. OA8, 9 Salem St.

Come and See Us.

TAILOR-DRAPER,

--—

pondents

TO

WHITEWASHING—Painting
PAINTING,
al* branches
in

W. L. CARD.

and 10th 1878.

Items of Interest Gathered

one.

MONEY

done, cheapest

The prevailing winds have been from the
Northwest.
Tlie highest velocity of the wind was 60
the S. E. on the
miles from
2nd,
*

Two fine upright Pianos, will

not afraid ot anything;

F*hy word, mr )w inserted under tills
fland for one weak for 28 ota. in advance.

DON’T

more,..

CLOUDS AND WEATHER.

F. O. BAILEY & CO.
..0X26-4
___

Forty
-.♦Be

_

Average for the month, for 25
years,
(inches)................3.51
Average number of days with .01 of an

inch

oak and
birdseye
F0-?ml'E~,°?('
ipk°ard» c°st $100; price $26.

must be sold at once.

F0i?^.uIiws?l?>fI and job

1872.

Tlie greatest monthly precipitation was in
1881, (Inches).6.79
The least monthly precipitation was in
1874 (inches).
0.97
Tlie greatest amount of precipitation recorded in any 24 consecutive hours was
on Nov. 10th, 1878, (inches).2.58
The greatest amount of snowfall recorded
in any 24 consecutive hours (record extending to winter of 1884-5 only) was
9.2 inches on the 26th and 27th, 1890.

head
week lor C-S rent., cash in
advance.

one

LET.

TO

Forty word* inserted antler this

sale, uell located in a smart thriving
RENT—In tlio western part of the city
WE IVA.VI’ijD A CLO€K
near the
Spring street electrics, a
bicreaslng
subSriSfinn tog?0d
Would go to McKenney's because ha has scription
to paper increasingbusiness;
pleasant,
compact and well arranged ei^ht
yields good room
WE more up-to-date Clooks than all the other income to a practical printer.’; terms
No
153 Clark street. BENJAcottage,
easy
stores combined. His 96o alarm clock is wak- grand opening to the
26-1
right man.
For par- MIN SHAW, 51 1-2 Exchange street.
n*J up the town. Clooks, 95c to *50.00,
* GAKDINKE- 165
McKENNEY, The Jeweler, Monument Square.
IF

TEMPERATURE.
normal temperature,.

and

afternoon on
Congress
and
gun metal
gold albert and
Reward at 103 State street.
21-1

Friday
LOST—On
street,
lady’s small
watch with small

courtesy

oorne

Syrup.

IJOUND—A

Mr. E. P. J ones. They show the reoord
of the month of December for

DEER1NG.

ing

light brindle bull dog; owner can
have the same by calling at rear 31 Cotton
Street, proving property, and paying charges.

The following data, covering a
period
of twenty-four yearB have besm
compiled
from the Weather Bureau records at Portend, and furnished by the
of

FKECLPITATION (rain

fof. sale.

forty words Inserted under this head
one week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

Years.

have me.
I was a ions seem to be in
accordance with the
here. I demand of the officers
those making
peouuiary interest of
from
this
crowd.
protection
One thing is sure, most of the
them.
Protection was needed. Like quicksilver interests and push must emanate from
a knowledge of the matter seemed to have
people along the line and at the terminus
permeated the whole multitude. An in- of the route.
Officer Bassett has done a fine thing in
nocent man was saved and the guilty apdown and oapturing that arprehended In the nick of time. Cries of hunting
rant thief and outlaw, Elroy Poland,
“Hang the scoundrel!” “Turn Devereux who had become the terror of the counloose!” arose from all sides, while the offi- try. There are others of the
fnmily name
cers struggled fiercely to withstand the
who need looking after. Offioer Bassett
the
mob.
There
of
is
no
knowis
a
terror
to
evil
surge
angry
beooming
doers, both
ing what might have happened had not at borne and abroad.
The shoe shop is doing a good business
Devereux’s voice arrested the movement.
the new superintendent,
Mr.
“Let the law take its course,” he said. under
ing.
On the road he was joined by a fellow “For God’s sake, do not be too rash! I Gashlow, who is highly commended by
the help genernliy.
traveler, who afterward was proved to be implore you, as one who has been so near
Candidates for the post office are plenty
Dovereux.
They put up one night at a an ignoble death by reason of this awful all being worthy, efficient men, and
all
roadside tavern, occupying the same. room.
mistake, to let tho sheriff take this man. having tbeir friends.
Next morning the treasurer was found Give him a fair trial, and may God forgive
dead in bed, his throat cut from ear to ear.
him for what ho has tried to do to me.
His companion had disappeared, and the
The words of no other man oould have
saddlebags, with their contents, were also saved the new prisoner. The crowd gave
missing. The countryside was aroused, way. The hanging of Devereux was out
Mr. Fred Day of Sbailor fstreet, passed
bloodhounds were brought out, and a fierce of the question. The populace would not
wich
friends nt South
chase of some hours resulted iu Devereux have permitted it, and the sheriff would Thanksgiving
being run down and captured. There was anyhow have felt justified in suspending Paris..
no question but that he had been the murtho exeoution.
Mr. I.aurier To Be Knighted.
dered man’s companion the night before,
The mob poured up the gallows stairs
but none of the missing Ynoney or papers and cut the ropes that bound Devereux.
Ottawa,
26.—Sir
Out., November
was found upon him.
The jail officers hurried their prisoner to Henry Strong, chief justice of Canada,
was
nominated
tho
These were the facts in the case.
by
government of
When the jail. Once there, the latter made a full
the news passed from traveler to traveler confession, which soon became the talk of Canada as the Dominion’s representative on Che judicial
committee of the
along the country roads and finally reached the streets. Nothing could be done that
council.
Devereux’s home town, there was a tro- was too good for Devereux, who at first privy
Lord Aberdeen has recommended Hon.
mondons sensation, further heightened busied himself in counseling moderation, W.
i.aurier, premier of Canada, to the
when the damning circumstances of his and, being satisfied of its accomplishment, imperial
authorities for the honor of
business affairs came to light and made simply asked for two things.
It is understood that the
Ho wanted knighthood.
has
clear the motive of the crime.
consented to be knighted.
to go at onee, he said, and hear the glad primier
Nevertheless many of his friends were tidings back home to hi3 wife. For this It is probable, though it is not yet decidstill loyal, strong family influence was ex- purpose lie requested the loan of a good ed, that Mr.Lnurlor will go to England,
erted In his behalf, the best lawyers wore horse and some money, a request which aocompanieti by Mmo. Laurier, to receive
the honor at the hands of Her Majesty.
employed, and every effort was made to was enthusiastically gratified. At sunsot
free him from the consequences of his aw- Devereux was mites away.
Death of Sir Frederick Broome,
ful crime, all without avail.
In the morning the new prisoner spoke
He was
ljondon, November 26.—Sir Brederiok
tried, found gnilty and sentenced to be to the sheriff when that officer was making
Napier Broome, K. O. M. G., di«d at 4
hanged. The higher courts decided against the rounds of the jail.
inis
o oiock
He was oornjin
afternoon.
•inn on
“I think, now,” he said, “you had bet1.12c governor reiusea to
appeal.
Canada in 1842, emigrated to New Zeainterfere, and Deveroux occupied a cell in ter let me go.”
land in 1827, and in 1862 came to Engtho jail at the little town of St. Stephens,
AJus
ujspiuy ui assurance causeu rue
land. lie w«s appointed
governor of
closely guarded, within a few days of the sheriff to think tho prisoner crazy.
West Australia in 1882 and held the office
date appointed for his execution, with all,
“I mean what I Bay,” he persisted. seven years. He was afterwards governor
Sir Eraderiok mas a con“Send a woman here—your wife.
I am of Trinidad.
prospect of escape seemingly cut off.
In spite of the enormity of his crime not what yoa think me.
I am a woman. tributor to.the magazines and nubllshed
of
volumes
verses.
two
there began to bo a great deal of sympathy I am William Devereux’s wife.
My purfor the man who lay in jail awaiting death.
pose is fulfilled. I have saved his life, and
Spaniards Claim a Victory.
His youth, his handsome face, his grace- he is now far away.
You can never catch
Maarid, November 26.—A despatch
ful, dignified bearing, his calm courage, him. Ho sent me word where I would
says that the
Spanish
his perfect manner and his unfailing per- find tho things you found on me, and I from Manilla
troops underfMajor Aitega defeated a
sistence in the declaration of his innocence,
used them to deceive you.
of theSPhililppine insurgents, whose
body
all combined to produce this effeet.
It wa3 true.
lie
Dovereux’s prison man- losses in killed and wounded were up
expressed no animosity toward witnesses, ner, his talk, tho dream, the denouement wards of 400 men.
judge, jury er prosecutor, simply stating at the gallows, were ail parts of a skillfully
Terrible Mining Disaster.
that he was an unfortunate victim of re- worked and successful plot.
The chivalmarkable circumstances, from which "lie rous spirit of the timo and country saved
November
26.—A Breslau
Breslau,
could blame no one for drawing/the mis- his wife from any punishment. Devereux newspaper
publishes au aooount of a
taken inference of hi3 guiit.
at
went to Californio, changed his name, was colliery disaster
Czengore, Russian
The sheriff who guarded him was of the joined by his faithful wife, prospered Poland, in which SO mintis wete killed.
number of these thus impressed, and in greatly and died not many years ago the
It Is told that one Rockland young
his secret heart deeply sorrowod at the leuuing citizen of a thriving city that bore
rutin made a wager with hia girl.
If Mcprospect of his sad duty, although he re- his false name.—Philadelphia Times.
Kinley was elected they were to be marlaxed not at ali in vigilance and the adopbefore March 4; if Bryan was
ried
tion of every precaution to prevent esKilled by Popularity.
olected, that important oeremony would
be deferred four years.
cape.
And
When cn his deathbed, Du Maurier de- have to
To this officer the prisoner frequently
the young man '8 now looking over the
clared that popularity had killed him.
of
stock
about
wedding
rings
the
lirm
town.
belief
that
he would not
expressed
I believe he spoke the truth and that he
be hanged.
He assured him that, howmade a better diagnosis of hisnnalady than
he
iiad
no
idea
of
ever,
STEAMERS.
escapo, other than the scientific ODe which tho doctors
giva
by some divine intervention which would Under a nervous strain such ae
“Trilby's’*
establish his innocence ana point out the
AND
creator endured no man may last long unguilty men.
less his heart be of stone and his nerves of
Not many days before tho one fatal day
steel.
Steamers on and after Thursday, Nov. 19 will
the sheriff found the prisoner visibly agileave Portland.
I.ong years before, in the quest of fame
tatod and in an excited state, noticeably
and fortune, the poor artist, as all poor For Freeport, and Bustins Island 2.00 p. m
diSorent from his usual calmness. In anReturn—Leave
Freeport, (Porters), 6.50a m ’’
artists do, had wojgi out his nervous sysSo. Freeport. 7 a. 111., Bustin’s 7.16 a m'
swer to the officer’s question as to the reaas many a man of genius has done,
tem,
For Cliebeague, Cousins and Littlejohns, 2.00
son Devereux gave the following explanabefore the unheeding world discovered
tion:
that ho was verily of God’s elect.
“I have had,” he said, “a most extraorAnd then, when tho thunderburstof apdinary experience. It came to mo last
plause did come, the shock was too great,
night in the form of a dream, so real, dis- and it killed him.
tinct and different from the usual hazy
“Killed by popularity!” It sounds indimness of ordinary visions that I believe
credible, doesn't it?
it to ho the premonition of an actual event.
And yet popularity is what killed poor
I cannot rid myself of tills impression. I
Shelley and the tender voiced Keats and
expect it may seem foolish to you or the latterly our own
Eugene Field.
result of the broodiags and half waking
But, brother, to have written such
imaginings of a man in my condition, but things as these men wrote might make one
nevertheless I will teli it to you.
well content to die in the fullness of oao’g
“Last night I dreamed I was standing j
primo.—Cincinnati Commercial-Tribune.
on the scaffold facing thousands of
people.
The scene was as real to mo as the actuala. iu.
ity itself. I had spoken a few words of
For Cliff Island,
Mondays.
Do not let your dealer palm off on you
Wednesdays
farewell and was about to resign myself to
new
for
colds.
remedy
Insist on havany
when
hands
our
the
exercise
suddenly by
y
&u&ger.
Dr. Bull’s Cough
fool to

LOST AND FOUND,

AAA to loan on first ancl second
on real estate In
Portland and vicinity; also money to loan
on life insurance policies, bonds, ‘notes and
any good collateral security. Terms reasonable. W. P. CARR, Room 6, 185 Middle St.
16-4

fj

«PJb 4 fUUKs mortgages

21-1

___

WOR SALE—50 pullets of the mixed variety,
*
brown Leghorns. B. Plymouth Rock and
black Ivflnorcas, also 25 hens two years old.
HARRY \V. hANNAFORD, Cape Elizabeth,
Maine.

__25-X

SALE—At

bargain, brick house
with stone trimmings; ten minutes walk
of post office and city building,
overlooking
Lincoln park, 16 rooms all open into balls.

FOR

a

All modern conveniences.
31 1-2 Exchange street.

F. 11. HARFORD,
21-1

pieao&ni rent or seven rooms and DAth with all
modern
and
improvements,
separate
steam heating apparatus. Excellent location
at once to Real Estate
fora^Physleian.

Apply

Office.

FKKD'K. g. VAILL.24-1

LET—Lower
HpO
A
Pearl streets

rent corner of

Oxford

and

M2 per month; good referrequired. Apply to ERNEST TRUE,
392
Fore street.
23-1
Bros.,

ences
care True

FOR RENT—Li npper part of

the city,
a
10 rooms, rein parlor and
stable
on
per annum. BENJAMIN
23-1
street.

two story house containing
cently repaired, has open grate
fireplace in sitting room;

TO LOAN—On first or seoond
SALE—Sea View cottage located at premises. Price $300
Pond Cove, Cape Elizabeth,
mortgages on real estate, personal
on high
SHAW, 51 Exchange
property, stocks, bonds or any good col- ground, two acres of land, line view of the
HOUSE LOTS IN DEERINC. lateral security. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY & ocean, beautiful grove, house has 25 sleeping mo LET—Lower rent at 110 Winter street:
14-4
CO., 42 1-2 Exchange street.
rooms, large parlor, dining hall will seat 02 X 7 convenient rooms and
bathroom, furpersons; kitchen fullv equipped witli im- nace.
The Very Cream of it All.
gas and Sebago; good stable. Price $25
TO LOAN—On first
or second
proved apparatus; batn room, hot and cold per month.
23-1
on
real
estate, stocks, water, large pool room, bathing room,
scarcity of good building lots in deice
mortgages
sirable localities in Deering as in Port- bonds, life insurance policies, or any good room, store rooms, artesian well under the
LET—Furnished
or
unfurnished
rooms
land is
securities:
notes
discounted
at
low rate of house, spring water, another well that supOn
becoming quite noticeable.
to let; large and pleasant; cheap rent;
the tanks and hot water apparatus.
Pleasant street, whicn is now and
always interest. I. P. BUTLER, 48J Exchange street, plies
call 199^1-2 Middle street.
23-1
Fine stable and shed room
will be one of the very best, in the city, there up one flight.
nov7-4
HARRlg.
connected; also
nice i«e house.
is scarcely a house lot to be had at anv price
For particulars apply to I.
I
want
to
RENT—Lower
from
to
P.
rent
of
$5000
seven
from
48
1-2
the plot of land fronting the elebuy
BUTLER,
apart
18-3
rooms,
Exchange street.
FORnear High and Congress streets, having
$10,000 worth of bicycles,new. old, damgant residences of Mr. Fred Kimball, Mr. B.
SALE— A second hand fun,
a
M. Eastman, Ira S. Locke, Esq., the late T. agde. Pay highest cash price. Call or send I,’OK
good separate furnace, bay window and pleasant
A
Also
condition, suitable for heating
Hat or surroundings; is in first class repair.
Frank Jones, Mr. J. C. Coles worthy and Dr. postal to call on you.
Price
bicycles exA big line for sale. No business small house. Applv 74 HIGH SI.
only $18 per month.
Apply at once to Rnal
Strout, these lots the very choicest of
any changed.
Estate Office of FREDERICK S. VAILL. 23-1
BOSTON STORE, 411 _17tf
and all, are now for the first time offered for done on Saturday.
nov5-4
sale to those who when ready
will
build Fore street.
I,’OR SALE—Desirable brick residence 264
LET—House, modern and convenient
modem first clas* residences.
Don’t miss a
A
Brackett,near Careieton St., in thorough
have a nice lot of rugs which I
at 75 Roberts street. Eleven rooms with
and
feel
bad about it later on A
tnlng
ten
repair,
newly
looms
plumbed,
besides
for
will
cast
off
attics
beexchange
every improvement including set. refrigeraclothing,
ew cents per foot is no objeci.
when
the
and shed rooms.
airv. sunny lot- Must tor; hard wood floors,
library, open fire
choice ot permanent residence is in question ing ladies’ dresses, gentlemen’s clothing and be sold to settleLarge
estate. Easy terms. M. P. places and mantles.
children's clothing.
I pay cash for them if
Keys and particulars
as your very life ijiay be at
Look it is
stake.
Send postals or letters
75 Roberts street.
to FRANK, Admiustrator, 186 Middle at.
preferred.
21-1
this property over and if the
surroundings MR. or MRS. D’GROOT, 76 Middle St. 12-1
_17-2
are not entirely satisfactory and
all
other
LET—5 rooms, 154 Main street, near
features conducive to good results in home
SALE—A merchantj tailoring business TO Ocean street,
$.800 ; 5 rooms
persons in want of trunks
It is for sale
making, don’t buy it.
in town forty miles from Boston, estab: corner Mountfort Deering,
by
and Newbury
and bags to call on E. D. REYNOLDS,
street?,
MYRON E. MOORE.
novl8dlmo
lished six years, to be vacated in March if
whole house 78 Myrtle street., 7 rooms,
593 Congress stree t,one door above
Shaw’s
$11.00;
sold.
Apply by letter to J. C. T., 297 Broad- $15; whole house 529 Park street; whole
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
10-2
house 107 Clark rtreet.
and can
therefore give bottom prices. way, Somerville, Mass.
CITY OP PORTLAND.
N. S. GARDINER,
185 Middle street. Room 4.
Trunks repaired.
21-1
Open evenings. We frame
*
SALE—Musical

FOR

MONEY
MONEY

THE

TO

BICYCLES?—

rO

NOTICE—I

food

FOR

WANTED—All

fed4- 5

pictures.

Notice to Contractors.
proposals for

building

pipe

SEALED in High street will be received at
the office of the
sewer

a

Commissioner of Public
Works until Saturday, November 28, 1896, at
12 o’clock M., when.they will be publicly
opened and read.
Plans, specifications and
further information may he obtained at the
office of said commissioners, who reserve the
Bids should
right to refect any or all bids.
he marked “Proposal for Sewer,” and addressed to GEO. N. FERNALD, Commiasionr of Public Works.
nov23 dlw

Messenger’s Notice.
Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland County,
State of
Maine, Cumberland
ss. Nov.
18th, A. D„ 1896.
is to give notice, that on the 14th day
of Nov. A. D„ 1896,
a
Warrant in
Insolvency was issued out of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland,

THIS
against

MAIN SPRINGS 75c.
Genuine Waltham Resilient Mainsprings
only 7oc, warranted lor one year. M’KENNEY
the Jeweler, Monument square.
je20dtf
TO LOAN—On Household goods,
MONEY
Lite Insurance Policies, 3 year old Horses,

Carriages,

fixtures. Furniture Leases,
1st and 2nd Mortgage, Real Estate, Bonds,Commercial Papers discounted; arorlblo terms.
PORTLAND COLLATERAL LOAN CO., Room
6 Oxford Building.
3-4

*. uiwvi

oi

ra.,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, ob petltiou of said debtor, wnlcb petition was filed
on the I4th;day of Nov. A. D. 189U,tt> which
date interest on claims Is to be computed.
That the payment o( any debts to or by said
Debtor, ana the transfer and delivery of any
property bv him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the creditors of said
Debtor, to prove their debts and choose one or
more assignees of his estate,
will be held at
a Court of Insolvency to bo holder, at Probate
Court Room, in said Portland, in said County of
Cumberland, on the 7th day of December,
A. D., 1896. at 10 o'clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above
a,

ruuaaeipiua,

FOR

TO

YOfiR WATCH KICK

IF

WE will take the kick out of it and make it
**
keep good time. Mainsprings 76d, clean
Ing $1.00; mainspring and cleaning combined
$1.50; all work nrstclass. McKENNEY, The
Jeweler. Monument Square.
janistf
SALE—At Oakdale:

MAINSPRINGV75^

New Resllieut Waltham Mainsprings, the
made, only 75c„ warranted.
McKENNKY, the Jeweler. Monument Sq.
augSdtf

best

FORPitt street; contains 7

Annual

fleeting.

annual meeting ol the stockholders o
the Portland. Mt. Desert and Machlas
Steamboat Co. will be held at the general
offices ol the Maine Central Railroad Co.
Portland, on Tuesday, Dec. 1st, at 3 o’clock
p. m., to act upon lhe following articles:

THE

1.

2.

3.

iu ucm

iiuc

icjjujim

mo

hot

To elect Directors tor the ensuiug year
To act upon any other business that may

before the meeting.
GEO. W. YOEK, Clerk.
nov23 lw

come

and cold water, cemented cellar,
large
lot, will be sold on easy terms.
Apply to
DEERING LAND CO., Charles C. Adams,
30-4
Treasurer,31 Exchange street.

under this
hrs
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

Apply

man

to

to

H.

Congress and Green Sts.

GOOLD,

rooms;

street, upper
all

in

good

TO LET—One
second floor, with
ROOMS

large fr/nt room on
of cath; also two

use

dress

M., this office.

21-1

read

P.

s.
26-1

15 or 16 yeais
V57ANTED—An honest boy,
v t
of age to drive team and help Inside.
Address MR. FOX, Press Office.
26-1
men

can

year

make

selling

$1,000

to

Musical

Write today
Graphophoues.
to Columbia Phonograph Company, Washlntou, D. C.

sep24-9

iubtuiou

one

uuuc

week for 35 conts. cash in

HUH

DTHfl

advance.

IV ANTED—A boarding or victualing house to
'*
rent
of about 15 rooms, furnished
or
unfurnished,
centrally
with
located,
steam hoat. A smaller house would be accepted if satisfactory lp other respects.
Address S. E. IV., 19 North St.
25-1

WANTED—Ladies
at 385 Congress

steady

/^T8- A D S E S

BO YOB KKOB
DR- FELIX LE BRUM’S
FEMALE REGULATOR

jsfiPf
^

WIT AND WISDOM.

is the original and only FRENCH,
safe and reliable cure on the market. Price. $1.00; eea-li by mail.
Genuine Pold only b^

Deserving Death.
They stood looking at the man who had
been pointed out to them as a popular
writer.
“Did you ever see any of his work?”
asked the ono ia blue finally.

For sale by J. H. Hammond,
Sts., Portland, Maine.

Revere

cor.

Free and Center

Sugar

and

gentlemen to call
for
street, room 3,

and remunerative

work.

21-1

YYf ANTED—Everyone
merits of the

*'

to
investigate the
wonderful health
agent.

Mechanical Massage. It cures chronic diseases
without medicine.
It cultivates, develops and
strengthens every nerve and muscle by action.
Call and investigate at 642 CONGRESS ST.
nov!9-4

Y1TANTED—Many persons who take whiskey,
*•
morphine, opium and tobacco say they

want to get cured of the disease it lias brought
upon them, if you are really in earnest why
don’t you go to tlie Keeiey Institute, Deering,
Me., and be redeemed lrom such bondage.

oot21-tf

WANTED—AGENTS.

nov26

d3t

constantly on Siand
at lowest prices by

ACCOUNT BOOKS

and for

8VSslSiken &

women

exertion.—Chicago Post.

Oxford

order; water closet on same floor; a pleasant
and desirable rent.
Apply at No. 28 Boyd
street. Ring right hand bell.
21-1

WANTED.

WANTED—A young

aloud evenings.
READER
Cor.

Well advertised.

_

of that class of writers that makes
‘gurgle’ when they talk.”
“Let’s kill him,” said tho obo 1b blue.
But they wore afraid of soiling their
olethes, and besides, he wasn’t worth the

LET—At No. 91

TO tenement of six

connecting rooms, could be used for light
house keeping; all sunny and pleasant. Ad-

HELf.

Forty words inserted
one

WANTED—Bright
to $3,000 per

C.L. BUCKNAM,
Deputy blierlfi, as Messenger of the Court of
Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.
nov20&27

one

house on
and a bath,

All the good ones in silver, gold filled and silver .cases.
Single and split seconds. Me KENNEY the Jeweler.
je26dtf

xreasuier.

written.

“Oh, yes,” answered the one In gray.
“Then you must know something about
him,” suggested the one in blue.
“I do,”returned ths one in gray. “He’s

new
rooms

WANTED—MALE

the estate of

raui.

Store

instrument.
Dull
S ENT—Two good tenements at No. 292
but Hawes has such bargains in
elegant muscial instruments that customers
Congress street. Apply to L. D. AUSwill patronize him tor pianos, music
TIN.
21-1
boxes,
violins, banjos, guitars,
mandolins, harLET—Upper rent of six or seven rooms
cornets, elaronets, superior violin
monicas,
and bath, in new house No. 10 Lincoln
and banjo strings, popular music,
music
books, music rolls and everything In the street, Woodfords, Me., open plumbing, and
music line.
Please call. HAWES’, No. 414 heated throughout by hot water.
Apply on
the premises.
21-2
Congress street.
31-4mos

FORtimes,

sale

one

Co.,

163 Commercial St.

noviotf

'Forty words

inserted under this head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

AGENTS WANTED to introduce the fastest

selling novelty of the year—tho Chautauqua combined writing desk and blaok
hoard for children.
in the education of
will buy it on sight.

All persons interested
children need it, and
Agents now out aru
making big money. Apply at onoe for territory and terms to' E. GATELY & CO,, sole

For the new year.

New England Agents, 786 Washington street,
26-1
Boston.

BLANK
■when Baby was sick,

we

gave

BOOKS

her Castoria.

was a Child, she cried for
Castoria.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.

When she

Manufactured to order.

BOOK flflD JOB PljlflTEtj

\Y7'ANTED—Agents

in every town and

cltj

it
to sell the Pillow Mattress ventilator.
Our ventilator is appreciated bv every hons<
wife. Send stamp for terms and commission,
F. H HTIRI.BURT, 9upt. of Agencies, Nu
625 N. 34th street,Philadelphia, Penn. 26-2

No- 37 PLUM STRKF'P.

Check Books
Envy.
“Oh, dour,” sighed the lady seal, looking out from the tank at the orowd, “how
I wish I could be a woman and wear ono
of those lovely linen waists instead of this
furl”—Indianapolis Journul.

STEPHEN BERRY,

Binding

and

printing.

%%«%%««%«%«««%%%%%

MANTELS t TO PACIFIC COAST
£

WOOD

and TILING.
Samples

and

Salesroom,

424 CONGRESS SI, CORNER TEMPLE.

LOW, SHORT & HARM.
nov26eodtf

W.

A.

.root of

ALLEN,
Streat
octodjs

Prebia

$\

Without

F

0

f

Change

One way excursions In Can-K
adtan Paetlic Railway, in, -s*
ern
comfortable,
stored tourist cars. For full Y
information call on or address H. J. 0
COLVIN, 1»7 Washington 9t

I iTYW
# ImYeVw*
d DATF
IY0Y I Ew

uphol-i

Ronton.£

i'LVl.M'iAL ASH COMERCIAL

Butter,

Oram Quotations.
CHICAGO BOARD OP TRADE

Tuesday’s

quotations
wheat.

———.

Dec.

a

May

O ...

Quotations of Staple Products in the
Leading Markets.

80%
82

losih*..
CORK.
~

OpeniBff..

Dec.

May
27%
27%

Cosing, ..23%
oats.

New York 6tock

and

Money Market.

(By Telegrapn.i
NEW YOKE,
Money easy

Opening.18%'

Nov. 25

202Vi pet cent; last loan 2
pet cent, closing 2 per cent.
Prime mercantile
4%. SterlinglExchange was firm,
paper
With actual business In bankers bills at 4 83
@4183% ior CO-day bills and 4 86y1®4;86M(
for: demand;
posted rates at 4 83VdS4 87.
CenunenUtl bills 4 8iy2®4 82*A. Government
Bonds higher. Railroads lower.
Silver at the board was steady.
Bar sliver 66 >4.
Mexican dollars 6011-16051 11-16,
A; l.oudoh I'.-dav Dar silver was quoted
at 80d y 02, uncertain.

Closing.....18%

Retail Grocers

nncar

Rates.

Portland market—cut loaf 8; confectioners at
pulverised 7oi powered, 7o; granulatedi
ec; 56jfee crushed fiVso; yellow 4ya '.

WHEAT.

Deo.

t

~

Portland Wnoiesaie Mark*

PORTLAND. Nov. 26.1896.
The following are to-day's wholesale prices of
Provisions. Groceries; etc
Corn ear
@36
Meal Dag lots..
@39
Oats,, bag lots..
@37
do oar lots
®3u
Cnor
new
26*27
oats, bag lots
81*33
Cotton Seeeear lots.00 00*21 00
bag lots 0000®23 oo
Sacked Br'r
car lots. 12 00*13 uO
bag lots..

*18$ 14 On

Middlings. .*1*416 00
bag ots. .*15*17 00
Irish.
Coffee.
(Buyings selling price) Rlo.roasted
18*21
Clou—1. a r a*
Java&Mocha de28@82
Shore ....4 503500
MoIumi.
small do.. 1 6033 75 Porto Rico.27*83
Pollock
i 1 $0»2 76 Barbados*. ....26*28
...

tl

00
00

Fancy.83*36
Tea.

erring, box

Amoys.16@2o
8@l4c Congous.14*60
Maekerei. b>
Japan.... .,..18*86
Shore Is 817 003818 Formoso.20*60
Sealed....

Share 2s 816 003817
Sugar.
New largess, 123514 Stanoarc ty Oran 466
Produce.
£x‘.auaUd4ne A 626
tfce Cran.bbl* 60,®6 00 ZxtraC....
4 09
Maine
8 60@$4 00
New Pork
Seed.
Pea Beans.l 26@1 80 Timothy.
4 oo@4 25
fellow jtxes.1 6O201 66 Clover.West. 8
®9
Pea..,.
3166 do
N. x.
93§V*
pbl
Irish PotaFs. bus
9
Alslke,
<g»4j
New
50®c Red lop,
16®18
Sweets. Vineland 0 00
frorlsleas.
Jersevs. $232 2. Porkdo Norfolk
®l 60 clear. 10 60*10 76
backs ..10 60*10 76
pnions—Havana
9 60N9 75
Natives, bl2 0032 25 medium
Bering Ohlokens 13316 Beef—light..9 00®9 6o
rurken, wea. x6®l8s heavy,.. 10 25®l05o
Northern do.... 18@20 Buies ts46bt 6 75®
FOWls....
ll®13o i.iird, tc9 ana
Apple*.
V% bbl.oure 644*644
Eating.... 126® 176 do oom’nd. 6 *>644
Baldwins.. 1 26® 1 60
Dans.compd 644 *10 Vt
Kvap «t lb.... ^ Q7e pails, pure 641*641
Unoik
pureilf
846*846
Messina
4 00*5 00 Rams.,.,
1046*11
Malorl.... 4 0037 00 aoeoT’ra
> Oranges.
OH.
0 0030 00 Kerosenel20 ts
Ca.ilornia,
94k
Jamaioa....40©4 £6 Llgoma. 9%
durrento.
000 Centennial. 0%
Pratt's Astral ..11 44
kit*
Nearov....
28©80 Devoe’s brilliant 1144
Eastern.extra.. ©27 In half bbls le extra
Fresh Western.., 23
Raisins.
Musctl.60 lb bxs6®7Vi
Held...... 20@22
Bnttet.
London lay’rll 76®20C
Cre*ooorr4ncy.. 20*22
Coal.
Qiithdge VFmt. 19320
Retail—delivered.
Choice..,.15® 16 Cumberland 000*4 60
Cheese.
Chestnut....
*6 25
8. V. fot-rj. 12813* Franklin...
8 00
Vermont...
12«1*V« Lebla.....
*6 25
Bum ....
121**13 Pea.
400
X. umber
Prowfl
Pilot wp....7V4®8
White wood—
do sq.6
Nol&2, l-ln*82**86
Bans.l-in.
Crockers.,,. 6
828**28
Com’n. l-ln *28**28
..

144, lVi&2In, Nol&2*88®*85
14*,144&2-ln
Bars.

*28*230
*36**38

Squares.
Cypress—

14n No 1*2 *869*36

1to’.NolW
3

*84**86

2va,

8

t

B'th

8

Cordage.

&4-in*40®*46
pine-*25**85

Clear pins—

A«ner’u»n> 10

®lt
Cppers.*65*64
0%®r* Select.*46*55
Fine common. .*42*45
0038 Vs Spruoe. *18 *14 00
HemlooK.*11*12
Clapboards— *aQ/0kOR
SriPUMA T

ffiEfa
Pope.

May.

StfBiZ
CORN.

Deo.
Opening.9*
<k

May

G‘0Slne.23%

273/»

27 Vs

OATS.

Not.
Opening..
C'oslng..

Dec
jH

19V4

Fount
Jan.
7 60
792

Closing..

PORTLAND. Nov. 25.
Receipts by Maine Central R. B.—For Porrintt. 190 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for
conneenng roads 147 cars.

Haddock...! 6032
Hake.1 6032

7 6i>

QJ enlng.

flaliroaa xteoeipts.

■

7a"0

'"“'line.
Closing.
Wedneay’s quotations#

6t;

BnrerDne ft
low gradOB.3 6633 80
Spring Wheat OaKera.ci ana st4 163460
Patont Borns
Wneat... 6 2636 86
aiioh. str’gm
roller.... 6 0035 16
clear do... 4 8568 00
tl cnlb st’gt
roller... 6 0035 16
clear do. .4 853 6 00
w nt’r wheai
patents.. 6 3535 65

18%

PORE.

at

brags and D ves.
held Oxailo... 12314

•■Thursday—Holiday.
New York

Quotation,

on

etooks and Bonds

(By Telegraph. 1
Wednesday’s quotations.
rThe following are to-day’s closing quotations

ofBonds:

Not. 26.
119V*
119’/*
New .'1 r.g... 109’/,
N.w 4’a
coup..QUO

New 4s, reg,
do coup,

Nov. 24.
li9»/i
119%
110

Unit, crm 12*14.
Ladle packed 9.S10.
Cheesq. new Northern choice 10*10Vie; Wes.
dliolde 8 ViffiOVaC.
Eggs, hennery choice,1321 East 250200,
Eggs. Mich, chfllce, 24026c.
Western fresh. 23#24c.

Jobs,

14®lc

higher.

Beans. North, small pea.l 30M1 35.
Pea, marrow, 1 1001 20.
Med. New York and Vt 1 16®1 20.
Beans, yei. eyes, 1 4001 45;red ktd.lTeOSl 60.
California, 1 86@l 65.
Hay—New, fancy, $10 60®$17 00.
New, good 816,11$ 18.
New, Lower grades $12®y 14.
Bye straw—$20 00*20 60.
Oat straw $0®$9 00.
Potatoes—Ar Co Hebrons. choice, bash 40046.
Potatoes, New York White 36u40o.
bbl 80c©l 00.
Sweets,Norfolk
Jersey, 1 26.
Apples, new ^ tbl 75e®$l 76.
Live stock Market.

Chicago
(By Telegrapni
Chicago. Nov, 26,1896.—Cattle
receipts
is,000;weak; common to extra steers at 3 60®
5 30; Stockers and feeders 2 60®4 10; cows
and bulls loo©3 76: calves 3 0005 00, Texans at 2 06(311 00; Western rangers at a 26 a
—

3 70.

Hogs—reoeipts 80,000; slow, 6®10o lower
heavy packing and shipping lots 3 10&3 40.
to choice mixed at 3 10 »8 40; choice
assorted at 3 3003 40; light 3 10®3 40; pigs
2 00@3 37 ya.
Sheep—receipts 14,000: steady; inferior to
choice at 2 00®3 60; lambs at 3 00®6 20.
common

liomastie Markets.

(By Telegraph.!
NOVEMBER 26. 1896
NEW TCRI—The Plopr mar got
reoeipts
44,810 paokags; exports 2677 bbla and 9616
sacks: sales 93oo packages; quiet and steady,
riour Quotations—winter wheat low grades
It 2 20«3 26 : do fair to laney at 8 2504 60:
do patente4 60g6 00; Minnesota clear at 3 40
*4 16; do straight at 3 80*4 75: do patents
at;3 85®6 05: low extras 2 2003 26; city mills
extra at.4 404*5 00; citv mills patents 5 10,y
—

'2508

6 85: rye mixtures 8
75; superfine at
2 40*3 16, fine at 1 80@2 95.
Southern flout
auiet.firmi common to fair extra at 2 86®3 46;
good to do S 4608 00. Rye flour dull, steady
at 8 00@8 26. Cornmeal auiet, steady.Wheat-

g

Chas Cooper, Boston,
(’base, do.
v
Sid, schs Young Brothers. Washington; M •
B Chase, Philadelphia: Nat Meader, New York.
Annie Lee. do: Reuben Eastman. Boston.
BALTIMORE—Sla 24th, sch Agnes Manning,

Gardiner, passed up;
[or
tt P

DON’T

28th. sch Clarence H Venner. Baker, Kennebec.
Cld-sch Talota. Fletcher, Tampico.
BOOTHBAY HARBOR-Ar 26th, brig Serdh:
Lyra, Boston; schs Win Todd, New York; Bellroad, Friendship; Pemaqnid, Rockland; Net
Ayer, ooastwlse.
Bkmtn. seh Annie Harper, 8t John, NB.
Ar 26th. sch Eric, New York.
BRUNSWICK. Ga—Ar 26th, sch Sareh Porter, Farnliam, Providence.
B Palmer, Antwerp.
SI'! 25th.sch
BRIDGEPORT, Ct-Sld 24th, sch Kit Carson,
New York.
CAPE HENRY—Passed In 26th. sch Jennie
Thomas. Young, Savannah for Baltimore.
DARIEN—Cld 24th, sch John LTr2at,Greenlaw, New London.
FALL RIVER—Sid 25th, seh Mary Augusta.

Until you hare examined

Standard, Gabelr

and

All

Styles.

Cash

Easy

or

Payments.

...

a

a

a a

a

a a

a

• • a a a a

180

M. STEINERT &
T.

SONS

Gloucester Fish Market.
Nov. 26, 1896.
Salt herring,new catch, $2 25 %2 60,
bbl.
Fresh 60c
Last sales of Shore Mackerel $15
bbl for
large, $18 for bloaters and $6 for buliseyes
In trip lots.
Bay Mackerel $18 00 and $10 for large and
VOB THE WEEK END Ufa)

Conireu

C.

McCOULDRIC,

small.
nast

MARINE

/COMMENCING

THE BEST HAT MADE!

Fall

Style, 1896.

Leading

Hatters.

HOT

ALLAN
ROYAL

White wax....50*65
V itrol.blue.... 6 08

7 ®8
on.
Vanlua.bean. .610*151 Linseed.86040
jakum....

Duck.
1.321

Boiled.38*43

No
sperm.
56066
No 8.231 Whale.46065
No 10.20 Bank.30035
8 oz.13
10 or.16

Gunpowder—Shot.
8 60*4 00
Bla-ting
4 50*6 60
Sporting.
Drop snot.25 ms.. 1 20
BB.
Buck. b.
T.IT. E.1 45
Hay.
Pressed.81«®17
noose Hay
214*616
Straw, car lots$lo*l2i
Iron.
|
!
Common.... 1 "4 ® 2
Refinea ,...l%*2V4i
...

Shore.25036
t’orgla.30030
Lard.■ 40066
Castor.1100] 20
Paints.
LeadPure groond.5 25®6 76
Bed.6 2606 75
Eng Ven ited3
®3Vi
Am Zinc.... 6
Rochelle...
Rice

Domestic

Norway.8Vb®4 I
Cast ateel....
8*101 rks

0007 00
.2V4

....

Salt.
la.lb hdl

4

g7

6002 00
German steel_*3% I Liverpool
1 6001 80
Bhoesteel.02 Vi! Dla’md Crys. bbl 2 25
She"* iroh—
Saleratus.
H.C. ......4V405
Saleratua
B@5Vi
Gen.Russial3Vj *14
Bplees.
Amerl'cnRussiall *12 Cassia, pure_13019
ICO
ilace.
Galv.5Va*7
Leather
I Nutmegs...... 65065
New York—
Pepper....14016
IJeht.23024! Cloves.14016
Mia Weight... .23024' linger.i7®81
Starch,
Heavy.83*24
Good <Pmg.... .21*231 Laundry.4W0S
Union books.. .31*341 iloss.6 Vi 07 Vi
Am. call.... 90*1.001
Tobacco.
Lead
3est brands.... 60060
..

....

Sheet.TSV4*7
fine.6<4*b
mo.

tm>®8

Boston

vfedlum.80040
l< lommon.28089
Natural at. ...$0§7o

northern

Produce Market.

_

BOSTON,Nov. 25, 1896.—The following

to-day’s quotations of Provisions, etc.i
FLOUR.

Spring patents.14 90® 5 10.
Spring, cleariand straight, 3 90@4 76.
Winter, cleariand straight, 4 60@4 96.
Winter; patents, 6 00@5 25.
Extra and Seconds 00.
Fine and Supers —.

are

The prospects are poor for saving the cargo of
sch Atwood, which stranded on Halier’s Island
Bar while on a passage from Lower Harbor,

NS, for Boston. The wreck will probably be
abandoned.
Rockland, Nov 25-Sch Atlanta, Capt Stan
ton, of Boston, for Wluterport, came Into port
today for repairs. While off Georges Island
yesterday a squall struck the sch. breaking the
loremast aud carrying
away the mainmast.
Domestic, Porte.

FRODUOB.

NEW YORK-Ar 25th, sells W R Chester. M
H Read, and Charles E
Raymond, coastwise;
Maggie J Chadwick, St John, NB: John Bracewell, Long Cove; Mary Standish. Bluehlll; Cumberland, Newport News for Portland.
Eena White, Mark Pendleton
^'?,?,ar’
ind Silver Heels.
Sid, schs Olive Branch, Sweet, for Portland;
huay.H^“0CdiB<>riX Rondout for Boston;
Johnson. Hoboken for Eastport;
Si
o o
VVtn H
Bailey, Bailey, Norfolk for New London;
Emily, Lamson, Port Reading for Hyannis.
Also sld, schs Jenny
Greenbank, Amboy for
Northport aud Boston
E
A.1! TOt&’„lch5
Crosby, Exeter, NH;
^ Eppes. £J,arjr
Ellsworth; Madagascar, Calais;
L Sherman. Bangor.
B;ulu
BOBTON-Cld 26th. schs Henry Wlthlngton,
Baker. Portland aud New
York; Georgia
Longmire, St John, NB.
Ar 2#lh,«tlu Ia faiM
Deer Isle;
Stinson,
Llxxle Lee, Prospect; Kate L
Pray, Brown, Mt
Desert; Hattie Lewis.
Dover; C B ken
Clark,
lard. Freeman, Porurntjuth! Forest Belle, Beal.
Machlas: Charlie
Steadman, Breen, Lanevllles.
CITY, NJ—Ar 25th, sen Mary E
E Olys, Moore, Bangor.
BANGOR—Ar 26th, sch-* Onward, Eaton,
Boston: Sea Flower.
Robinson, do; A F Kiud>erg, Kendall, coastwise; Hard Chance, Am-

Butter. Northern cream.choloe. 21@21V4e,
Butter, erm, Western choice 20*2 lc.
Butter. Dalry.North.best, 16«16<S.
Butter, do good, lt*l4e.
Batter, do common, 10*11.

Boston; Annie M
Preble, Hinckley, do:Kelloclt,
Sarah Mills. Johnson, do:
arrie E Pickering,
Haskell, New York; Cora C
1 K Stetson. Trask, do.
hAAU-Ar 26th, schs
0 A Hunt, .New York

Jobbing price

26o

S’eat} foot

...
450065
Blame.™

8.45 a. m. For
Brldgton, Fabyans, BurlingSherbrooke,
Halifax and Portland. Call- ton, Lancaster, 8tSt.Johnsbury,
Faul and Mlnneanohs
Montreal, Chicago,
at Londonderry.
all DOints west.
and
lag
"
3.30 p. m
For Sebago Lake, Cornish, BrldgFrom
From
From
ton, Fryeburg, North Conway, and Bart ett.
Liverpool Steamship Portland
Halliax
Faoyaua, Lancaster, Lime Ridge, St. Johns10 Nov.
8 Deo!
6 Deo!
Mongolian
bury, Montreal, Quebec and Torouto.
26 Nov.
.Numidlan
17 Dec.
19 Dec.
12 Deo.
Laurentlan 31 Dec.
2 Jan.
SUNDAY TRAINS.

BOTTLES
2

Qt..

3

Qt.,

37c

.

39c

-

higher.

MBITS.

Pork, long and short cut, V barrel, 10 25.
Pork, Hght and hvy oaoks $8 60.
Pork, lean lends 12 00.
Tongues pork $0 00: do beef $23 V bbL
Beei.lDickled, $7 00*9 00.
snoulders. corned and fresh Oc.
shoulders, smoked, 6Vj.
Bibs, frssh, 7c.
Hams, large and small, 9Vi®10Vac-

Bacon,8Vi@10Vic.

Pork. Salt 6V4e.
Briskets, salt 6V4.
Sausages, 7V$e.
Sausage meat. 6Vi@7e.
Lard. tos. 6e; palls. 6V4@6ei If, 7V4*8.
Beef steers. 6@8.
Lambs, 6 n.6.
Hogs/dressert olty. 6<4c
lb; country, 4c.
Turkeys.Northern, young, fat 15@17.
Tnrkoyaweoternjcod 12@14o.
Chickens, north, fresh. 13® 14c.
Chickens,Western, log 12c, fancy higher.
Fowls. Northern, 11012c

Fowls, Western,Iced To@lic.

LINE-

MAIL STEAMERS.

Liverpool,

WATER

24
7

Dec.
Jan

14 Jan.
28 Jan.

Mongolian

Numidlan

16 Jan.
30 Jan.

7.80 a. m., paper train for Brunswick AuWatsrviue and Bangor.
The Saloons and Staterooms are In the cen- gusta,
12.50 p. m. For Brunswick, Lisbon Fall],
tral part, where least motion Is telt. ElecAugusta, WaterV lie. Bangor.
tricity Is used for lighting the ships through- Lewiston, Bath,
Night Express to Bath, LewfhOOp, m„ and
out, the lights being at the command of the iston,
Bangor
east with sleeping
passengers at any hour of the night.
Muslo cars for St. John. points
Booms and Smoking Booms on the promenade
ARRIVALS nr PORTLAND.
deck. The Saloons and staterooms ars heated
by steam.
From Montreal and
Fabyans,
Eartlett
Bates of passage *62.00 and $60.00- A re- and
Brldgton, 8.25 a. m.; Lewiston and
duction Is made on Bound Trip Tickets.
Mechanics Falls, 8.30 a. m ; Waterville
Second Cabin—To Liverpool, London and aud
Augusta,8.35 a. m. ;8kowhegan, Lewiston,
Londonderry, $34; return, $66.76
Kingfield, Phillips,
Bemis, and
Steerage—To Liverpool, London. Glasgow, Rumford Falls,12.30Farmington,
; Mattawamkeag,BanBelfast or Londonderry. Including every re- gor and Rockland p.m.
»J2.26
ns.
mixed
p,
quisite for he voyage $24.50.
from North Conway,
4.-10;
Skonhegon,
For tickets or further information
Wajerville,
Rockland, 6.25 p. m. St, John,
apply to T. P. MoGOWAN. 418 Congress St.
Bar Harbor, Caribou, Ashland and Moosehead
J.B. KEATING, SlVa Exchange St
Lake viaB. A A.. Bangor,6.35 p, m. ;Rangeley,
H. St A. ALLAN, 1
Montreal
Farming'on, Rumford Falls, Lewiston. 6.45
J and 92 State St., P. m.; Chicago and Montreal and all White
nov4dtf
Boston.
)
Mountain points. 8.10 p. m.; Mattawamkeag.
liar Harbor, Rockland, 1.40 a. m, ; daily express, Halifax, St. John, Vanceboro. Bar HarR.
bor, Watervllle and Augusta, 3.50 a. m. daily
except Monday.
U Effect October 4, 1890.
PAYSON TUCKER, V. P. A G, M.
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. A T. A.
WESTEBiTbrrisiox.
sept3o
dtl
Trains leave Portland, Union Station, for
Qcavborq Crossing, 10.00 a. m., 6.16. 6.20 p.
rn.; Scarboro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00, 10.00
a. to., 8.80, 5.15. 6.20 n. m,; Old Orchard,

Boston & Maine

APOTHECARY/
320 CONGRESS ST.

ndriidtf

R.

Saco, Btddeford, 7.00,8.40,10.00 a. m., 12.45
8.80, 5.16, 0.20 p. m.; Kennebnnk, 7.Oil, 8.40
a. if.. 12.46, 8.80, 6.16, 6.20 p. m.; Wells
Beach, 7.00, 8.40 a. m., 8.80, 6.16 p. m.;

14.0ft. 1 00. k.40 a. m 19.
3.80, 6.15 p. m.j Kennebunkport. Somersworth, Dover, 7.00, 8.40 a, m., 12.45. 3.30,
6. 15 p. zn.: Rochester, Farmington, Alton
Bay, 8. 40 a, m., 12.45, 3.30 p. m., Lakeport,
Laconia, Plymouth, 8.40 a. m. 12.45 p. m.;
Wolfboro, 8.80 p. m,: ■Worcester, (via Somersworth and Rochester), 7.00 a. m.j Manchester, Concord, 7.00 a. m., 3.30 p. zn.;
Rpoktngham Junction, Haverhill, Lairrouce, Cowell, 7.00, 8.40 a. m.. 12.45, 3.30
Baeter, Boston, {4.06, {7.00, {8.40 a.
(12.45, 8.80 p. m. Arrive In Boston, {7.26,
10.15 a m.. 12.60, 4.22, 7.20 p. m, Leave Boston for Portlaod, 7,80, 8.30 a. ni., 1.00, 4.15
p. zn.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
For Boston, express, 4.05, a. m. Boston
and way stations, 12.55, 4.80 p. m. Arrive in
Boston 7,26 a. m., 6.25, 8.45 p. m. Boston for
Portland, 8.45 a. zn.
EASTERN DIVISION.
From Union Station for Saco, Conway Junction, Wolfboro, 9.00 a. m.; Blddeford,

&m.:

»

at our store

than

■

do 40c; menhaden do,

Jinterprise

North

SKATES

)ros«, Boston.

l8fISSS:ar2'

URATHMA?dS/j^0:

any

cheaper
place in

Portland.

PRICES FROM 35

Your

HAVE YOU SEEN

Teeth

-

ALL RIGHT.
If so you are In luck.
are

read

not,

the

If they

following

:

BEST TEETH, $7.00
per set; warranted to fit. Teeth
extracted or filled by the latest

painless method, at very moderate prices.

DR.

CENTSIp!

F.

novB

439

CHIPMAN,

CONGRESS ST.

dim

WM. M. MARKS,

Book, Card
-AND-

$1.00 WATCH,
which is fully guaranteed for one year.

JOB

PRINTER,

PRINTERS’
97 1-3

EXCHANGE,

Exchange

8t.,

Portland

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All orders by mall
attended to.

JOHN P. LOVELL CASCO
ARMS

OO.,

180 & 182 Middle St.
nov2ti

del

BAY

or

telephone promptly
aept&2eoatf

STEAMBOAT CO.

IN EFFECT Nov. 29, 1896.
For Forest
City Landing, Peaks’ Island at
5.4.\0.4O, 8.00. A. M., 2.15, 6.10 P. M.
ji.^once,>
Landing, Long Island, Trefetlien’ Landing,Peaks Island,Little and
Great Diamond Islands, 8.00, A. M.. 2.15
P. M.

C. W. T, GQDING, General Manager.

Portland & Romford Falls
In

8.80 A. M. A 1.15 P. M.
for Poland, Mechanic
•vu.

tor
via

R'y.

Effect Oct. 5, 121)8.
DEPARTURES.

amaucuu

«UIU

From

Union Station

Falls, Buokfield,

XVUOLIOl'U

JPaUD.

Byron, Houghton
Boxpury,
B. F.

aud
a. m., 1.15

B. L.

R. R.
5.10 p.

and

CanAlso

Beinis

8.80
and
m. From Onion
Station lor Mechanic Falls and intermediate
stations.

Through passenger coaches between Union
Station, Portland and Rumford Fa!l3.
Through tickets on sale for ail points
on P. & It.
F. B’jr.
B. C. BRADFORD, Traffic Mgr.

Portland, Main a.
E. L. LOVEJOY, Superintendent,
Rumford Falls. Maine
Junia (lit m

GRAND

TRUNK

Portsmouth, Araesbnry, Newburyport, Salem, Cvnn, Boston, {2.00, {9.00, a. m., §1.00,
{6.00 0. m. Arrive In Boston, 6.68 a. m., 12.61,
4.15, 9.20 p. zn. Leave Boston, for Portland, On and alter
MONDAY.September aitb, 1898
7.30, 8.00 a. m.. 12.80, 7.00, 7.46 p. m.

Railway System.

SUNDAY TRAINS.
Blddeford. Partsmonth. Newbury,
port, Salem, Lynu, Boston, 2.00 a. zn., 1.00
p. m. Arrive la Boston, 6.68 a. zn., 4.15 p. m.
Leave Boston for Portland, *9.00 a. m., 7.00
p. m.
{Does not run Mondays.
{Connects with Ball Lines for New York,
South and West.
(Connects' with Sound Lines for New York.
•Western Division from No. Berwick Sundays

trains will r ns as follows.
LEAVE.

For

trough

tickets to all points In Florida, the
South and West, for sale at Ticket Office, Union
Station.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. P. & T. A., Boston.

International

Steamsnip

-FOB

to.

—

Eastport, Luton. Calais, SLJota, N.B., Hilitax,N.S.

all parts of N*w Brunswick, Nova Sootla, Prlnc# Edward bland, and Caps Erotoa. The favorite rout* to CatopabsUa and
snd

our new

6.20 A m.
Tbs 12.80 p. m. train from Portland connects
“Hooiae
at Ayer Junction with
Tunnel
Route” for the West and at Union Station.
Providence
for
and
New
York,
Worcester,
via “Providence Line,” for Norwich ana
New York, via “Norwich Lino" with Boston
A Albany R. R. for the West, and with the
New York All Rail via "SDringfield."
Trams arrive at Portland trom Worcester
at 1.30 p. m. i irons Rochester at 8.30 A at,
and
6.46 p.
1.20
m.:
from Gorham
at
8.80 and
6.40.
10.60 A
m, 1.3%
5.46 p. m.
4.16,
For through Tickets to all points West and
South, apply to F. H. COLLINS. Ticket

——

©reamer

PORT OF PORTLAND.

buy

7.30 and 9.45 a m_ 12 3%
3.00.5.30, and 6.20 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook Junction and Woodford’s at 7.30,
9.45 a
5.30
IA,
12.3%
3.00,
and

UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE

GEO. G. FRYE

can

5.30 A m.
For Gorham at

notice, will leave Franklin wharf,
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Satur- Agent, Portland, Ha
i. W. PETERS, 8apt.
days at 7.30 a. m. Popliam Beach 9.45 a. m.
fe21
sti
Bath 11.16 a. m. Boothbay Harbor 1.30 p. m.
Arriving at Wiscasset about 8 p. m.
Returning, leave Wiscasset on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays at 7 a. m. Boothbay Harbor 8.80 a. m. Bath 10.3oa. m. Pop- MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
ham Beach 11.30 a. m. Arriving at Portland
about

■

_

you

and
after Sunday, October 4.
1690
Passenger trains will Leave Portland:
For WorMster, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
Nnsnua, Windham and Epping at 7.30 A
m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 7.30 a m. and 12.3C p. m.
For Rochester, Sjpringvale. Allrod, Water,
boro and Saco River at 7.80 a ul 12.30 ana

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Co

)

that

STATION FOOT OFPKEBLE STREET.
On

IMWlfrfcfftSS?*

sales of Bank halibut at 6e IP lb for

25c :blackfish
cured 2 Sc.

MONDAY. Oot 12th, until

R.

In Effect Oot, 4th. 1896.
Trains leave Portland, Union Station, Railway
Square, for stations named below and intermediate points as follows:
7.00 a. m. For Brunswick, Baob, Rockland,
CHAS. R.
Waterville
Augusta,
Skowbegan, List on
Falls, Lewiston via Brunswick, Ba..gor, Bucks,
port, Vanceboro, St. Stephen, Houltou, Woodstock and St. John.
8.30 a. m. For DanvlUo Jo. (Poland Springs)
Mechanic Falls, Rumford Falls. Betnls. LewlstoA Winthrop. Waterville, Livermore Falls.
FarmlugtOA Phillips and Rangeloy.
10.30 a, m. For Brunswick, Bath. Lisbon
Falls, Lewiston, Augusta and Waterville.
iA.oyp.in. express tot Brunswick. LisDon
Falls, Augusta, Watervllle. Moosehead Lake
Will leave East Boothbay every Monday at via.
uldtown, Bangor. Bucksport, Bar Harbo
m. lor Portland, toucnlng at South and
Oldtown, Bangor A Aroostook to Houlton.
Bristol, Boothbay Harbor.
*“•> For Danville Je„ Poland Springs
Tuesdays will leave Franklin Wharf, Port- station, Mechanics Falls, Kumford
Falls. Bends
land, at 7 a. m. for Pemaquld, touching at
Farmington, Kingfield, Car.’abasset,
Boothbay Harbor, South Bristol aud East Phillips and
Rangeley. Wrnthrop, Oakland.
Boothbay.
Bingham, Watervifie, Sko.vhegan and MattaWednesdays will leave Pemaquld at 6 a, m. warnkeag.
For Durability, Style and Comfort the for Portland and above landings
1.80 P. m. .For Freeport. Brunswick, AuThursdays will leave Portland at 7 a. m. for
Bath, Rockland and all stations on
Lamson & Hubbard Hat has no equal. East Boothbay, touching at Boothbay Har- gusta,
Knox A Llnaoin division. Watervllle, Skowbor. South Bristol.
hegau, Belfast, Dover and Foxoroft, GreenFor sale by
Fridays will leave East Boothbay at 7.16 ville, Bangor, Oldtown and Mattawamkeag
a. m. lor Portland, touching at South Bristol,
5.05 p. m. For Brunswick. Bath, Lisbon
Boothbay Harbor.
Falls, Augusta and Watervllle.
Saturdays will lsave Portland at 7 a. m. for
5.10 p. m.. For New Gloucester, Danville
•eptl4,M,W,&F3m,
East Boothbay. touching at Boothbay Harbor, Junction, Poland
Springs station. Mechanic
and South Bristol.
Falls, Auburn and Lewiston.
11.00
Connecting
every trip at Boothbay Harbor
p.
m, Night
Express, for Bath
with STEAMER SILVER STAR for New Har- Lewiston,
Augusta, Waterville, Bangor, Bar
bor, Round Pond, Friendship, Port Clyde. Harbor. Bucksport. Vanceboro, 8t.
Stephens,
Tennant's Harbor, Spruce Head, Rockland. St John and all Aroostook
County. Hal'tax
the Provinces. The Saturday night train
_ALFRED RACE, Manager. and
does not run to Belfast, Dexter, Dover and Foxcroft or beyond Bangor.
White Mountatn Division.

_

DO YOU KNOW

Worcester Line

2 p. m.
Connecting at Boothbay Harbor with steamer
Silver Star, leaving Mondays, Wednesdays and
Friday for New Harbor, Round Pond. Frtendshlp, Port Clyde, Tenant’s Harbor, Rockland
and points east.

Lamson & Hubbard

...

Pitch.2 760*00
WiL Pitch.. 2 7508 00

General

ootaadtt

Wiscaesetl.

^
further
Portland,

Richardson,

NWS

o.

STEAMER SALACIA.

..

j

AfoM^aT^MiL*0
B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and

OIL,

St.

517

Manatcer.

Littlejohn, Patcliogue.

MINIATURE ALMANAC.NOV. 27.
Sunrises .0 51 Im-r,
I_3 4B
Sunsets.4 14 High water
40o
Moon rises.11 2llHelght....
9.0— 9.0

Trip S1S.OO.
Included.
F* R WINa

For Batli, Boothbay Harbor anti

a

Portland.

Round

M®**8 *n<J room

MAINE COAST NAVIGATION CO.

..

a a ass a a a • a

•

‘>Mt_

..

o

•-

Manager, 88 State St, Flske Building, Boston.

/EOLIAN.

fiS.pot-654®

..

~

ana

Une*' *®rward«l fr«» ol

Write for Catalogue If you cannot call.

...

THURSDAY, Nov 26.
Clear.$38020 white and 8c for gray:Georges do 9% and 6c.
tart.28*88 2d clear.*35027
Arrived.
Outside sales Bank cod at $2 87 for large and
told
mmoma.. 16*201 No 1.*16020
$1 87 for medium.
Steamer State of Mala*. Colby, Boston for
81 Pine.*26060
Last sales of Georges' Cod from vessel $3%
oopabia.. .68® bo I Shingles—
and St John. NB.
for
and $1% for medium; Bank do $2® Eastport
Soli Utility, Copp, New York for Sackville.
wax,,.. .37*421 X cedar.... 2 7 608 00 $l. large
powders... 7*9 Clear cedar.2 *002 76
Soh Bonnie Doon. Fredericton, NB, for Salem,
We quote prime Georges Codfish new $6 26
Sch Burmab, St John, NB, for Boston.
I.8*101 X No 1.1 8502 00
60 for large and 3 00® $4 26 for small iBank
Brimstone. .2 ©2V*i No 1 cedar. .1 26®i 75
Sob Nellie F, Machias.
f5
00 for large and »2%®$2% for small;
26®4
Soh J M Kennedy, bound west.
Cochlneai.. 40*481 Spruce.1 2501 60
Copperas.... IVi® »| Laths.s pee. .1 0002 00
Sch Lydia Grant, Harpswell.
for large and email. Newfoundland —.
$3X4
Cream tartar_2«® 311
Lime—Cement.
We quote cured cusk at $8$a@$4 $> qtl; hake
Ex logwood_12016 Lime.® csk.900
Cleared.
at $ 1 87; haddock at $2 ; heavy salted pollock
Gouaranio.. .7001 221 Cement.1250
$1 60(312 OOlbqtl;and English cured do
Steamship Manhattan, Harding, New York—
Bliuenne
26
®76i
Matches.
J B Coyle.
Aloes cape.
.160261 ihs.'.f' gross
65 qtl.
Steamer Salacla, Olive, Boothbay Harbor
Camphor....... 48®61 Dlrlgo.
Best handline boneless Geoges cod be for me- end
0 65
7Ti.ee.oeS
/.I_Tl T_I
Mytrh. 62*56: Forest City.60 dium to 7V*c large: middles 8 603$9: boneless
Steamer
0 Pluto.. ,.2.60®8 601
Enterprise. Race, East Boothbay
Shore.do 6@7c; Grand Bank do 6@7Vho;cusk,
Metals.
Shellac.46*601 Copper6*/i@ey«o: haddock 3% @4% : nake at 2V4(a4;
FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
Indigo.86c® * 11 14048 com.... 00015 f »noy brands of entirely Bouea cod IX to 16c
lotune.4*64 26 polished coDDer.
23
lb jJSmoked Halibut, straight strips at 10c
BOOTHBAY HARBOR. Nov. 26 —In port,
Ipecac.17502 001 Bolu.
15 ft lb.; extra thick 1014 '.medium 9c: small 6Vs; schs Gatherer. Gloucester lor Plaoentia, NF;
Licorice. rt... .16*201 T M sheath....
12 chunks I0@llc.
Oliver Wendell Holmes. lor do: Nat Ayer, BosMorphine.. .1 76®2ooi TM Bolts..
12
New Mackerel, bloaters *20@$25apl bblilarge ton for Bangor; Lyra, Boston for St John, NB;
Oil bergamots 76*3 20| Bottoms.22024
tbl; medium $18@$14: small $12 Annie Harper, do for do; Cerdlo, do for do;
$l«a$18
Nor. Cod liver2 50*2751 Ingot....
11012
Fred E Emerson, from Rockland.
@$12 60; builseyes 7 25.
American do $1*1 251 Tin—
Sch Waterloo, before reported, is on the railsmoked salmon 18c o lb; Med herring 9312c
Lemon.1 762 2651 Straits.... 16V4016V4
way and in a bad condition.
bo':
tucks
loc:
No
Is
at
lengthwise
k«i
9c;
Olive.100*2 60| English.
06 60 Bloatrers 90c@$l. snore do at 110: canned
feppt.soi«£s 25 Char. L Co..
EXCBANOB DISPATCHES.
07 25 Trouttll 50 ;fresh halibut $2 20; salmon 180;
Wintergreenl:6®2 OOl Char- LI..
Ar at Newport, Eng, Nov 26, barque LapAmerican sardines,
Potass urmae. 60*58' terns.6 0008 60 lobteers 1 90: clams $1.
half
$5
60
oils,
tliree-ouarquarter
$2
Cork.
75;
a
oils,
;
land,
Cates,
Chlorate.24 281 Antimony...
12014
Iodide.2 18a8 uoi D.ik#.4 7605 00 ter mustards. $214, spiced, $3.
Newioundland
HO
bbi.
Nova
Large
4
$6
Memoranda.
herring
600455
ujucksuver... 70*801 Spelter....
Scotia large split $4 25; medlum|$3 barge round
Cfuinlne. -.27 *30
SOlderVi*1'- 12
014 shore
Nov
Boston,
on the sunken loh
25—Work
$3-.choice
layer
do
Kheuborb. rt.75c*l 601
packed
Nalls.
$»Va@$3 76; Modesty, which has
been at a standstill lor
Et snake.So®401 Dask.et,base2 7002 80 Extra large spilt Labrador $4 00® 00.
some days past,
to
unfavorable
weather,
Pickled
codfish
haddock
8
owing
$4@4
60;
26;
hali2
wire..
06
Saltpetre.8 012
9503
but heads $3; sound $7 50; tongues and sounds was resumed this moroing, whou the tug Peter
Naval Stores,
Betuia.26080
B Bradley went down to the wreck with divers
seed.
4®5
bbl...2
00
$7.
76®3
Canary
far®
Newfoundland cod oil 28c ff galjstrong oil at and began removing her cargo of slate.
Coal tar... .6 0005 26

Suohur
.Y.SRajyfi* Rosin.3 0004 00
sugar lead.20*22 rupenttne. gai.. 33®43

Passage 1)10.00.

All Prices.

Call and see the Wonderful

FORT MONROE—In the roads, schs Bertha
Dean, Thomas, Baltimore for Boston; Wnodward Abrahams, Snow, do for do.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 26th, sch Serena S Kenlall, New York for Bangor.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 25th, schs Mary J Russell. Boston; Susan N Pickering, do.
Cld, sch Fannie L Childs, Boston; Cassle Jameson, Richardson, H&ytl; Alice S Crabtree.
Crabtree. New York.
siNEW BKDFORD-Ar 26ih, sch May McFarland. Sanders. Philadelphia.
Slit, seh L B Sargent, Smith, Bangor.
NORFOLK—Cld 26th, sch Hattie H Barbour,
*
New York.
PHILADELPHIA -Cld 26th. schs Charles E
Balch, Crocker, Portland; Charles A Campbell,
Robinson, Salem; Earl P Mason, Blake, Allyna
Point; Maud Briggs, Winslow, Jacksonville;
Hattia Nlckersou. Nickerson, Maurice River.
Ar 26th. sell Elvira J French, Portland.
Cld, schs Isaac Orbeton, New Haven; Lewis
K Cottingham, Portland.
Reedy Island—Passed up 26th. sch Elvira J
French. Kendrick, Portland for Philadelphia.
PERTH AMBOY-Ar 24th. schs Charles H
Wolston, Hinckley, New York; Maggie Ellen,

o

MftliOU

Saturday.

»ttSfS»7lon01lnMaai

Portland &

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R.

From Boston evenr Wednesday and
Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Wednesday

PIANOS 7l5&&th2l&El&Tk.

Providence.

—

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

and other high grade

MB

..

RAILROADS.

BOSTON AND PHILADELPHIA.

stock of

our

Steluway 41 Sons,
Hardman, BacOn,

■

...

BUY

OR RENT A PIANO

Ar

Sid 25th, schs E Arcularlus, Brown, Salem;
;Paolfletlstt.102
102V4
Napoleon, Hart, Warren.
purer St H. U.l 1st.llo
114
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 24th, schs Benj T Biggs,
Brl«.2ds. 64%
67%
East; Donna T Briggs, New York.
ansa. Pacific Consols. 69
In the lower harbor-Sch J J Little, Bangor
Oregon Nat. 1st,.112%
112% receipts 74.260 bush; exports 483,148 bush; for New London.
Union F. lstsofl896.108V*
sales 24,000bush; dull firmer, with optons;
102
Ar 26th, schs Harry L Whlton, Speed. New
Northern Pacific cons 6s.... 65
No 2 Red fob »8i4o;No 1 Northern at 92V»® Yoik; G W
6a Vs
Bralnard, Beal, Edaewater; Carrie
■12%. Coin—reooipts 161,125 bush: exports Belle. Darwin. Ellzabethport; Henry N Squire,
losing quotations of stocks
180,870 bush: saies 29,000 bush; dull, firmer; Gray, Port Johnson.
Atohison. 14%
14%
No 2 at 30c in eiey; 81c afloat. Oatt—receipts
do pfd.
ROCKLAND—Ar 24th. schs Nellie Lamper,
73,200 bush; exports 286,9:Obus: sales 66,000 Philadelphia; Lavolta, Whitaker, Boston: Robt
AdamsJExpress.148
148
bush;dull, firmer: No 2 at 23^0: do White at Dority. Hutchins. Bluehlll for NetvVork: EmAmerican Express.Ill
111
26o: No 2 Chicago at 24yac: No 8 at 24c; do press,
Boston A Maine.166
197
Johnson, New York via Salem; S J LindWhite 22% c. Mixed Western at 22®24c: do say. McFadden, New York.
Central Pacific. 16
16
SAN FRANCISCO-Ar 26tb, ship John C Fob
Ones, a uhlo.....
16%
16% White and White Bute at 23*32. Beef auiet,
firm; family *9s«l0 00; extra mess at *7®7 60; ter, Meyer, Departure Bay.
Chicago A Alton.160
160
beef hams steady 17 60: tlercea beef firm: city
8ACO—Ar 24th, sch Addle Jordan, Newburydo
166
166
pfd
extra Indio mess $12®13 00; eut meats quiet: port.
OIUVAKW, UU1UUKVWU
%U|HCJ
<7
<<7TS
|
pickle bellies 12lbs 6@6Vfcei do shoulders at 4:
sale jvi—old 24tli, sell! Nat Ayer, Charity,
Delaware* Hudson Caaal0o.l26%ex
128% do hams 8>*@8*A. Lard quiet,nominal; Wee
Eagle, Lizzie J Call, Hortensla. 8 S Kendall, ti
Delaware,l.ackawana &|Westl53
159
tern steam closed 4 20®4 26; city at 3 76; re- 0 Chester and Union.
Denver ft Rio Grande.. 135s
12V« fined dull, Continent 4 60; S A 4 90: compound
Ar 25th. schs Wm C Tanner, Johnson, Wash16
4-lUo (HiA.A A n
P*Awtalnna—. Pnrlr atnadv nniat naw
Erie,new.,....15%
ington; ElizaS Potter, Sawyer. Philadelphia;
no 1st preferred|
35%
86% mess 8 0@8 26.
Buttery-fancy firm, State E C Gates. Norwood. New York; Rebecca ShepIllinois Central. 93
94
dairy ll®lfic; do crm 13^021: Western dairy pard, Smith, Bangor for Philadelphia.
aXs Erie ft West. 18%
18vs *@18c; do crm lsy4«22ya;do factory 7@i2c;
VINEYARD HAVEN—Sid 26th, schs J W
l.akelSbore............161
152
Elglns 22®22yac. Cheese quiet ana steady: Balano and St Elmo.
Louis * Nash. 50
60% State large at 7>A@103/s i do small 71»i@10Hc.
Ar 26th. brig Katahdin, Leathers, Bangor for
Parole am quiet, united 1 16. Coffee—Rio quiet, New York: jBcns
Maine Central S..
Joseph Eaton. Jr, Fisher, Hoand firm, No 7 at 10 bid. 8ugar, raw dull, and boken for Boston;
Mexican Central.
8
8
Storm Petrel, Bonsey, HondMichigan Central. 90
90
steady sthe mai ket for refined quiet,unchanged; outfordo; Ellen M Baxter. Holden. Bay View
No 6 at 3 13-16C ;No 7 at 3»/4 j No 8 at 3 11-161 for New York; Mary F
Minn * Bt. L. 19%
20
Pike, Gray. Grand MaNo 8 at 86/so: Ns 10 at 8 9-16; NollatSVaci nanfordo; Mildred A Pope, Irons,
Minn, 6 ML, Louis pf. 75
75
Bangor ior
No 12 at 3 7-lCc: No 13 at 8s/*c: off A S4»® do; C B Paine. Green. Calais for New Haven.
do 2d pfd,.
22% 4c; Mould A at 4<5s standard A at s4sC|Confee
W1SCASSET—Ar 24th, sch Lucy A Davis,
Missouririoitte.,.. 22%
tloners’ A 414 c; cat loaf 6; crusnsd 6c, pow- Lorlng, Portland.
New Jersev Central..106
106
14% dered 40fcs; granulatsd a'/sc; Cubes 44b
Northernli’acfle common.... 14%
do preferred.... 25
O
25%
Freights to Liverpool quiet, easy—grain by
Forei cm Forte.
Northwestern. ooob •S'9SBO'?aao 108%
104% steam —d.
Ar at Barbados Nov 23, sch Edwin A!Gasklll.
Northwestern pfd.
148%
Smith. Georgetown, SC.
New York Central. 94%
94%
Ar at Demerara Oct 28, sch Tofa, Wilson.
OCEAN STEAMER MOV K YI ti >
New York.Chlcago ft st Louis) 12%
12
New York.
do fit pfd....,. 70
70
FROM
FOR
Ar at'Hong Kong Nov 20, barque Fred P
do 2d pfd.
Etruria.NewYork. .Liverpool ..Nov 28 Litchfield. Hardy. Newcastle, NSW.
Hew York ft N E.
Ar at Kingston, Ja, Nov 16, sch Agnes 1
-New
York.
Gascogne
.Havre
Old Colonv.179
179
.iNov28
Oat. ft Wooteim... ,v......... 16%
16% Ethiopia.New York.. Glasgow;... Nov 28 Grace. Farrar, Mobile.
Sid 14th, schs Gertrude A Bartlett, Sproul,
Obdam.N
ew
York..
Pacific Mail... 26
26
Rotterdam,. Nov 28
Curacoa.New York. .Maracaibo..Nov28 Mobile; Jennie F Willey, Anderson, Pasca166
167
Pniman raiaoe..
Massaehusetts.New
goula.
York..
London_Nov 28
805k
Reading.......... j............ 295k
Ar at St Jago 12th, sch R D Bibber, Jarvis,
Columbia.New York.. Genoa.Nov 28
69%
Rook Island.69%
Manitoba .New York..
765k Advance.New York. Montevideo Nov 30 Philadelphia.
St. Paul. 74%
Ar at Buenos Ayres Nov 23d, barque Viator,
.Colon .Nov 30
129
debfd.....129%
Galileo.NewYork. .Rio Janeiro.Nov 30 Parker. Portland, and ordered to Rosario.
44
St.Ps.ui ft Oinaka. *8%
Gavel.New York. .Bremen.Dec 1
Ar at Havana Nov 17th, sch S P Hitchcock,
126
do! prfd.126
Far is.New York. .So’ampton..Deo 2 Sorensen, New York.
st Paul. Minn, ft Mann.Ill
111
reutonio.New York.
In port at Shanghai Oct 23d, ship Sam Skol117% Westemland .New York. .Liverpool...Dec 2 field. 2d, Skoifleid, for New York.
Sugar, eonmos.117%
.Antwerp'.. .Deo 2
10
Texas raclfie..
9%
Ar at Hillsboro, NB, 23d, schs D J Sawyer,
Mongolian... .Portland
.Liverpool .Dec 3
Union Paelflc.new.
10% Scmedam ...-New York.
105a
.Rotterdam..Dec 3 Kelley, Portsmouth; Fred Jackson, Weldon.
43
U. 8. Express. 42
Caracas.New Y ora.. Laguayra;.. Dec 3 Portland
7 Vs
Wabash....
6%
Niagara.New York..Cienfuegos;.Dec 3
Cld, sch Lanle Cobb, Beal, New York.
16% Campania.... New York..
ao'prfd. 16%
Ar at Moncton, NB, 201b, sch John Stroun.
Liverpool. .Dec g
Western Union.. 86%
86% Furuesia.New York. .Glasgow
Portland.
JDec 6.
Rlcnmonaft West Point.
Normanla... .New York. .Hamburg;. ..Dec SI
no nrfd.....
Palatia.New York. .Hamburg ..Dee 6
SpokeD,
Amsterdam... NewYork. .Rotterdam..Dec 6
Oct 31, lat 3 S, Ion 32 W, ship Mary L Cush*ix-div
Bretagne.New York.. Havre.Dec 6
Trave........New York.-Bremen ...Dec 8 ing, Pendleton, from New York for Sydney,
Mining Stocks.
Alvena.New York. .Belize, &c ..Dec 8 NSW.
NR f YORK. Nov. 26. 1896—Tt)0 following New York... .New York. .S’tbampton.Dec 9
Wera.New York. .Genoa.Dec 9
«
minis* mocks:
are to*day’s closing quotations
Southwark.New York. .Antwerp ...Dec 9
ol. Coal...
Edam.NewYork.
.Rotterdam .Dec 10
HokoIbc Coal......
34% Delcomyn.New York..Montevideo!Dec 10
Homestake,
Umbria.New
York.
.Liverpool
9
.Dec 12
Ontario.
Numidian
.Portland
.Liverpool...Dec 17
Quicksilver.2
do pfd.10
central

STEAMERS.

_MjtgcamjunBQpB.

St.

Aatrsws. N. B.

Fall Arrangement.

On and alter Monday, Sept. 21st. steamer
will leave Portland on Monday and Thursday
St 5C.IQ.
Returning leave St. John and Eastport same

Through

tieksts Issued and baggage cheeked
HP-Freight received up o 8.30

to destination.
P. QL

T«r Tickets and Staterooms, apply at tbs
Plus Tree Ticket Offioe, Monument Square
pr for other Info,matloa at Company’s Office
Railroad wharf foot of State street
J. B.COYLE, Gen. Man.
leSSdtfH. p. 0. HER8EY, Agent

Maine

Steamship

For Auburn aud Lewiston 7.05, 8.00 a. m.i
l. 80. 4.00 aud 6.00 p. m.
For Gorham and Berlin 8.00 a. hi., 1.80 and
6.00 p. m.
For Island Pond 8.00 a. m.; and 1.30 and
6.00 p. m.

For Montreal and Chloago 8.00 a. m.; aud
6.00 p. m.
For Quebec 6.00 p. in.
For Berlin Sundays only, 7.30 a. m.
ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston and Auburn 8.25, and 11.80
a. m.; 3.15,6 40 and 6.40 p. in.
From
Berlin and Gorham 8.26 and 11.30 a.
m. i and 5.40 p. m.
From Chicago and Montreal 11.30 a. m. land
5.40 p. m.
From Quebec 11.30 a. m.
The 6.00 p. m. train runs through to Montreal
dally, Sundays included. Attached to this
train is a
Pullman lor Montreal.
Pullman Paiace Sleeping Cars on
Night
trains and parlor cars on day trains.
TICKET OFFICE NO. 177
MIDDLE
STREET, AND DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA
STREET.
CHAS. M. HAY8, Gen’l Manager.
Portland. Sept. 7th, 1896.
Je22tl

■.WTiwBOSTON

IMERS

co.

New Fork Direct Line.
LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT

Delightful and Invigorating Sea Trip.

The Steamship* Manhattan and Cottage
City leave Franklin wharf Tuesdays, Thursand Saturdays at 6 p. m. Retux
Bing, leave
day*
Fler 88, East River, same days at 5. p. m.
on©
way, $4.00; Round
_4FftI2
&Ncw Yorte*
rip f 7,00.
|
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
I* F« LISCOMB, General Agent
nov2dtf

Daily Line, Sundays

Excepted.

THB NEW AND PALATIAL STEAMERS
STATE AND
PORTLAND,
alternately leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
every evening at 7 o’clock, arriving in season
lor connections with earliest trains lor points

BAT,

beyond.

Through tickets tor Providence, LowelL
Worcester, New York, etc.
RetuNlin", leave India Wharf, Boston,
every Evening at 7 o’clock.
J, B. COYLE, Manager.
T
T_»
J. F. LISCOMB. Gen. Art.
*
Oct. 1,1896.

JL'XXjIj
SEW

MEW

BOLD BUKGLAUT.

ADVEKTISEMENT8 TODAY.

Safe Blown

Wednesday Tight

1

ADVERTISEMENT!!.

MEW AJJTEBTISEHEITS,

at Foot

of Wilrnot St.
Owen, Mcore & Co.
Eastman Bios. & Bancroft.
Palmer Shoe Co.
Watson. Miller & Co.
Cliasc, Leavitt & Co.
.1. K Libby—2.
Tile E. C. Jones Tns. Co.

Bruns &

Johnson's Coal Office Entered—

Not Much

Booty

No kitchen is kept cleaner than the premises devoted to the ft
manufacture of NONE SUCH Mince Meat. No housewife can be more fastidious in the matter of preparing food X
ft than we are in the selection and preparation of the materials of A
B which it is made. The cleaning of the currants (for one thing)
& is more thoroughly done by means of perfected appliances,

Secured.

ft

AMUSEMENTS.

Rome time late

committed at

the
foot of
Middle street,
where the coal and wood office of Bruns &
Johnson was entered, and the safe blown.
The job was
evidently the work of pro"firs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup'
fessionals.
Has been used over Fifty Years by millions of
blew
the
They
safe door to pieces,and that
mothers for their children while Teething they did not get more plunder was due to
with perfeot success.
It soothes the child, the factjthat the firm had not trusted much
softens the gums, allays Pain, cures Wind money to the safe.
The burglars were unColic, regulates the bowels, and is the best disturbed, and did a very thorough job. All
from
whether
ior
Diarrhoea
left
arising
behind them were two pieces of
remedy
they
teething or other causes. For sale by Drug- broken drills, one the end of a small gimlet,
Be
sure
and
of
the
world.
and
in
the
other the end of a
gists every part
drill about an
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, 25 cts inch in diameter.
The explosion seems to have been heard
a bottle.
by those living in the neighborhood; but
New Wants, To Let, For Sale.Lost, Found
and Similar advertisements will be found under
heir appropriateneaiison Page 0.

6R1EF

It

JOTTINGS.

was

thought

that

a

wood

than it would be possible to do it by hand.
£
Its cleanliness, purjty, whole9omeness and deliciousness
» are good reasons for using NONE SUCH Mince. Meat, a
JH The best reason is its savirsg~of time, of hard work, of B
A ten cent package affords you two large pies, with- ft
nt money.
out trouble to you beyond the making of the crust.
Makes ft
just as good fruit cake and fruit pudding as it does mince IB
U pie. Sold everywhere. Be sure and get the genuine.

ft

J#

|»

pile had fallen

of

papers, which may be of value,
taken from the safe, but no money of

any account.
The safe was

burglar proof York
safe,weighing 2,500 pounds, purchased about

THANKGIVING GIFTS.

safe

were

however,

Wlio

Some

not to be

weie

Yesterday—

Turkeys

Gave

Bosworth

HrchAn

'I

roneaeinb

l>ne

4-.U

a.

Poet.

Portland, November 27.

turkey yesterday.
The Portland Packing Co. have usually
given a turkey to every employe, but being
a

11 dollars in

bills, and
drawer was
secured the

There

unable to

ventional black.

positions

in the

As the

large

couple

floral

took

arch

be

marriage ceremony in a
manner.
Prof. Sangiier

of

a

ln3tead

Ladies’ Fleeced

25c

tostcad o£ 37 i-2e

75c

inateaa

Jersey|Undervests.

Ladies’ White and

Men’s

Gray Wool Vests.

of

S1.00

0l

Undershirts.81.00™
39c

50c

o£

59c™

Fancy Jersey Overshirts.

75o

.<

lustead

$i.6o
o£

50o

en

protect the

cloth

head, face,

neck and shoulders from
the weather. It is spec-

ially good

for motormen,

teamsters, hackmen

and

all others whose business
them out of

keeps
in all
are

weathers.
$1.50 each.

We have half

doors

Dancos

dozen

a

The firm
on

desirable for
and drivers.

beneath

A finer
wool
oil

motormen

evening in Williston church
parlors. Everybody invited to attend.
ternoon and

89c

iQSteaa

of

$i.00

Boys’ Black Wool Hose (ribbed).

25c

,„stead

0I

35c

Misses’ Black British Cashmere Hose.

25c

mstoad

oE

33c

Boys’ and Girls’ Ribbed Cashmere Hose..

42c

instead

oE

E5o

Ladies’Black

Cashmere Hose.

29c

in3t6ad

oE

EOo

Ladies’ British Cashmere Hose.

59c

^

of

75c

Ladies’ British Cashmere Hose.

59p

instead

of

Umbrellas—English Gloria.

79*.
*

instead ol

$1.00

Umbrellas—English Gloria,

79*
*

instead

o!

$1.00

30
0

instead

ol

$1.75

English

°

Umbrellas—Silk

Gloria, steel rod.

choice

clasp

while

at

Woodbury’s

Facial

Soap.
c

let

CIV

XI
A
VIA

n

fleece lined at

ft B I P

y

IS
II T X
Un I U

Xlllr*
VoLL

—

OF

lucky

—

3000

ly

palms,
$1.50.

_

which
of the

more

admiring relatives and friends,
spoke in silent but tender language
high esteem in which the newly mar-

ried couple

were

Herbert

we

Knight

ushers.

RUBBERS.

I

West.
The hack that bore them

orated with old

in footwear that

of.--58c.
36c.

we

Poorer

Excellent

cheese

tenant Ainsworth will
Lieutenant Brodtent.

be

suoeeded

Salem; nurma'ii,
by ick't'on’Yorand

A Sidewalk

James

Lane

of

Accident.

Boston, a guest at
on the
slippery side-

Swett’a hotel, fell
walk on Temple stroot yesterday afterand dislocated hi* right shoulder
noon

J. F. Kennedy^
Lydia Grant.
Nellie F.
Quite a fleet of storm bound coar/ers lay in
the lower harbor yesterday.
The barkentine Nellie M.Slade is in the
lock, not on the railwny.
Work was going on yesterday
of the schooner Grace
ng

o

go to Demarara.

dry

on

the

load-

Bradloy, which Is

IT’S TIME
to say something about Alarm Clocks.

B

(Storm Rubbers.)
Reg- Price, 70c.

I

;

price,

Jg

Man’s Self-Acting,
(Knob-on-the heel-kind,)
75 cts. n pair.
Price regular. 85 cts
These

|M

fine

extra

are

goods.

Iuur
I

The

sun is not
rising as early as it did,
perhaps you may be inclined to follow its example. Need a reminder that
the day has commenced.
Nothing better than our Nickel
Alarm Clocks, at 95c and $1.25.

and

Ladies’ Fleece Lined

quality

beer, fruit, etc.

I

I

for

MISSES’ sizes 11 to 2,
37 cts. Regular 50 cts.
Also a small lot of

at

not

I

Narrow and wide toes.

know

of the revenue outtor Dallas
The steamer Labrador is expected
Sunday
Capt. Dennett, as was expeoted, will
or Monday.
sucoeed Capt. Henriqnes in command of
During Wednesday nigbt and Thursday the
the Woodbury.
Capt. Hand will r^ieve following schooners arrived:
Utility, N. Y
Capt. Heurique on Tuesday next. Lieu- tor Sackvlile.jN. B.; Bonnie 'Boon, Frederlieutensut

1

50c pair.
Ordinarily the price
regular goods is 00 cts.

have

ones

I
I

offer

Ladies’ Storm Rubbers,

a

genuine sheeps wool
and nothing eke. They are
about the warmest things

We

iires—the discount averag.
lug 25 per cent:

♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

from

At 3.30 p. in. the happy couple took tlieir
departure for a tour to Montreal and the

prices.

Today and
Ooniinniiig Tomorrow,

bundle of
old fashioned hand knit,
teb blue yarn Socks made

held.

Mr. Fred Woods and Mr.
as

just

farmers

received

§;
|
jg

.Q”j Gommoncing

From the North Liver-

and

low

8

1

hand and was
to
secure
enough
pairs at surprisingon

them for sale

35e

1

bers—ibis year’s crop—took.
place last week. Our buywas

of

1

I be great Boston Auction
SaSe o£ Ernn<l Mew Rub-

er

21o

issi|BDV
is# IR* g ■

14a

_____

gloves

buck

glove,

instead

10

$1.00.

with wristers attached at
50c, and a good fur gaunt-

0,

1 ftp
per box
AvMj instead
of

w ■

dogskin,
lined, with heavy

Fine wool knitted

3 40

Soap.

$1.50. An

wrist

$1.00

Ammonia, big bottles..

tan

at

i

Fancy Hose Supporters. 125c

checks for five

loving

steel rod.

Blankets, broad, long and thick.

with lamb’s

one

lining

fleece

hundrod dollars each
for the bride and groom from Mr. Woods
and Mr. Jordan, fathers of the bride and
groom. Silver service from Mrs. Jordan,
and a great variety of gifts from the host of

£

lined).

heavy, soft, flexible,
Plymouth Buck at $1.00.

Libby Mrs. Susie
Rodick, assisted by Misses May Waterhouse
and Mildred Wood, Mrs. Frank Libby received the presents which were very numerthe tables
ous, elegant and costly. Upon

another page.

young ladies of the Mission Band will
hold a sale of Christmas articles
Friday af-

Motormen’s Buck Mittens (wool

A

their

advertise their opening Saturday

The

§1.25

heavy
particularly

Gloves also

[

provements.

o!

different kinds of

Patrick

and their connection with one of the largest dry goods syndicates in New England
pation, sour stomach, indigestion are promptly places them in a position to handle barge
cured by Hood’s Fills. They do their work quantities of merchandise at the very lowest
prices. Their new store has recently been
fitted with the Rapid Lamson cable
system
and large arc lights and other modern im-

o«f..
dot instead

Witch Hazel

route for

Like biliousness, dyspepsia, headache, consti-

Boys Woolbweaters.

hard

made

felt-like

a

to

Punch table—Miss Maud

acted

be-

is

hood-and-ruffle,

sided at the table for ices and assorted cake.

were

here

it,

Danco

to

thing to describe.
It is
a
storm-proof,
c
rain-proof, o 1 d-p roof

performed the
deep impressive
rendered

illustrate

cause a

the happy couple
and parents received the congratulations of
the largo company present and those who
attend (Hi the reception. Delicious refreshabundance.
ments were served in
Miss
Maud Knight and Miss Ethel Hamilton premusical selection

ought

picture right

a

to

the floral marriage bell they were accompanied by Mr. and Mrs.Wood, parents of the
bride and Mr. and Mr. Win. B. Jordan, parents of the groom.
The Rev. S. F. Pearson

1896.

machine
dale.
knitted Socks
Deering.
Mr.
Donnelly of the Westbrook
made of fine water spun
Chronicle spent the day yesterday with „his
upon. He'sings stirringly and effective- father and family at Dover, N. H.
The Palmer Shoe Co. offers a great quantiyarn at 25c. Thick mer3. J. Woodman was the recipient of a very ty of fine rubbers, all styles and sizes for
ly, with native warmth and a keen aptestimonial
from
the Young
Peo- men,women, Misses and children at very
ino half-hose,tan or grey,
preciation of what is expressive and tell- pleasing
He seemed equally at home in ple’s Society, the “Epworth League” of the low prices. Full details in advertisement.
ing.
at
M. E. church yesterday, consisting of a nice
25c.
Handel and iu the German and English
basket ot fruit and floWers.
Mr. Woodman
Fainted Away.
The Beresford company open
songs.”
Underwear.
Heavy
one
of
the
oldest
members
of
being
the
tho Ladies’ Aid oourse December 2nd.
While on the stage at City Hall last
church now living. His age is 79 years and
Sweaters.
Good seats at Stock bridge’s.
Mr. Walter Gately, who took
he has been a member of this church about evening.
The Albaai concert tioketi will be on 55 years, as he is not able now to attend this oue of the leading parts in the Bride
Mittens.
of
sale at Stockbridgo’s Monday morning. method was taken to show that although Seville, fell insensible. He was onrried
to
not
to
meet
able
with
them
as
This is Mme
still
Album's first and only
Dr. Hanson sumformerly,
anti-raoin and
an
he was not forgotten.
The gentleman
appearance in the state.
moned.
snoceeded In
the gentleman out of it all OWEN,
MOORE & CO.
A terrific storm is prevailing in Trieste Watson, Miller & Co. to Make a New bringing
right, and he returned and played his
preventing vessels from enteiing or leavStore.
His siokness was caused
ing the harbor. Many bouses were unpart out.
by
Watson, Miller & Co. have securd a lease
roofed and otherwise damaged.
acute indigestion, together with the exWater Front Notes.
of the stoVe formerly occupied by J. R. Libevent. Two or three othof
the
citement
by, 488, 490 Congress street and will move
The schooner Lucy A. Davis, Capt.
Mcwere affeoted
the balance of their stock there
similarly
November er performers
Kown, loaded with a general Christmas car27. This firm intends to carry a complete
an Spain, hauled into
Fort
for
the
stream
go
Revenue Service Change?.
line of dry and fancy
gootls, cloaks, Ac,
yesterday. The schooner has ice In the lowabout a little
Ac. They will do a strictly
and
cash business
of
who
was
er
hold,
at
one time first
Capt. Hand,
everything,

Pi pared by C. L Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.
T.,e only Pill to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

29c

Gontoocook A

O you know what
a
“Danco” is?

away was decshoes, tissue paper and
and
as
Mr.
and
Mrs. Jordan
Mr. John Henderson of Fall River, Mass., evergreen,
spent Thanksgiving with his parents in entered the hacks they were followed by
/.HD.™
liberal showers of rice, and best
this city.
wishes of
the entire company
An unknown horse hitched to
an open
“Ho
Jordan
Mrs.
will
and
be
Mr.
at
home
Wedand his wagon, was seen yesterday afternoon, runSpring nesdays after the 5th of December at the
He has ning at the top of his speed down
the
bride’s
of
and
residence
street
then down Main, he disappeared
parents,
Pleasant-

notice of Mr. Beresford:
handle* bia big voice with ease,
phrasing is pure and graceful.
not only a voice of beautiful
quality,
but 'evidently a good faad of musical
and appreciation to fall back
Caaiing

leg

Ladies’Fleeced Jersey Undervests.*.

thowery.

The Berlin Mills Co. gave every employe

Smith,
Congress and blue
eyos. He usually wore a light golf
Square hotel, spent Thanksgiving at his cap. The police are
lookug for him, on Mr.
home in Bonny Eagle.
Ponce’s complaint.
The prominent arrivals at the Preble
Colby University.
yesterday were: Stuart Robson, Mme.
The appointments for
the Senior ExhiJanausohok, B. Howard, W. R. Hayden,
J. B. MoShaue, Miss Osterman of the bition at the close of' the fall term have been
awarded to Chas. H.
Whitman, Bangor;
Robson-Janauscbek Company: W.
F.
Fred E. Taylor, Bath; Chas.
L. Clement,
Crawford, Texas; J. D. Cochrane, Saco;
Waterville; Wm. A. Hawthorne, Waterville;
W. G, Morse, Syracuse; P. if. Campbell,
Geo. K. Bassett, Winslow; and Ernest E.
Geo. W. Irish, New York; Mrs. Thayer,
Noble,of Blaine. From the Women’s college
Boston.
the appointments are: Hattie F. Holmes,
those registered at the Fal- Eastport; Annie L. Knight, Portland : Alice
Among
mouth yesterday wore:
J. W. Goodwin, L. Nye, Auburn; and Octavia W. Mathews,
Biddeford; Mr. aud Mrs. F. B. Arey, Waterville.
JAopedale, Mass.; Mr.and Airs. J.D. CousWESTBROOK.
ins, Mr. and Mis. H. J. Smith, Island
Pond; Geo. E. Rogers, Detroit; H. M.
Heath, Augusta;
Capt. R. P. Moore,
Thanksgiving passed very quietly in this
steamship Mongolian; E. L. Winslow, city. There were fewer people from away
The
B. G. Dyer, Ai. F. Goodwin, Boston; home to spend the day than usual.
Mrs. Green, H. W. James, Fred Spit, streets were practically deserted in the afternoon. Those who were not gathered in
N»vr York; R. P. Baton, Brunswick.
their homes went to Deering to witness the
Capt. Baroiny of the Allan line, is ex- football
ganle. The reading by Miss McCobb
pected to arrive today, aud Capt. Scan- at Cumberland hall in the evening," was
ian of the Dominion line on Tuesday.
largely attended. Good order prevailed
Mr. W. A. Coates, head shipper of the throughout the day and evening and no
Allan liue, will arrive here Monday. He arrests were made.
The proposed new order of things in the
has taken rooms at the Falmouth.
Mr. Thomas Koilougb, head carpenter police department is being much discussed.
A majority who we hear exinressing themof the Allan line, and Mr. A. W. Wain
selves are of
the opinion that as tilings
Wright of the same line, are at the Ful- stand
today, the proposed change will more
•uoath for the winter.
fully meet the needs of the city.
Course.

Saturday.

*

^

weather today
is likely to be

yjx

Aid

and

Men’s Fleeced Undershirts.

The

each
get the turkeys this year,
six dollars in change.
This
man was presented with §2.50.
forced open and the thieves
Bosworth Post, in accordance with
its
plunder therein.
usual custom,gave each old soldier’s widow,
The force of the explosi on had sprung the
will have an assembly at Hibernians’
who was in need, and also every old soldier
outer door of the safe open against the telin need, a turkey dinner. The Post serves
hall next Friday evening.
ephone and a portion of that instrument an in
creasing number every year.
The Unitarian Women’s Alliance will was
demolished.
Randall & McAllister were among those
meet this afternoon at 3 o’clock.
Mr. Johnson as soon as he discovered the
who gave turkeys to tlieir men yesterday.
At the
hotels yesterdayjj^elaborate havoc done by the burglars
immediately
Murdock & Freeman presented
each of
notified
dinners
were
The
the
served.
and
are
now at
Thanksgiving
police
they
their employes, both here and at their plant
on the case.
work
Falmouth,
Preble, Congress Square
at Rumford Falls, with a fine
turkey for
A quantity of powder^was found on a shelf
United States and West End made especThanksgiving.
near the office desk.
ial efforts.
The new proprietor of the
There is no definite clue as to who were
WEDDINGS.
Falmouth
gave his
guests one of the the burglars but
people living in the vicinity
most
elaborate menus ~in the history of of the coal office
that
saw
say
they
suspicth house.
ious characters hovering around that comJordan-Woods.
The inmates of several of tbe bomes in munity during the day.
The residence of Mr. and
Mrs. Matthew
In the plunder taken from the safe was a
the city partook of Thanksgiving turkey,
Woods of Pleasantdale was a scene of great
bank
book
with
a
balance
of
which were ordered by the late W. W.
$5.62 on it. beauty and attractiveness Wednesday,the ocThere were also taken three checks: one on casion
Thomas a week before his death.
being the marriage of their daughter,
the Casco National Bank, numbered
1,012, Lillie May, to Mr.
Fred W.
Jordan, the
a
small
for
drawn
in
favor
of
amount,
Bruns wood, coal, hay and grain dealer of
PERSONAE.
Ligonia.
Johnson and signed by Fred L. Merrill; The interior of the house was
fcvery tastily
check No. 1,255, on the National Trader’s and
elaborately decorate# with evergreen,
Mr. John Torranca, agent of the Do- Bank drawn by Hawkes Bros, lor $9.85; in
potted plants and cut flowers. A large circle
aiucn
minion line,has arrived here for the win- I'wui
aim
mm
euwaiu,
uy
of relatives and immediate
friends of the
! dorsed over to Bruns & Johnson ;and a third families had assembled to witness the eereter.
of
which
the
is
not
description
given.
Mr. John Reed of Concord, N. H.,
mcjpry. Promptly at high noon the sweet
.Strains of Mendelsslion’s
civil engineer on the Boston & Maine,
wedding march ,
E. W. TRACY WANTED.
was rendered by Prof.
Sanglier, formerly
passed through the city Wednesday on
of Grace church, New
York, and
his way to pass Thanksgiving at his old Ernest Ponce Claims That Ho Has .Gone organist
the wedding procession entered the spacious
home at Benton Falls.
OffjWlth Some of His Money.
parlors in the following order, Little Misses
The following wrrs among the arrivals
Mollie Jordan, dressed in pink, and Hazel
at- the Congress Square bote! yesterday:
Lufkin in white,
as
flower
Miss
girls.
Mr. Ernesto Ponce complained to the polMrs. H. L. Wingate, Jack Temple, C.
Pearson
as
brides maid wore
ice yesterday that Ernest W. Tracey, who Evangeline
W. Timble, Boston; Charles
Glazier, has been a salesman for him, had collected a gown of canary silk and carried pink
The best man was Mr.
New York; AI. S. Ellis, Baltimore; F. §300 or §400 and disappeared.
Tracey came chrysanthemums.
E. Curtis, Poland Spring; F. E. Timber- irom Norway, Me., and has boarded at No. Frank A. Jordan, brother of the groom, and j
lake, Phillips; A. M.Rollins, Brunswick; 5 Tremont place. He is a young man 25 or was
gowned in brocade white silk with tulle
six inches in
E. B. Richard sod, North Adams; C. S. 28 years of age, five feet,
and wore and carried orange bio ssoms
height, and weighs about 1G0 .-£ pounds.
He veil,
Meyers. New York.
conwore
is of light complexion, with light mustache and white pinks. The groom
Mr. C. E.
clerk at the

Gadies’

Friday

lj |

jff
jK

month ago.
The burglars drilled three holes just
the handle by which the doors are

burglars
rewarded by a
Piewis, Hall & Co., presented their embig haul as the most of the money and valployes on Wednesday with a fine turkey. uable
were
in
the
papers
upper part of the
A very quiet day was Thanksgiving ia
safe in a vault made of chrome steel
and
police oircles. Up to 10 o’clock In the iron.
livening not a single arrest had beau
In a small drawer in the lower part of the

t

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Trade kindlings for

a

the

made.
The sidewalks were very slippery last
evening and badly needed sanding.
Tbe Catholio Total Abstinence Society

MERRELL-SOULE CO.,

a new

will oonfer the long form of the
below
Third Kauk Monday evening.
opened
There
are
now in the Grand Trunk and in these holes three
charges of powder
cars
of
yard 50 or GO
apples for the had been placed.
The
forced
the
doors open but
steamer Mongolian.
exxfiosion

P.,

Bend your name and address, and mention this paper, and we will mall vou free a book—
•‘Mrs. Popkins’Thanksgiving”—by one of the most famous humorous authors of the day.

5

Rome
were

ft
ft

1

down.
Fine Tree lodge, K. of P., will oonfer
the rank of Page upon seven candidates
this evening.
The team of Munjoy lodge, No. G, K.

ft

%

Wednesday night or early
Thursday morning, a daring burglary was

Portland Theatre.

Make enough racket to wake the dead.
Good
for

timekeepers too, and

years!

May

will last you

than their
you
value any day. More clocks than all the
other stores combined.
Clocks for hall,
office

or

save

kitchen.

more

Clock repairing

a

ipecialty.

LADIES’ SPRING HEEL

RUBBER,

Price

regular,

37 cts.
50 cts.

McKEfIFfEY

MISSES' SPRING HEEL,
35 cts.

Price

regular,

THE

Monument

40 cts.

novlldlf-5tlior8thp

JEWELER,

Square.

CHILD’S SPRING HEEL,
30 cts.

Price

regular,

LADIES'

35 cts.

PLAIN

RUBBER,
Pointed Toes,

40 cts.

LOW

pair. I

Price regular, 50 cts.

These rubbers

goods—the

perfect

are
same as first

qual-

,'hrst grade kinds in
aspect, but as they are
iimiv. the stigma of having
auctioned
off the K libbeen
ber Trust demands that they
must be stamped in a place
and in such a way that you
can hardly find
it with
a
microscope just to “clear the
law.”
ity

WE
ARE

:

PARTICULAR
yes,

you

might

“fusov” wheu

PALMER

eve

goods for

almost

we

are

say

buying

other people.
anxious to get

are
just
they (you) want.
Especially are we particular
to get the purest, the best,

We
what

when it’s drugs and chemicals
We use
we are
purchasing.
these best goods for your pres-

SHOE

•

I

criptions.

CO.

II. II. HAY & so nr.
Middle St.
d3t

